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CONTRIBUTIONS TOWARDS A SYNOPSIS OF THE AMERICAN FORMS 
OF FRESH WATER SPONGES WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF THOSE 

NAMED BY OTHER AUTHORS AND FROM ALL PARTS 
OF THE WORLD. 

BY EDWARD POTTS. 

Dr. Bowerbank's "Monograph of the Spongillidoe," (Proc. Zool. 
Soc., London, 1863 p. 440 etc.) and "The History and Classification 
of the known species of Spongilla," by H. J. Carter Esq. F. R. S. 
etc. (Annals and Mag. of Nat. Hist., Londoni, 1881, p. 77 etc.) 
contain the only complete synopses of the fresh water sponges, as 
known at their respective dates. Both writers have, in their 
introductory remarks, given full information as to the history a[ld 
bibliography of this branch of study, which it cannot be necessary 
now to repeat. 

My design in the preparation of the present paper has beenl, 
primarily, to describe those genera and species, mostly North 
American, that have been discovered since the date of Mr. Carter's 
publication; next, to detail the results of a somewhat extended 
examination into the character and variations, in North America, 
of those species that have long been familiarly known in Europe t 
and thirdly, to make it valuable for reference as a Monograph, by 
adding brief technical descriptions of all other "good" species. 

A fturther purpose, and oine that I hold much at heart, is the 
(lesire to revive, among scientists and lovers of nature, an apprecia- 
tion of the apparently almost forgotten fact of the existence of sponges 
in our fresh water; to show theni that they are easily found and 
collected; that they are deeply interesting as liviiig subjects of study, 
inicroscopic and otherwise; and that, by simple processes, their typ- 
ical parts may readily be prepared for classification and the 
Ipermanent preservation of their various singular forms. With this 
end in view the situations and conditions in which the Americani 
species were found, have been briefly described, suggesting the hope- 
fulness of an exploration of similar localities in other neighborhoods.. 

During the last six or seven years the leisure tiime of a very busy 
life has been largely occupied in the collection and examination 
of sponge material. In this labor of love I have been greatly aided 
by the contributions and correspondence of friends, till then 
unknown, in widely separa.ted districts, for whose thoughtful kindness 
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I now desire to express my indebtedness. It were idle to attempt to 
name them all; but to Professors Allen, Cope, Hunt, Leidy and 
Heilprin of Philadelphia, to Dawson, Hyatt, Bumpus and Osborn 
in other localities, I am particularly indebted. As aCtive workers 
in the same field and during nearly the same period, I am glad to 
acknowledge my constant obligation to my friends Mr. Henry Mills, 
of Buffalo, N. Y. and Mr. B. W. Thomas of Chicago, Ill., whose 
names will frequently be found throughout the following pages. 
More recently my valued friend and correspondent Mr. A. H. Mac- 
Kay, of Pictou, Nova Scotia, has been untiring in his efforts, very 
successful in his local and New Foundland collections anid most 
generous in the contribution of his valuable material. I owe to my 
friend Prof. John A. Ryder of the University of Pennsylvania, what 
has been of more value than any material, the most unfailing courtesy 
and the best of advice, assistance and encouragement to persevere 
in my work. From abroad I have been honored with the correspon- 
dence and publications of Dr. W. Dybowski of Niankow, Russia, 
Prof. Marshall of Leipsig, Vejdovsky and Petr of Prague, Bohemia. 
Prof. Vejdovsky has laid me under especial obligations by his repeated 
gifts of Bohemian and other European sponges, besides his "Diagnosis 
of the European Spongillidae" now published as a very valuable 
contribution to this paper. I thank Dr. C. W. de Lannoy, late of 
Chester, Pennsylvania, for the original drawings for plates V aud 
VI the excellence of which will be conceded by all acquainted 
with the subjects. 

Two names remain of friends, without whose inifluence and assis- 
tance this Monograph would probably never have been written. 
The first has passed the alloted term of "three score years and ten," 
and now, with failing strength, but unfailing love of his work, is 
hastening to garner the last ripe sheaves of a life of honorable scien- 
tific labor. I count it a great privilege to have become acquainted, 
near the beginning of my work, with H. J. Carter, Esq. of 
Devonshire, England, than whom no obscure scientist could hope 
for a mnore constant friend or more courteous correspondent. To 
the fine artistic skill and unwearying patience of the other, Miss S. 
G. Foulke of Philadelphia, my readers, with myself, owe a large 
part of the value of this work, in the admirable drawings from 
which plates VII to XII have been reproduced. 

These reproductions are the work of the Photo-Engravinig Co. 
(N. Y.) and while it is regretted that from the very nature of the 
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process no photo-engraved plate could repeat, with their relative 
delicacy, the finer lines of Miss Foulke's beautiful drawings, in other 
respects they are very well done. 

A few words of elementary information may be desirable to aid 
those who for the first time undertake the study of sponges. 

In constitution and general appearence the fresh water sponges 
resemble many of those of a marine habitat, excepting in one 
particular. This crucial point is the presence, during certain resting 
seasons, in inost of the former, and the absence fromi all the latter, 
of those "seed-like bodies" that have been known and described 
by various authors under the names of ovaria, gemmules, statoblasts, 
statospheres, sphferuloe, etc. In the past I have generally avoided 
the tuse of the familiar word statoblast, as it did not seem clearly 
proven that the function of these "seed like bodies" of the sponges 
was identical with that of the statoblasts of the polyzoa etc; and 
have used the ternms statospheres, or sphoerulve, as suggesting 
merely their genieral appearance. Latterly, however, I have con- 
curred with several European writers in the use of the old term, 
gemmiules; the principal objection to which, is that withl some persons 
the n-ame imiay seem like a return to the exploded vegetable theory 
of sponges. It is hardly necessary to say that this idea is not 
intended. 

In shape these gemmnules are nearliv spherical; they are about 
o of an inichl in diaileter, or as large as very smiall mustard seeds. 
They are found somnetimes in continuous layers, as at the base of 
encrusting spong,es; sometimes they rest singly in the iinterspaces 
among the skeletoni spicules; again, they occur in groups of a dozen 
or less, sparsely scattered through the sponge imiass, or in smaller, 
denser g,roups, closely enveloped in a compact cellular parenchvma. 
Their principal coat, presumably of chitin, encloses a compact mass 
of protoplasnmic globules, each of which is charged with numbers of 
discoidal particles, whose funietion, though all important, it is not 
miy intention to discuss in the present paper. A circular orifice, 
rarely more than onie, through this chitinous coat, sometimes, 
though iinaptly called the hilum, should be known as the foramen 
or foraminal aperture. Through it, at the time of germination, the 
above mentioned protoplasmic bodies make their exit, crawling by 
an amiceboid moveement, and spreading out oin every side. In a few 
houirs the inifanit colony may be seen producing aqueous currents, 
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developing and arranging skeleton spicules, and in every way living 
the life of a young sponge. The foraminal aperture is rarely 
plain; more frequently it is infundibular, (P1. V, fig. i, a,), having a 
slightly raised and expanded margin; while in still other species it 
is prolonged into cylindrical or funnel shaped tubules (P1. VI, fig. 
iii, iv, and v.) 

In most species, possibly in all under normal conditions, the 
chitinous coat is surrounded by a "crust" (P1. VI, figs. i, ii, etc.), 
composed of air cells, often so minute as to be with difficulty 
"resolvable," even with a high power of the microscope; in other 
species so large as to be readily discerned by the use of a low one. 
In the first instance it has been called a "granular," in the other, a 
"eellular" "crust." In this are imbedded (PI. Vand VI,), the spicules 
which, as will be hereafter seen, are relied upon to determine the 
generic classification of these sponges. 

To recur for a moment to the resemblance stated to exist between 
the fresh water and some of the marine sponges,-we can see no 
obvious reason why all the marine forms should not have their 
representatives among those belonging to fresh water; but it is a 
fact that all of the latter, as yet discovered, are silicious;-that is, the 
skeleton or framework, (corresponding to the elastic fibre of which 
commercial sponges are composed) upon which the slime-like sponge 
flesh, known as "sarcode," is supported, and through whose interstices 
the currents meander, is composed of silicious spicules, slightly 
bound together by an almost invisible quantity of firmer sarcode or 
perhaps of colloidal silica. 

To form the mnain lines of this skeleton structure the spicules, 
averaging about -ooth. of an inch in length, are fasciculated in 
bands made up of several spicules, lying side by side, and somewhat 
overlapping at their extremities; the crossing lines being formed of 
more slender fascicles, or even of siingle spicules. In the different 
species these "skeleton" spicules vary in size, in the shape of their 
terminations, and in their more or less spinous character (see Plates 
VII to XII, a,a,); but while these differenees serve, in some degree, as 
specific guides, they are not sufficiently constant or positive to form 
a basis for generic arrangement. 

Besides the skeleton spicules, a second class, knowni as "dermal" or 
flesh spicules (P1. VII to XII, c, d, e, etc.) is found only in some species 
and in greater or less numbers, either lying upon the outer "dermal" 
film or lining the canals in the deeper portions of the sponge. They 
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are almost always much smaller than those of the skeleton and are 
never fasciculated or bound together in any way. A third class of 
spicules is composed of those before mentioned as imbedded in the 
"erust" of the gemmules, and form what may be regarded as their 
armor or defensive coating. These gemmule-spicules represent two 
principal and several subordinate types, which have been selected 
by Mr. Carter to define the different genera into which he has divi- 
ded the single genus Spongilla of the earlier authors. His method 
of classification will be given later. 

The sponge in its entirety as a growing organism can generally 
be easily recognized by the collector, after he has escaped from the 
thraldom of the idea that any fixed growth, of a mnore or less vivid 
green color, must be a plant of some kind. Of course the mosses 
and confervae will be rejected after examination, upon the evidence 
given by the leaves of the one and the smooth slender threads of the 
other. If doubts remain as to any specimen, the presence in it of 
efferent or discharging apertures, like those of the commercial sponge, 
if it is really a sponge, may serve to dispel them, and still more con- 
vincing proof will be given by the use of a pocket lens, in detecting 
the points of multitudinous spicules thickly studding the surface. 
When, in addition to these guiding features, the spherical gemmules 
just described are found within or under it, there should be no fur- 
ther hesitation. 

The green color spoken of, is common and characteristic; yet it 
is not universal, but closely dependent upon the quantity or quality 
of the light received. When a sponge has germinated away from 
the light and has grown upon the lower'side of a plank or stone, it will 
be found nearly white, gray or cream colored. As it enlarges and 
creeps around the edge and up into the full sun light it assumes a 
delicate shade of green, deepening as the exposure increases, till it 
attains a bright vegetable hue. Even in the sunlight, however, 
some species are never green. (See description of Meyenita leidyi.) 

These organisms have occasionally been discovered growing in 
water unfit for domestic uses; but as a rule they prefer pure water, 
and in my experience the finest specimens have always been found 
where they were subjected to the most rapid currents. The lower 
side of large, loose stones at the "riffs" or shallow places in streams: 
the rocks amid the foaming water at the foot of a mill-dam fall; the 
timbers of a sluice-way, the casing of a turbine waterwheel, or 
the walls of a "fail race" beneath an old mill;-in all these places 
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they have been found in great abundance and of a very lusty growth. 
Of all discouraging situations it is almost hopeless to look for them 
in shallow water having a mud bottom. Mud is their great enemy, 
as gravity aids their natural currents to fill the cavities with earthy 
matters that soon suffocate them, because the latter are too feeble to 
throw them off. Of course in any body of water liable to be 
charged with sedimentary material, the principle of natural selection 
favors those growing on the lower side of their bases of support, 
which protect them from the intrusion of the heavier particles. 

For that reason perpendicular and water logged or floating timbers, 
submerged stumps of trees, and branches drooping into the water 
from trees or bushes along the, banks, are favorite locations. They 
do not disdain more temporary support, such as weeds and water- 
grasses. I have received from a friend, specimens growing upon 
water plants that wild ducks had torn from the bottom, and that 
were found floating upon the surface of Lake Michigan. Through 
the clear water of our northern lakes, we may often see them lying 
in slender lines upon the leaves of submerged weeds, or in beautiful 
cushion-like masses upon the stones or gravel. 

In my explorations I have had much satisfaction in the use of a 
long pole, to which was attached a smnall net, with one part of its 
edge shaped into a scraper, like a garden hoe. This enabled me to 
examine the surface of timbers at a depth of eight or ten feet and to tear 
off and bring up sponges from that depth; beyond which all is to me an 
"aqua incognita." Biologists labor at some disadvantage in studying 
the fauna of our fresh water, as compared with the facilities offered 
them in collecting ocean subjects. The nets and dredges of many 
exploring expeditions have, at least, begun to acquaint us with the 
inhabitants of the "deep sea;" but who knows anything about the 
fauna or the flora of our deep fresh-water lakes, or even of our 
larger streams? The largest specimens of this group ever reported, 
were dredged from the bottom of Lake Baikal in Central Asia, 
(Lubomirskia). I know of no similar attempts to collect them else- 
where. It is to be hoped that nmeans may be found ere long to 
make such explorations, which mnust result in an increase of 
knowledge in many lines. Meantime no opportunity offered by the 
accidental or designed drainage of artificial reservoirs should be 
neglected. I have spent hours of great pleasure and profit while 
groping around the distributing reservoirs upon Fairmount Hill, 
Philadelphia, at times when the water was drawn off for cleaning 
or repairs. 
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One fiurther point as to mtuhods of collecting and I shall finish 
this section of my subject. Unless our sponges are large, it is difficult 
to detach them without mutilation, from the rough surfaces of 
stones. It is therefore preferable to gather, when possible, those 
growing upon wood, which may be scraped or chipped without 
injury to themn. It is essential to secure the very lowest portions, 
as it is there the gemmules often abide. 

The proper seasoin for collecting fresh water sponges, in waters of 
the temperate zone, depends upon the purpose of the collector. If 
it is his desire to gather cabiinet specimens merely, for the iden- 
tification of old or the determination of novel species, it is hardly 
worth while to begin before July. As with the flowering of plants, 
the maturitv of different species of sponges is attained at various 
dates, between mid-summuer anld late in November. The essential 
point is, that the gemmnules aind their armature shall be fully 
perfected; and when that condition is attained in any specimen, 
there is no reason for further delay. 

I would, however, recomnmenid to intending students a far higher 
object for their amibition ;-that is, the study of the physiology and 
life history of sponges as memiibers of a sub-kingdom whose position 
has beeni greatly questioned anid whose character, derivation and sub- 
sequeent evolutiont are very important and perplexiing topics. I 
would have such workers search for and exanmine them at all seasons 
of the year, (evein in midwinter, when I have ilever failed in suita- 
ble situations to find some in a growing condition), keeping memo- 
randa as to each species separatelY; noting the date of their germi- 
nation or earliest appearance, the locality, elevation, temperature; 
rapidity of growth at different seasonis; time and mainner of forma- 
tion of gemmules; stability or decadence during the winter; modes 
of distribution and progression, whether always downl stream or by 
other more adventitious methods; what becomes of the gemmules 
uponl reaching salt-water, and the thousand and one problems that 
go to make up the life history of any animal form, and that, in this 
instance, have beeil very little studied. I am particularly anxious 
that some competent person should undertake their study in the 
briny, brackish and the fresh water lakes, pertaining to what is 
known as the "Great Basin of the West," with a special view to as- 
certain the conditions under which they form "protected gemmules" 
in such localities. By this means, light may possibly be thrown 
upon the problem of their possible derivation from the marine sponges. 
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Great pleasure and profit may be attained in the same direction, 
by germinating the statoblasts or gemmules under artificial condi- 
tions, and studying the development of the young sponges by the 
aid of as high powers of the microscope as the ingenuity of each 
student nlay bring to bear upon the subject. I take the liberty to 
copy from the Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. 1882, p. 365, Mr. Carter's 
directions for germinating statoblasts, which will be found valuable. 
" To obtain the young spongilloe it is only necessary to get a portion 
of an old living specimen bearing statoblasts, and, having taken 
out a few (six to twelve) of the latter, to roll them gently between 
the folds of a towel to free them from all extra material as much 
as possible, place them in a watch glass so as not to touch each 
other, with a little water, in a saucer or small dish filled with small 
shot to keep the saucer upright and, covering them with a glass shade, 
transfer the whole to a window bench opposite to the light. In a few 
days the young Spongilla may be observed (from its white color) is- 
suing from the statoblast and gluing the latter as well as itself to the 
watch glass, when it will be ready for transfer to the field of the micro- 
scope for examination, care being taken that it is never uncovered by 
the water, which may be replenished as often as necessary; but of 
course the object-glass (when 1 inch with high occular is used for 
viewing the minute structure) must admit of being dipped into the 
water without suffusion of the lens." 

My own first experience in the propagation of fresh water sponges 
may prove i-astructive in various ways. Late in the autumn of the 
year 1879, in a pond within the "Centennial Grounds," Philadel- 
phia, I found for the first time a living sponge. It was a vigorous, 
branching specimen of Spongilla lacustris, charged with gemmules 
in all parts of its structure. A fragment firmly attached to a stone 
was taken home and placed in a gallon "specie-jar" with water, in 
the hope, begotten of inexperience, that it would continue to grow, 
exhibit its inflowing and exhalent currents, etc. On the contrary, 
and as I now know, almost necessarily, it died, and in a few days 
the water became insupportably foul. It was changed and another 
trial made, which resulted as before. This time the jar was thorough- 
ly cleansed; the stone with the attached sponge was taken out and 
held long under a flowing hydrant before it was replaced in the jar, 
which was now left in an outer shed and, very naturally, forgotten. 
Weeks passed and winter came on, and one severe night the water 
in my jar was frozen solid and the vessel fractured. I supposed 
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that the low temperature to which it had been subjected would 
prove fatal to the germs, but, as the specimen was a fine one, it 
seemed well to save it, even in its skeletonized condition. So, when 
its icy envelope had been melted off, the sponge was again thorough- 
ly washed until all the sareode was removed, when, in a fresh jar, 
it again became a parlor specimen. 

I do not clearly remember when signs of germination were first ob- 
served. It was probably in January, as during that month I find 
that artificial conditions very frequently bring about the hatching 
of such animal germs as those of the polyzoa etc. I detected first 
a filmy, grayish-white growth that seemed associated with the de- 
tached geminules which lay in the groove around the bottom of the 
jar. A gray, featureless growth at first,-then spicules were seen, 
in slightly fasciculated lines, attached to the glass and reaching up- 
ward, then spreading out fan-like and branching. These were of 
course, covered with sareode, nearly transparent at first, and through 
the filmy surface pores and osteoles could be detected with a pocket 
lens. The latter were surmounted by the so-called "chimneys" or 
cone-shaped extensions of the dermal film: and through the apertures 
at their summits effete particles could almost constantly be seen, puffed 
out, as if thrown from a volcano and then blown off by the wind. 

These products of single gemmules did not, as time passed on, 
greatly increase in size; possibly, because of deficient nutriment in 
the unchanged water of the jar: but, crawling upward along the 
glass to an average height of an inch or less, left the naked spicules 
in place behind them as so many ladders or "stepping stones of 
their dead selves" by which they had reached to "higher things." 
Near the summit, one or more new gemmules would sometimes be 
formed, after which the mother mass entirely disappeared. 

So much for the amount of growth from single gemmules. Where, 
however, they were thickly sown, or germinated in situ upon the 
stone, so that the contents of several could mingle and flow together, 
the resultant sponge was very much larger. The mass, if it may be 
so called, covered, at its best, nearly one third the surface of the jar; 
while those gemmules remaining upon the stone and amongst the 
spicules of the old sponge, continued to germinate, to form abund- 
ant sareode and spicules, and, at least in one place, to throw out a 
long unsupported branch or finger-like process, that ultimately 
reached a length of two or three inches. 

Of course it was impossible to bring the higher powers of a com- 
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pouInd microscope to bear upon a sponge growing under such eir- 
cumstances; a strong Coddington lens was the best that could be 
applied to this work; but a very fair share of success was obtained 
by the device of scattering small squares of mica among the grow- 
ing geminules, which, when covered by the young sponge, could be 
removed to the stage of my instrument, covered with water in a 
compressorium and examined comparatively at leisure. It was a 
perpetual cause of astonishmlent to me, to see so large a production 
of silicious spicules from a single gallon of water, in which the chem- 
ist would probably have failed to find any such constituent. It is 
worthy of consideration however, whether such silica as composed 
the older spicules may nlol, at least when under the influence of the 
growth force of the younger sponges, be to sonme extent soluble. 

Further observatiolns regarding the late nmaturity aind the winter 
growth of some sponges will be found recorded in the general re- 
marks concerning Spoagill(a aspinosa, S. lacustris etc. 

As to processes of gathering-I have already menitioned the ad- 
vantages obtained by the use of the "scraper net" in relatively deep 
water and in connection with perpendicular timbers etc. At depths 
of two feet or less, great facility of action is gained by wearing high 
rubber boots and wading after our specimeins, to pick from the bot- 
tom stones, sticks or pieces of waterlogged timber, under which they 
may be concealed. Where the water is deeper, of course a boat 
must be used, to approach the floating, submerged or dependent 
sponge-bearing suLbstances. A large, strong knife or a paper- 
hanger's scraper will be found convenient for hand work at short 
range. A ease containing trays an inch or so in depth is suitable 
for carrying the smaller specimens; the larger will of course require 
vessels of greater size. On reaching home or headquarters it is well 
to select some specimens of characteristic shapes and containing 
gemmules, for storage in dilute alcohol, making use of wide mouthed 
bottles to avoid crushing them. The rest nlay be spread upon boards 
in sheltered situations, in the shade (for the sun bleaches them rapidly) 
and left to dry; turning them every few hours to prevent decompo- 
sition. If time is limited or the specimens are large, artificial heat 
may be necessary; but, whatever process is used, the drying must 
be thorough, or mould will soon cover the sponges with a mycelium 
which may be beautiful enough in itself, but is far from agreeable 
or sightly as a feature of the spoinge. Whether they are to be dried 
or preserved in alcohol, they should be dealt with promptly and on 
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no account left to lie long in the water after being gathered. Pre- 
serve fronm dust in covered boxes. 

For the determination of species, a few general directions may 
suffice, and even these will be soon modified to suit the tastes or 
the ingenuity of the worker.-It is assunmed that the investigator 
has already noted the general appearance of the sponge in hand; 
its color, size, compactness; whether simply encrusting, or etshion 
like; sending out finger-like processes etc. These indications may 
help ani experieneed collector to a guess; but there are very few 
species that even such a one could name, with any confidence, be- 
fore he had made and examined microscopic preparations of the 
same. 

A stand, supporting a dozen or more test tubes, say three fourths 
of an inch in diameter by an inich and a quarter in depth; a drop- 
ping bottle containing nitric acid, and the usual materials anid 
apparatus for mouinting in balsam, are all the appliances needed. 
As the processes to be described are certain to disturb the niormiial 
relations of the several classes of spitules to each other, it is well 
before the dried specimen has been much handled, to separate som ie 
clean portions of the outer or dermal film, lay them upon a slide 
and mount in balsam without fimrther preparation. An examination 
of this miay determine the preseince and decide the character of the 
dermal spicules, if there are any pertaining to the species in hand. 
This precaution is necessary in view of the displacement of parts 
just mentioned, anid also on accouint of the indiscriminating habit 
of the sponge-currents during life, which almost necessarily charge 
the tissues with various foreign particles, ineluding vagrant spicules 
of its own and neighboring species. In practice, the rightful presence 
of dermal spicules in any species is often so doubtful, that it can 
only be settled by an examination of young sponges, grown under 
observation, from isolated statoblasts, whose identity has been satis- 
factorily determined. 

Next, separate from the sponge some minute fragments, contain- 
ing skeleton spicules, the dermal and interstitial tissues and a dozen 
or more gemmules. Place several of the last named with a few ad- 
herent skeleton spicules upon the centre of a fresh slide,-bring to 
the boiling point in one of the test tubes, five or six drops of nitric 
acid and by the aid of a dropping tube apply a single drop of the 
hot acid to the gemmules upon the slide. While the acid is par- 
tially destroying their cellular or granular crust, pour the remaining 
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fragments into the acid left in the test tube and boil violently, until 
all the tissues are destroyed and the spicules left as a sediment upon 
the bottom of the tube. Fill up the tube with water and stand it 
aside to settle; which may take an hour or more. The few min- 
utes that have elapsed will probably have been as much as the gem- 
mnules upon the slide will bear: they must not be left so long as 
to destroy the chitinous coat, nor is it well, though a common prac- 
tice, to boil them upon the elide for this often smears and disfigures 
it with frothy matter. Remove most of the acid by trickling drop 
after drop of water over the slide while held in a slightly inclined 
position. Wipe off all the water that can be reached and apply re- 
peated drops of strong alcohol to take up the remainder. When 
this is so far accomplished that the gemmules will absorb benzole 
freely and receive their covering of benzole or chloroform balsam 
without cloudingq, apply the balsam and a cover glass. This pro- 
cess of removing moisture by the use of alcohol, rather than by dry- 
iig over a lamp, is preferred, although it requires more care and 
time, because the gemmules are less likely to be distorted in shape 
and the cells of the'crust to become filled 'with air, if they are kept 
always under fluid. Yet if the mounted gemmules, when examined, 
appear black, showing an accidental intrusion of air, much of this 
can be removed by carefully heating the slide over a lamp. 

If this mount has been successful, the gemmules are now so trans- 
l)arent that their surrounding spicules can be readily seen and the 
genus determined, by the aid of the "Key" hereafter given; but a 
better view of the detached spicules is necessary, and may be ob- 
tained by mounting some of the contents of the test-tube. If the 
lately suspended spicules have now settled, carefully pour off all the 
water except one or two drops; though if there has been much acid 
tused it may be better to wash them a second time. Shake up and 
place a sufficient quantity upon one or more slides, being careful 
niot to leave the contained spic.ules in too dense a mass. I have 
found it best to allow the water to evaporate from these slowly; 
as, if hurried over a lamp, each spicule is often margined with min- 
mite globules that it is impossible afterward to remove. However, 
when the slide is apparently quite dry, it may be safely exposed a 
moment to the heat, to make sure of it, and then covered with bal- 
saam and glass as usual. 

The investigator has now before him all the elements necessary 
for solving his specific problem, according to the formulte which 

12 
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follow:-the normal sponge, the dermal film, the transparent 
gemmule, and a display of the detached spicules. Neither would 
alone answer, but the series will settle all points, excepting in the 
case of the genus Carterius. When this is suspected, the gemmules 
should first be examined dry; and, in preparations for mounting, 
great care should be taken to avoid the destruction of the tendrils, 
(cirri) (P1. VI, figs. iii, iv, v. and vi), by the prolonged use of strong 
acid. Expert microscopists will improve their geminule mounts by 
dividing some of them with a thin knife, endeavoring to make the 
section through the foraminal aperture; this, in the case of species 
having long birotulates, such as Meyenita crater'formis, (P1. V, fig. 
vi,), is of the utmost importance. 

"Seniors" in microscopy will please pardon the minutive of the 
processes just given, as they were necessary to make them available 
for the "freshmein." All are reminded that the above directions as 
to collection and examination refer to mature sponges only. It is 
seldom safe, or even possible, to name one, in which no gemmules 
can be found. If a course of study is undertaken, involving the 
histology and physiology of fresh-water sponges, many peculiarities 
will of course be observed that have not been alluded to here. One 
of them concerns the development of the spicules and, if not understood, 
will pretty certainly mislead the beginner into the supposition that 
he is examing a novel species. Both the skeleton and dernial 
spicules of young sponges are frequently marked with bulbous 
enlargements at the middle and often half way between the middle 
and each end of the spicule. These seem to indicate an immnature 
condition, as they disappear when the spicules are fully formed. 

A few words may be needed to justify the specific groupings I 
have adopted. I am well aware that objections may be made to so 
large a use of what some will call a "trinomial nomenclature." 
Without expressing an opinion as to the policy of the practice as 
regards other branches of the animal kingdom, in the case of the 
sponges I think it clearly unavoidable; for the reason, that the 
inert parts that have just been described as typical, share with the 
vital ainceboid cells, their well known characteristic of unlimited 
variability. Were all the names that have been dropped or marked 
as varieties to be recognized as full species, on the ground 
that the specimens so designated do not exactly resemble any others, 
the literature would be encumbered with a mass of names represent- 
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ing forms that no description could distinguish, and no one of which 
would probably entirely correspond with the next specimen collected 
by its author from the same stream. This variability in forms that 
were considered typical when the first of a species was collected and 
named, is a fact in science that will not fail to impress any who 
may gatherfrom many waters and through a wide extent of country. 

Among some very incomplete memoranda of my collections and 
receipts, I find it recorded that I have examined Spongilla fragilis 
from at least 32 localities in 18 North American States; S. lacustris, 
from 26 localities in 16 states; Mieyeniafluviatilis from 25 localities 
in 14 states; Tubellapemusylvanica fromi 18 localities in 11 states etc. 
Had a perfect list been kept, the figures miglht be largely increased. 
And this is the lesson most obviously taught:-hardly any two 
specimens are exactly alike in their so-called typical features; but 
all may be grouped, as in the case of those brought together under 
a ny of the above designations, and commlon definitions or descrip- 
tions will, without undue elasticity, cover them all. The varieties 
I have retained are such as were originally considered good species, 
and have generally some slight peculiarity to recommend them; but 
to the student I would say, " Get your genus right and your species 
right, and then it will matter little whether you associate it with 
any variety." 

The following "Diagnosis" was prepared at my request by Prof. 
Franz Vejdovsky, of the University in Prague, Bohemia, to give 
inifornlation as to the number of reliable species of fresh-water 
sponges known by students at the present time to inhabit Euro- 
pean waters, with their proper synonomy etc., and is far more 
reliable than I could hope to make it from the scattered literature 
of the subject. Professor Vejdovsky has greatly aided my work by 
thus furnishing, in manuscript, a German translation from his Bohe- 
mian text; for the English version of which I am further indebted 
to my friend Prof. Benjamin Sharp of the Academy of Natural 
Sciences of Philadelphia. As the classification adopted differs fromn 
that of Mr. Carter, which, for many reasons, I prefer to follow, it has 
seemed to me best to present the paper as a whole in this place, in- 
stead of collating the species and distributing themn amongst my 
descriptions. Due reference will, however, be made to all in their 
proper order according to Carter's system. 
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DIAGNOSIS OF THE EUROPEAN SPONGILLID2E. 

Translated from the Bohemian of Prof. Fr. Vejdovsky, in Prague. 
Fam. SPONGILLIDA. 

(A)-Sub-Famn. SPONGILLINA, Carter. 

"Gemmule, sometimes single and sometimes collected into groups; 
generally surrounded by an air-chamber-layer, in which the gemi- 
mulhe spicules are embedded. 

(I) Gen. SPONGILLA, Auct. 

With long, smooth skeleton spicules and short, either straight or 
curved, smooth or rough parenchyma spicules. Gemmulhe either 
entirely smooth or with an external air-chamber-layer, in which the 
gemmulhe spicules are either tangential or radial, or entirely irreg- 
ularly embedded. 

(a) Sub-gen. EUSPONGILLA, Vejdovsky. 

Gemmulae always single. (Besides the European species, most 
of the exotic species to which Carter gives the generic name of Spon- 
gilla belong here.) 
(I) Euspongilla laoustris, Auct. 

Syn.- Spongilla lacustris, (1) Linn. 
1788 " canalium, (?) Gmelin. 
1816 " ramosa, (t) Lamarck. 
1842 " lacastris, (.) Johnston. 
1853 " " Lieberkuhn. 
1866 " " Bowerbank. 
1870 " lieberki%hnii, Noll. 
1877 " lacustris, Vejdovsky. 
1877 " jordanensis, " 
1881 " lacustris, Carter. 
1882 " " Dybowski. 
1883 " (Euspongilla) lacustris, Vejdovsky. 
1883 " " " jordanensis, " 
1883 " lacustris, Retzer. 

Var. spon. lacustris ramosa, Retzer. cc it lieberkiihnii i 
1884 Euspongilla lacustris, Wierzejski. 

Diagnosis:-Colony (Stoecke) branched or cushion-like, grass- 
green, yellowish or brownish. Oscule and pores indistinct but 
everywhere numerous. Skeleton spicules, straight or slightly curved, 
sharp pointed, smooth and enclosed in bundles in a horny sheath. 
The parenchyma spicules are present in variable numbers, generally 
moderately curved and set thick with fine spines: at times, however, 
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when few in number they are smooth. Gemmuloe almost entirelv 
naked, without the external air-chamber-layers, and with very few 
spicules. In other cases they are covered to a greater or less depth 
with a layer of minute cells filled with air. At times this layer is 
surrounded with a distinct horny membrane, although it is often 
wanting. In the air-chamber-layer are imbedded either radially, 
tangentially or very irregularly, the gemmule spicules, which re- 
semble the parenchyma spicules in external form and variability as 
to numbers. Ordinarily they are curved and thickly spined; rarely 
entirely smooth. 

Remarks.-Euspongilla lacustris is found in nearly all Europe, 
as an inhabitant of both running and still water. As the above 
Diagnosis shows, these fresh water sponges are liable to great varia- 
tions, especially in external form, and in the quantity, as well as 
the form, of the parenchyma and gemmulhe-spicules. Based oIn 
these variations, Euspongiila lacustris would be divided into mainy 
species and varieties. Without doubt we have here a very variable 
fundamental (gruind) type, out of which new species are beginniiig 
to form. Future careful researches, principally by experiment, 
will show where lies the cause of the above mentioned variability inl 
the form and quantity of the parenchyma and gemmulhe spicules. 

Let us first examine those forms that have been looked upon as 
indicating distinct species. 

We may take as typical, that form in which there are but few par- 
enchyma spicules in the tissues, and in which the gemmulue are per- 
fectly smooth and but sparingly supplied with covering spicules (Beleg- 
nadelin). This form of Euspongilla lacustris has been regarded by 
Lieberkuhn, and partly by Bowerbank, as the real Spongilla laaus- 
tris; and I have also considered it such, in my paper "Die Siiss- 
wasser Schwaimme B6hmens" and so it is also represented by Retzer. 
In my "Monograph" I have, however, at the same time, pointed out that 
in one and the same colony (Stoecke), other forms are found with 
rough parenchyma spicules and with covering spicules (Belegnadeln) 
and seem to iindicate a transitional stage towards those that have 
been looked upon as distinct species. 

The nearest of these is Spongilla leiberkiihnii described by Noll 
(Zoologischer Garteii) in 1870, and also by Retzer, who, under the 
same name, described it as follows:-"Forms encrustations on wood 
and stones, from which rise, frequently free, cylindrical processes as 
long as one's finger. Skeleton spicules smooth, gradually pointed, 
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bound into fascicles, wvhich are. either long threads, or are placed as 
a network in the tissues. Hooked spicules cover the gemmulw and 
are widely dispersed through the tissues. They live in ponds and 
quiet flowing water and appear to be the most widely distributed spe- 
cies of Germany." 

Although fromii this description of Retzer's it is evident that Spont- 
gilla lieberkihnii only slightly differs froni his S. lacustris, I thought 
it necessary to examine for myself the nature of the form in question. 
From a sniall fragment of S. lieberkiihnii for whieh I must thank 
Prof. Eiiner, I clearly recognize its identity with S. lacustris. In 
the form of the gemiiulae and the scarcity of the covering spicules 
I find no difference between them; sections of the gemmulhe prove 
that the air-chamber-layer is more or less developed and its surface 
inay be witlh or without a horny membrane; which is also the case 
with Ewmpongilla lacustris in various localities in Bohemia. 

The immense, even predominating quantity of the strong, rough 
parenchyma spicules, and an equally large number and variety of 
the external formi of the gemmul.e spicules-these are, on the other 
hand, the striking characteristics whieh strongly suggested the re- 
cognition of a similar form from the Jordan Pond, near Tabor, in 
Bohemia, as a distiniet species, (Eutspongilla jordanensis). But the 
quantity of sporge miiaterial that lhas been at my disposal for some 
years, conivin-ced ine otherwise. In some specimens from the Elb, 
near K6niggritz anid from a p)ond near Poiakek (?) I found the 
gemmnuloe and covering spieules to correspond with each other, and 
with the characteristic type of AS. lacustris; wlhile in single branches, 
they were identical with the samie features in E. jordanensis, from 
the Jordan Pond; and at the same time a corres)onding quantity 
of rough parenchyina spictiles was fouind in its tissuies. We must 
therefore utlite F. jordanensis vitlh E. lacustri.3. 

E. lacustris, var. maacrotheca, very nearly resenmbles the following 
species.- 

(2) Euspongilla rhenana, Rietzer. 

Syn.- 1883 Spongqilla rhenaara, Retzer. 
This interesting species was first described by Retzer in the fol- 

loving termns: "It diffirs fronm the other species by the smooth gem- 
mulve spicules." 

"It encrtusts pieces of wood, bIushes and the like, seinding out a 
few small processes; and also in many places forms thick masses. 
The skeleton spicules are straiglht or slightly curved, abruptly or 
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more gradually pointed. Their thread-like fascicles form a compact 
network. The gemmulhe spicules are smooth, symmetrically bent 
near each end, and form a thick layer around the gemmules; but 
are sparingly distributed through the tissues. The gemmulae have 
a tolerably thick outer wall and are found everywhere in the 
sponge. 

"Habitat:-Altrheim (?) near Eggenstein, (in the vicinity of 
"Karlsruhe). According to Prof. Niisslin, whom I. thank for the 
specimens, the sponge when living is green, and at all times can 
be found on fascine bushes (Fasechinen gestraeuch.") 

Through the kindness of Prof. Eimer in Tiibingen, I was enabled 
to examine a fragment of Euspongilla rhentana, and can offer some 
additions to the descriptioni of iRetzer. 

The gemmulhe have the formi and size of those of E. lacustris, but 
the polar aperture (mikrodiode) is surrounded by a broad, plate-like 
fuinnel. Upon the chitiDnous membrane is a very thin air-chamber- 
layer consisting of 2-3 cells overlying one another. This layer was 
rarely deeper than 5-6 cells in a column. The latter support the 
greater nuimber of spicules. They generally lie tangentially upon 
the surface of the gemmule and very few are embedded radially in 
the air-chaniber-layer. In shape these spicules are very variable, 
,ond generally three priiicipal forms can be determined. The most 
plentiful are those which resemble the common skeleton spicules; a 
very few, those mieintioned by Retzer, are bent double and such are 
also scattered sinigly throuLgh the parenchyma; finally, there are 
found upon the surface of the gem mulT, spicules that are sliglhtly 
bent and compressed in the centre. 

The auxiliary apertures (neben-mikrodioden), numribering 3-6, upon 
the surface of the gemninuloe, are worthy of notice. About every 
tenth geinlmule has, niear the principal aperture, some lateral fun- 
niels; which fact nmakes this form resemble the species described by 
Carter from British Columbia, tuder the name of Spongilla nmulti- 

J)or%s. 

(b) Sub-gen. SPONGILLA, Wierzejski. 

From 2-30 gemmulw as a rule, grouped in a coimmon covering, 

or placed pavement-like along side of one another. Mostly there is 
a deep air-chamber-layer, through which smooth and rough spicules 
are scattered. 
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(3) Spongilla fragilis, Leidlv. 

Syn.- 
1851 Spongilla fragilis, Lei(ly. 
1863 " tordii, Bowerbanik. 
18170 '" contecta, Noll. 
18 78-84 " .iberica, Dybowski. 
1883 contecta, Retzer. 
1884 " fragilis, VejdovskNv. 
1885 ' lordii, Wierzejski. 
1885 " fragilis, 
1885 Petr. 
1886 " glomerata, Noll. 

Colony Inot branched; pale or browil in color, witlh large oscul. 
which, as a rule, are grouaped in large cavities of the surface. Pore. 
numerous anid small. Skeleton sl)icules, iiearly straight or but 
slightly bent; slharp-poinited, smnooth, not rarely thickened in the 
middle. Genmmuhe spicules numerous, straight or curved, withl 
many minuite spines. Gemnmuhe siiall, spherical, with a hibh. 
generallyl horni-shaped, l)olar tube, whiclh is filled with air and 
projects fronm the air-chamber-layer; the latter conlsists of large, 
radial rows of cells. The grouips of gemmulke, accor(ling to the 
species (?) aniid the )lace of development, presenit two princiipal 
forms;-the basal groups are slhallow; and lhere the gemmuh-e are 
placed pavement-like, close together; those formed in the parenchyma 
consist of 2 or 3-)30 and evemi miore gemmnulx, forniing spherical 
or hemispberical masses. 

This species, S. fragilis, first descriibed by Leidy, in America. 
was later described in Siberia by Dr. Ben. Dybowski, anid tinally 
by Noll, as S. contecta (and S. glomwerata). Recently it has becui 
observed in Russia, (in Donec (Donetz`!) near Charkow), in 
Galicia, Bohemia and England and has beeni described repeatedly 
by Dybowski, Retzer, Carter, Yejdovsky, Wierzejeski and Petr. 

(B) Sub-Family, MEYENINB!, Carter. 
Gemmulhe generally siiigle, surrounided by ani air-chamiber-layer 

in whiclh aniphidises are embedded in one or inoie series, one above 
another. They are either star-slhaped or have enitire mar(gins. 

(II) Gen. TROCHOSPONGILLA, Vejdovsky. 

With smiooth, (T. leidyi), or rough, (T. erenaceus), skeletotn 
spicules; amphidises smooth with entire margins, embedded at the 
base of an air-clhamiiber-layer. Only one species has been founiid 
in Europe. 
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(4) Trochospongilla erenaceus, Ehrenberg. 

Syn:- 
1846 Spongilla erenaceus, Ehreiiberg. 
1856 " " Lieberkuhn. 
1877 " " Vejdovsky. 
1881 illeyenia " Carter. 
1883 Trochospongilla erentaceus, Vejdovsky. 
1883 Spongilla " Retzer. 
1885 Trochospongilla " Wierzejski. 

Trochospongilla is of considerable dinmensions, covering foreign 
bodies in cushion-like incrustations; of a whitish or straw yellowish 
color; skeleton spicules sharply pointed at both ends; surface, except 
at the extremities, covered with powerful spines. Parenchyma spic- 
ules, correspondingly (?) small, smooth, and very often swollen in the 
middle. Gemmulse covered with spool-like amphidiscs whose rotules 
have entire margins. They lie at the base of a deep air-chamber- 
layer which consists of radially placed hollow columns, that are 
divided into a number of chambers by cross-partitions. 

Trochospongilla erenaceus has been observed in many places in 
Europe. In Germany by Ehrenburg; in Bohemia by Vejdovsky; in 
Galicia by Wierzejski, and in Russia by W. Dybowski. 

(III) Gen. EPHYDATIA Gray. Lamarck. 

Skeleton spicules either entirely smooth or entirely rough; though 
sometinmes both forms are presenit together. In the air-chamber- 
layers, around the gemmulao, are embedded amphidiscs with star 
shaped rotules, in one, twvo or three layers placed one over the other. 
In the first inistanlce they may be of equal length, but frequently 
their lengths are unequal. 

(5) Ephydatia muilleri, Leiberkuhn. 

Syn:- 
1816 Spongilla pulvinata, Lainarck. 
1856 " minlleri, Lieberkuhn. 
1877 " " Vejdovsky. 
1878 Trachyspongilla midlleri, Dybowski. 
1882 Mlfeyenia No. 2. 
1882 Ephydatia No. 2. 
1883 " miilleri, Vejdovsky. 

From A. Form B. var. astrodiscus, Vejdovsky. 
1883 Ephydatia amphizona, part. 
1883 Spongilla mirabilis, Retzer. 
1885 Meyenia miilleri, Wierzejski. 
1886 Ephydatia " Petr. 
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Colony cushion-like, rarely branched, bright green, yellow, 
yellowish-brown or white, with large osculhe, which lead to a system 
of small canals. The skeleton spicules are either entirely smooth or 
entirely rough or both forms are found together in the same colony. 
Their degree of roughness is.very different, as the spines are some- 
times quite indistinct, at others very conspicuous. The spicules are 
*either straight or slightly curved; sharp pointed and fasciculated 
within a horny sheath. The gemmules are surrounded with shallow 
apertures, slightly flattened from above downward through air-cham- 
b)er-layers of greater or less depth. Amphidiscs inumerous; ordinarily 
in a single layer, but sometimes in two layers (E. amphizona) and 
occasionally in three layers (S. mirabilis), set one over the others. 
In the last case the external layer forms an imperfect or broken 
series of amphidiscs. The axes of the amphidiscs are short, relatively 
to their thickness; the rays either smooth or notched on their edges. 

Ephydatia milleri is known in Europe, in Germany, Bohemia, 
Russia, Galicia, and England. 
(6) Ephydatia fluviatilis, auct. 

Syn:- 
1788 Spontgilla fluviatilis, (?) Linn. 
1788 " canalium (?) 
1816 " pulvinata (?) Lamarck. 
1842 " fluviatilis (?) Johistor. 
1856 " " Lieberkiihn. 
1863 ' ' Bowerbank. 
1867 Ephydatia " Gray. 
1877 Sponqilla " Vejdovsky. 
1881 Meyenia " Carter. 
1882 Ephydatia ' Dybowski. 
1883 " " Vejdovsky. 
1883 Sponq'iliat Retzer. 
1884 Ep,h)hydatia Wierzejski. 
1886 i " Petr. 

Amorphous, cushioni-like colonies of an emierald, or bright Isabella- 
Yellow color. Skeleton spicules smooth throughout, slightly curved 
a.nd sharp-pointe(l. Parenchyma spicules (?) also smooth, small 
alld very slightly bent. Genimulke small, yellow with a thick horn- 
menmbrane; the external air-elhamber-layer surrounded by a thin 
chitinous covering. In this layer toothed amphidises are embedded, 
having either smooth or spinous shafts that are constricted in the 
middle and twice as long as the diameters of the rotuluw. 

In Europe E. fluviatilis is found in France, England, Germany, 
Bohemia, Galicia and Russia. 
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<7) Ephydatia bohemica, F. Petr. 

Syn.- 1886 Ephydatia bohemica F. Petr. 
Colkony very small, green, and is found living (parasitic or syini- 

Miotic) in the colonies of Euspongilla lacustris. Skeleton spicules 
straight or slighlitly curved; at times covered with fine spines. 
Parenchyma spicules numerous, straight or somewhat bent, covered 
with spinous processes as in Carterius stepaiowii. Geminulse with 
large apertures (mikrodioden) whose pole is expanded into a broad, 
irregular funnel. In the air-chamber-layer are embedded amphidiscs 
Of equal leingths; some of which, lhowever, project above the surface 
of the gemmulhe. Their shafts are slenlder and longer than the 
4liameter of the nearly regular, star-shaped, terminal discs. The 
rays of those discs are finely notched. Rarely does the mikrodiode 
fuinnel run into a lengthened tu-be. 

Ephydatia bohemica is, as yet, found oinly in one )lace in Europe, 
viz: in Kvasetic near Deutschbrod in Bohemia. 

This species is very characteristic, as it has a certain relationship 
to, if it is not a transitional form of the followiing genus Carterius; 
in the fact that the amphidises are indistinctly of two lengths 
and the tendency shown though rare, for the iniikrodiode to lengthen 
into a polar tuibe, which is so characteristic in Carterius. 

(IV) Gen. CARTERIUS, Potts. 

Syn.- Dosilia, Dybowski, Gray. 
Skeleton spicules smooth; those of the parenchiyma spinous. 

(Genmmuhle with a deep, straight air ttibe which terminates in an ir- 
regular, lobulated disc. 

In the air-chamIber-laver are emnbedded aCmilphidiscs of two lengths; 
one set being as long as the thickness of the air-chamiiber-layers; 
the others, just as numerous (?), as the former, project beyond the 
surface of the gemminu1e. 

8) Carterius stepanowii, Petr, (I)ybowski.) 

Syni.- 
1868 Spongilla baileyi, (?)Bowerbank. 
1881 ilieyentia " (?) Carter. 
1884 Dosilia stepanoulii, Dybowski. 
1881 C(arterits " Petr. 

Colony slender, branching, fine to fibrillar, (?) surrounding the 
stems of water plaiits. It is of a bluish-greein color; dimensions in- 
significant. Skeleton spicules smooth, straight or curved, sharp- 
pointed. Parenchyma spicules numerous, benit or straight and 
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thickly set with spines, which are largest at the middle of the spic- 
tiles. Gemmulhe marked by a polar air tube which is straight or 
slightly bent, and terminated by a wavy, lobulated disc. The air- 
chamber-layer is formed of numerous small cells. Amphidises of 
two lengths, of which one third or even a half may project beyonid 
the surface of the air-chamber-layer. The amphidiscs are thickly 
set with spines. 

Carteriu,s stepanowii was first discovered in a lake near Clharkow 
in Russia, and was in 1885 found in Bohemia by F. Petr, in a pond 
near Deutschbrod." 

The above paper of Prof. Vejdovsky has been copied in full, as a 
very valuable statement of the present status of the specific study 
of fresh water sponges in Europe, more particularly upoIn the coii- 
tinent. 

SYNoPSIs. 

Of the plan of Classification proposed by H. J. Carter, F. R. S. 
etc., (Ann. and Mag., Feb. 1881) already referred to, he says: -" I 
found it necessary to make the fresh water sponges the fifth family 
of my sixth order of the Spongida generally, under the namie of 
"Potamnospongida," with a single group, at present nameld "Spon- 
gillina." Hence so far they wvill stand thus:- 

Class SPONGIDA. 
Order VI, HOLORHAPHIDOTA. 

Char. Possessing a skeleton whose fibre is entirely composedI 
of proper spicules, bound together by a minimum of sarcode. Forni 
of spicule variable. 

Family 5, POTAMOSPONGIDA. 

Freshwater Sponges. 

Group 19, SPONGILLINA. 

Char. Bearing seed like reproductive orgails called stato- 
blasts." 

To the five genera namned by him, two have been added, to definie 
some recently discovered American types, so that the list niow stands. 

Genera:- 1. Spongilla; 2. Meyenia; 3. Ileteromneyenia; 4. Tubella; 
5. Parmula; 6. (Oarterius; 7, Provisional, (the possible material for 
a new group including Uruguaya, Lubomnirskia, Potamnolepis etc.) 

As has been intimated, these genera have been founded upon the 
peculiarities of the gemmule-spicules, except in one instance, which 
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is determined by other appendages of the gemmule. Assuming 
that the illustrations will sufficiently show the meaning of the spe- 
cial terms used, the student is referred, without further preface to the 
following "Key," by comparison with which he will without 
hesitation be able to decide the genteric status of his specimen. 

Fuller definitions will be given as each genus comes under no- 
tcc. 

KEY TO THE GENERA OF FRESH-WATFR SPONGES. Carter's System. 

1. Gemmulve surrounded by acerate (P1. VII c.c.c) or cylindrical 
(P1. VII b.b.b) spicules alone. (Plate V, figs. i, ii, 
iii.) SPONGILIA. 

2. " surrounded by birotulate (PI, fX. fig. iii. b.b.b etc.) 
spicules of a single class or type,' resting by one 
(the proximal) rotule upon the chitinous coat; 
diameters of the rotules equal or nearly so. (P1. 
V, fig. iv, v and vi.) MPEYENIA. 

~3. " surrounded by birotulate spicules of two classes or 
types, both resting by one rotule upoIn the chitin- 
ous coat; the less numerous class longer than the 
other. (P1. VI, fig. i,) (P1. XI. b.c. etc.) 

HETEROMEYENIA. 

4. " surrounded by inequibirotulate spicules(Pl. XII fig. 
i, ii, and iii. b.c.d. etc.) of which the proximal ro- 
tule is much larger than the distal one. (P1. VI. fig. 
ii.) TUBELLA. 

-5. " whose "crust" is charged with spicules from which 
the distal rotule has been entirely eliminated, leav- 
ing the proximal rotule surmounted only by a 
short, pointed portion of the shaft. (See Ann. and 
Mag. 1881, P1. 5, figs. 1 and 2.) PARMULA. 

(S. " whose foraminal tubules are prolonged, their ter- 
minations broadly funnel-shaped or divided into 
cirrous appendages of varying numbers and 
lengtbs. (Pl. VI, figs. iii, iv, v and vi.) 

CARTERIUS. 

1 Specimens are occasionally found with birotulates of a single type arranged 
in two or three concentric series. For this form Mr. H. Mills proposed (Proc. 
Am. Soc. of Microscopists, 1884) the new genus Pleiomeyenia; while Prof. 
Vejdovsky has mergedz two species named on account of the same peculiarity into 
the common species E. mfidler-i. See "Diagnosis." 
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7. Sponges in which no gemmulte have yet been discovered 
and whose classification may therefore be consid- 
ered doubtful. Uruguaya, Carter, (Ann. and 
Mag. etc. 1881. p. 100 and P1. VI. fig. 17.); 
Lubomirskia, Pallas. Potamolepis, Marshall, 
(Zeit. fir Naturwissenschaften XVI. N. F. IX Bd 
and Taf. XXIV.) 

(Particular attention is invited to the illustrations, from plates 
pre)ared by the Photo-Engraving Co. (N. Y.). Plates Nos. V aind 
VI are from original drawings by Dr. C. W. de Lannoy, and repre- 
sent either the whole or portions of gemmules, with their associated 
spicules, to explain the typical characteristics of the different genera. 
They are variously magnified as suited his several subjects. Plates 
VII-XII incl. are also from original drawings, nagnificently executed 
by Miss. S. G. Foulke. They include altogether thirty-six separate 
groups, representing every class of spicules, in an equal number of 
species or varieties, all equally magnified and drawn to scale. They 
may therefore be relied upon as depicting the spicules as the student 
himself will see them; neither diagrammatic nor idealized. The 
power used was 400 diameters, which has been reduced iip)On1 the 
plates to one half, say 200 diameters.) 

(The measurements accompanying the descriptions of niearly all the 
North American species are averages resulting from micrometric 
measurement of fromi 15 to 30 individual spicules, and inay be con- 
viently reduced to millimeters by mnoving the decimal point two 
places to the right and dividing by four. The varialbility ill differ- 
ent specimens is so great that I canniot regard any measurements as 
of exact specific value.) 

(I) Gen. SPONGILLA, Carter. 

Part of old gCiius 83ongilla, Auct. (Plate V, figs. .i, ii and iii.) 
Gen. Clhar. Skeleton spicules acerate, generally smooth, curved, 

fusiform, pointed; imostly accoinpanied by flesh spicules. Gemmu- 
hve globular; crust variable in thickness or absent altogether; ac- 
companied by or charged with minute acerates, (P1. V, b.b.b. also 
P1. VII b.b.) snooth or spined, imbedded in or lying upon it or oin 
the chitinous coat. Modified from Carter. 

When the old genus Spongilla of authors was sub-divided by Mr. 
Carter in 1881, this term was very appropriately restricted to that 
type which includes the species most widely diffused and most fre- 
quently noticed throughout the world. 
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The following brief summaries of specific points may serve as a 
guide to the intending student, enabling him at a glance to select 
the species which his specimen most nearly resembles, without hav- 
ing to read many pages of inapposite matter. (It must be remarked 
in explanation of the omission of some names, that the verbal de- 
scriptions of some of the older species, as copied from their authors, 
fail to give diferential points that can be made use of in this con- 
nection. In the treatment of my own discoveries or those of others 
that have come to me for examination, I have desired to be thor- 
oughly conservative, grouping those together that have an uln- 
doubted relation to one another and not creating either species or 
varieties unless they appear necessary to aid in study of the subject. 
I hesitate however to drop species, the type specimens of which I 
have never seen; although it is probable some of them might be- 
come synonyms to advantage.) 

KEY .TO THE SPECIES OF THE GENUS SPONGILI.A. 

(a) Sponge branching. 
1. Slender, cylindrical, waving branches; dermal spicules minute 

smooth acerates; gemmules few, sponge evergreen. (P1. VIII 
(fig. vi. S. aspinosa. 

2. Branches generally tapering, rigid; less frequently cylindrical 
and flaccid; skeleton spicules smooth; dermals pointed, spined 
acerates; gemmules after maturity numerous; with or without 
granular crust; spicules cylindrical, curved, spined. (P1. VII, 
figs. i-vi.) S. lacustris. 

3. Brainches small; crust of gemmules thin, spicules smooth. 
S. rhenana 

(b) Sub-branched. 
4. Spines of dermal spicules longest at the centre; gemmule spicule 

round-ended, covered with recurved spines. 
S. alba. 

.5. Short comupressed branehes; geminule spicules at various angles. 
S. cerebellata. 

(c) Sponge without branches. 

6. Gemmulse with thick crust of polyhedral cells arranged per- 
pendicularly; spicules of gemmuhle smtooth. S. carteri. 

7. Crust as in the last species; a layer of minute spined acerates 
intervened between it and the chitinous body, besides that which 
is exterior to it. S. nitens. 
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8. Spicules of gemmuli very short, trapezoidal. Gemmule adherent, 
elliptical; aperture termiinal. 

S. navicella. 
9. Capsule arouniid the gemmule, ainld chitinous body both spiculif- 

erous. S. bombayensis. 
10. Shafts of gemmule spicules smooth; heads coinposed of numner- 

ous short blunt or subacute spines. S. botryo-ides. 
11. Gemniule spicules spined, particularly near the head. 

S. sceptrioides. 
12. Color cinereous. S. cinerea. 
113. Gemmules in layers or groups; apertures uipward or outward; 

surrounded by a cellular parenchyma, charged with subcylin- 
drical, spined spicules. (P1. V7 fig. ii.) (P1. VIII figs. i to iv.) 

S. fragiti.s. 
14. Gemmules in hemispherical groups; apertures inward; sur- 

rounded by a parenchyma of unequal cells, charged with 
coarsely spined spicules, nearly as long as the less strongly 
spiniferous skeletoii spicules. (PI. V, fig. iii.) (P1. VIII, fig. v.) 

S. igloviformis. 
15. Resembling the above, but with spines more broadly conical, 

etc. S. mackayi. 
16. Parasitic on S. nitens, with minute, curved dermal birotulate. 

S bdhmii. 
17. Gemmules very large, chitinous coat thin; crust absent or incon- 

spicuous; gemmule spicules smooth, or irregularly furnished with 

very long spines, frequently located near the extremities. 
Numerous dermal birotulates. S. novas terra'. 

(a) Sponge not branched. 

(1) Spongilla aspinosa, Potts. (P1. VIII, fig. vi.) Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. Nov. 
1880, p. 357 etc. 

Sponge green, encrusting, thin; upon a relatively thick basal 
inembrane; thence sending out numerous radiating, long, slender, 
cylindrical branches, occasionally subdividing: texture very loose; 
surface rather smooth, pores conspicuous. 

Gemmules very few in scattered bunches of ten to twenty or 
miiore, small, spherical, with a granular crust, surrounded by ali 
'irregular mass of spicules, resembling those of the skeleton. 

"Sponzgilla arachnoideaz," named by H. James-Clark (Am. Journ. Sci. 1871 
p. 426), and "Siphydora echinoides" by the same author ("Mind in Nature" p. 

41, 1865) are not accompanied by such descriptions as will enable me to classify 
ithem intelligently. 
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Skeleton spicules smooth, straight or slightly curved, rather 
abruptly pointed; an occasional one acuate or malformed. 

Outer dermal film- charged with minute, straight or curved, 
smooth, slender, gradually pointed acerates. 

Approximate measurements.-Diameter of gemmules 0-02 inches. 
Skeleton spicules 00113 by 000033 inches. Length of dermal 

spicules 0-00144 inches. 
Habitat. Upon logs and timbers several feet below the surface 

of clear standing water, or upon sphagnunm, grass, weeds etc. near 
the surface. 

Locality. Collected at Doughty's Pond, Absecum, New Jersey; 
Brown's Mills, N. J.; Deep Creek near Portsmouth, Virginia etc. 

Remarks.-This sponge was first collected by Mr. E. P. Cheyney, 
a very acute observer, during the summer of 1879 or 1880 in one 
of the Cedar swamps, near the New Jersey coast. In October 1881, 
the writer himself collected it, and since that date it has been the 
subject of frequent and careful observations. Doubt was at first 
felt as to whether the apparent branches were really self-supporting; 
but this was long since set at rest and the species is now seen to 
-stand securely near S. lacustris, but not of it. Some interest may 
be felt in the following description of its favorite and characteristic 
locality. 

The S. E. portion of the State of New Jersey is, for the most part. 
a broad sandy plain, not greatly elevated above tide level. It was 
formerly covered by a dense growth, chiefly of "scrub" pines, and 
was known as the "Pine Barrens." The few depressions through 
this district form water courses, along which the drainage of the 
surrounding neighborhood creeps sullenly, through jungles of 
cedar mingled with maple, magnolia, and other deciduous growths. 
Just before Absecum Creek, which has thus wandered for miles 
through densely wooded cedar and maple swamps, finally loses its 
identity in the "Thoroughfare," that winds for many a mile among 
the still flatter marsh lands that line the coast, a low mill-dam 
checks its course, and forces it to. spread its clear, dark waters over 
acres of refreshing pools, dotted with reed-fringed islets. Here, in 
clumps, grow the curious leaves and umbrella-like flowers of the 
American Pitcher Plant; on the margin of the pond are many 
orchids, those most aristocratic of flowers; in the hollows the Droseras 
or Sundews are doing their best to entrap a few of our insect 
enemies. The trees, that, years before, had darkened the glen with 

13 
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their shade, killed by the too abundant water, now stand gaurt7t 
and desolate above it, "bearded with moss" that hangs and flutters 
from their otherwise naked branches. 

At miany places in this beautiful pond the fallen timbers, water- 
logged at depths of three to six feet, are lined for yards with this 
sponge; sometimes only as a smooth, green, eniveloping sheet, but at 
other places reaching out long, radiating branches for six inches or 
more, swayed delightfully by the clear current. Not only in the 
"'perfect days" of June or through the heats of mid-summer, is the 
sponge thus verdant and thrifty; but when December has robbed 
the lake of most of its vegetable forms,-even after February has 
for weeks covered it with a thick sheet of ice, the spoiige has been 
seen still green and apparently in as healthy growth as ever. 

Concurrently with this evergreen habit, we notice the unusual 
scarcity of gemmules at all times of the year, and feel warranted in 
inferring that, gifted as it is witlh this ability to with-stand a low 
temperature in its growing state, it does not need to form "protected 
gemmules" to conserve its life during hybernation. 

In the microscopical study of S. aspinosa, the distinctive featutre 
is, undoubtedly, the presence upon the dermual film and amongst 
the generally smooth, slender, skeleton spicules, of great numbers of 
minute smooth acerates. These are not altogether uniform in size, 
however; and enough of an intermediate character are occasionally 
seen, to suggest the possibility that they may be merely initial and 
immature conditions of the skeleton spicules. The continued per- 
ennial growth of the sponge, umakes this supposition the more probable; 
as there is no season in which, as in the case of most other sponges, 
it inay be said to have reached maturity or conmpleteness. In some 
preparations of it, aborted formns of skeletoil spicules are found int 
considerable inumbers and spherical or discoidal masses of silica. 
without spinous prolongations, or with but a single spine, are not 
infrequenitly met with. 

(2) Spongilla lacustris, Linn. (P1. V, fig. 1; PI. VII.) 

"Branched; brainches long, round and sharp-pointed. Color dark 
brown, structure fibrous. Skeleton spicule curved, fusiform, grad- 
ually sharp pointed, smooth; sometimes more or less spiniferous. 
Flesh spicule thin, curved, fusiform, gradually sharp-pointed, spilled 
throughout. Statoblast when fully developed globular; crust com- 
posed of granular cell-structure, charged with more or less curved, 
minute, stout, fusiform, sharp pointed acerates, covered with stout 
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recurved spines, arranged tangentially, or centrifugally, like the 
lines of a so-called "engine-turned" watch case." Carter, (Ann. 
etc. 1881.) 

Syn. European:-See Vejdovsky "Diagnosis" under Euspon- 
gilla lacustris. p. 172, etc. 
Syn. American:- 

1863 Spongilla paupercula, Bowerbank. 
1863 " dawsoni " 
1875 " flexispina, Dawson. 
1879 " lacustrioides, Potts. 
1880 " abortiva, " 
1880 " mutica, " 
1880 " montana, " 
1881 " multiforis, Carter. 
1884 " lehighen.sis, Potts. 

As this is the most widely known of all the fresh water sponges, 
and deserves a full and careful treatment, besides the analysis of it 
given by Prof. Vejdovsky, under his name Euspongilla lacustris, 
I have also copied Mr. Carter's description above, and now append 
the result of my own observations, founded upon collections in all 
parts of this country. 

As found in infinite numbers of situations and variety of forms in 
North America, this sponge is green, when growing, as it does by 
preference, in the light: from Sa sessile base freely and repeatedly 
branching; branches cylindrical or more or less tapering; bristling 
with the points of radiating spicules; ends of the branches pointed 
or rounded. Texture loose; the branching processes made up of 
thick longitudinal lines of fasciculated spicules, united by single 
spicules or more slender fascicles, in a radiating manner. Pores 
numerous, large. 

Gemmules sub-spherical, often scarce until late in the year, 
(November) when they are formed quite plentifully in the inter- 
spicular spaces, not only in the sessile portion, but throughout the 
branches of the sponge. Granular crust of the gemmules very 
variable in thickness; in some forms altogether wanting. Foraminal 
aperture infundibular. 

Skeleton spicules curved, fusiform, gradually sharp pointed, al- 
most uniformly smooth. 

Dermal or flesh spicules variable in number, but generally very 
numerous; curved, fusiform, gradually tapering to sharp points; 
densely and entirely spined. 
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Gemmule spicules genierally cylindrical, much and variably curved; 
somewhat sparsely spined; spines inore numerous near the extrein- 
ities, where they are long, acute, and frequently recurved. UpoIn 
the gemmules they vary from a horizonital to a nearly erect position, 
according to the thickness of the crust, and for the same reason 
are sometimes wanting anid at others verv numerous. 

Ncab. On stones anid timbers everywhere; preferrinig running 
water. 

MAleasureinents. Diameter of gemmiules 0.02 inches. Average 
lenogth ot'skeleton spicules about 0.0108 inches. 

Remarks.-Spontgilla lacustris is certainly not introduced in 
this connection on account of any claims I desire to make as to au- 
tlhorship or discovery; but rather in the way of recantation or coin- 
fession that in times past I have so frequently mistaken this name- 
child of the great Linnaeus, clucking to it as one of my own little brood. 
Indeed it is to save others from a similar experience that I ain par- 
ticular to make this identification. 

This species was onie of the earliest known; though for years the 
distinction between it and Spongilla (now Meye'nia,) fluviatilis was 
far from clear. It has been found in nearly all parts of the world 
where any sponges have been discovered. While many of the fresh 
water sponges appear to shun the light S. laceustris comes out boldly 
anid flourishes in the full sunshine. For this reason and because of 
its resultant brilliant green color and its conspicuous branching 
habit, this sponge is better known than any other, and is more fre- 
quently gathered by the non-expert collector. I have received it 
fromii nearly all my correspondents in the United States and fron 
,almost every locality in which any have been collected. 

In every place it prefers rapidly running water, where its growth 
is strong and vigorous. Perhaps my finest specimens were gathered 
at a place in Chester Creek, Pennsylvania, where the stream was 
narrowed to a width of ten or twelve feet, rushing between large 
iasses of rock, many of which were coated with the sessile spoinge 

-and beautifully fringed with tapering finger-like processes, oine half 
inceh or more in diameter by several inches in length. In standinlg 
pools, on the contrary, it grows in slender cylindrical brainches; as 
in the subsidinig reservoirs oIn Fairmount Hill, Philadelphia, where 
it appears in slender, flaccid, yellow-greein branches, with hardly 
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sufficient vitality to support themselves above the mud, slowly gath- 
ering around them.' 

While S. lacustris is extremely variable, as to some particulars, 
upon this continent, (as Prof. Vejdovsky describes it to be also in 
Europe), in essentials the synonyms I have named resemble one 
another and the European type. These essentials, for comparison, 
I again describe as follows: 
1st. In general appearance, a green, branching sponge. 
2nd. Skeleton made up of smooth, fasciculated spicules. 
3rd. Dermal or flesh spicules, fusiform acerates, entirely spined, 

pointed. 
4th. Gemmule spicules, whether few or many, generally cylindri- 

cal, more or less curved, rather sparsely spined, spines often 
recurved, acute. 

5th. Gemmules either apparently wanting or abundant throughout 
the sponge; with or without granular crust. 

As all the sponges above named will bear this description, I can- 
not see sufficient reason for separating them from the typical form, 
but many for grouping all together. Some, whose peculiarities are 
most conspicuous, will be briefly described as varieties. 

S. lacustris, var. pauperoula, Bowerbank. Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. 1863 p. 470. 

"Sponge coating and branching; surface smooth. Oscula and 
pores inconspicuous. Dermal menbrane aspiculous (?). Skeletan 
spicules fusiform-acerate, stout and rather short. Interstitial mem- 
branes aspiculous. Ovaries globular, smooth; spicula acerate, 
small, few in number." Bowerbank. 

Loc. Water pipes of Boston, Mass. 
S. paupercula, Bk. is, perhaps, that one of this group of synonyms 

about whose identity with S. lacustris there may be most hesitation. 
Its character is somewhat anomalous, as its locality and associations 
are peculiar. (See remarks as to M. fluviatilis, v. acuminata.) Grow- 
ing originally in the ponds and reservoirs tributary to the Boston 
water-supply, it moved forward, and even so early as 1856 Prof. 
J. W. Bailey wrote to Dr. Bowerbank that "it grows abundantly in 
the water pipes (aqueducts?) by which the city of Boston is sup- 
plied with water from a small lake"; adding a suggestion as to the 

'This is thus far the only instance in which I have found any sponge apparently 
growing upon a mud bottom; and even here it was doubtless planted upon some- 
thing firmer, and the length of its branches was probably induced by the effort to 
lift itself up into greater purity and freedom. 
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possible diminution of the water way and contamination of the drink- 
ing water by its further growth. 

I have not had an opportunity to examine the type specimen from 
which the above description by Dr. Bowerbank was prepared, but 
from the study of fragments received from Mr. Desniond Fitz- 
Gerald, Chief Engineer of the Boston Water Department, collected 
by him from Farm Pond and Cochituate Reservoir, near the head of 
the water system of that city (in all probability the same that Dr. 
Bowerbank describes), I am induced to class this as one of the many 
varieties of S. lacutris. In the dry state the sponge is very friable 
and its dermal surface soon crumbles off, which may in a measure ac- 
count for the apparent absence of dermal and interstitial spicules 
from Dr. B's specimens. Mr. H. J. Carter records the finding of 
acerate, dermal spicules in those received by him from the same local- 
ity, and I have found them, though few in number, in the fragments 
sent to me. We may regard, therefore, the dermal and interstitial 
surfaces of S. paupercula as not aspiculous and assert that those 
found are not entirely smooth; as in nearly all a few spines may be 
discovered, particularly near the extremities. 

The gemmule spicules are equally scarce and without pronounced 
character; their relative smoothness and greater proportionate length 
than in most other forms of this species are the noteworthy points. 
The gemmules are quite numerous, large and entirely devoid of 
"crust." Their shrunken contents, appearing through the transparent, 
crustless elitin, give them a peculiar waxen cast. It will be noted, 
as has before been incidentally inentioned, that in this, as in other 
cases, a paucity of gemmule spicules attends, as a necessary conse- 
(luence, the absence of an enveloping crust. 

S. lacustris, var. dawsoni, Bowerbank. Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1863 pg. 467. 

"Sponge sessile, branching; surface smooth. Oscula and pores 
inconspicuous. Dermal and interstitial membranes abundantly 
spiculouls; spicula fusiform-acerate, entirely spined; spines numer- 
ous, short and conical. Skeleton spicula acerate or sub-fusiform- 
acerate. Ovaria spherical; dermal spicula numerous, disposed in 
flat fasciculi or groups of spicules parallel to each other (?); groups 
irregularly dispersed; spicula acerate or sub-cylindrical, entirely 
spined; spines numnerous, obtuse and ill defined. Sareode aspiculous. 
Clolor in the dried state emerald green." Bowerbank. 
S. flexispina, Dawson. Syn. Canadian Nat. and Geol. Sept. 1875. 
S. lacustrioides, Potts, Syn. 
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This name was at first suggested under the belief that a distinct 
specific difference existed between the European and the American 
forms; an idea that has long since been given up. I now think the 
resemblance of these forms is quite as close as that of most of those 
grouped under this name in North America. 
S. mutica, Potts, Syn. 

This term was applied to an ordinary form of S. lacustris during 
the earlier part of my explorations, before I had learned that it was 
a very common habit of this species to be without both "crust" and 
gemmule spicules. 

8. lacustris, var. abortiva, Potts. 

The name abortiva was given to a form of S. lacustris first noticed 
at Fairmount Dam, Philadelphia, in which careful examination 
during the summer and auttumn months of several years, had failed 
to discover any gemmules. About the 22nd of November 1883, 
however, upon again collecting the sponge in its original locality, 
I found, in one instance, the green sareode leaving the lines of 
skeleton spicules and collecting in spots, where, a few days later, 
were found well defined but immature gemmules, entirely smooth 
and of a vivid green color;-a feature that lasted all winter. Some 
fragments in this condition were brought into the house and the 
warmnth of the room was found not merely to retard the completion 
of the gemmules, but in many cases, to reverse the flow of the 
amoeboid particles, which begani to reform and rebuild the skeleton 
frame-work. 

To quote from my note book of that date ;-"The appearanee of 
the sponge as, now found, was as if the cells of green sareode had 
congested or gathered together from their normal position upon 
the supporting spictiles and had just formed immature statoblasts 
with a very delicate chitinous covering and as yet without either a 
granular crust or enmbedded spicules. The skeleton spicules in most 
cases were entirely bare and the statoblasts bright green." Of another 
specimen of the same sponge it is remarked.-"This resembled the 
last mentioned gatherinig, except that in some places the statoblasts 
were merely localized by a gradual flowing together of the green 
sareode into spots; anid the globular shape and chitinous coat of the 
gemmules had not yet been attained." 

The whole of this observation has been of great interest to me 
first, as indicating the necessity of caution in accepting statements, 
asserting the entire absence of gemmules from sponges collected by 
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indifferent observers from remote districts, where their life history 
has never been followed;-next, from the light thrown upon tlhe 
character of these bodies;-that they are probably neither ova nor 
ovaria,in any proper sense; but mav be gems or gemmules, just as, iii 
the vegetable world, we regard the buds of trees, bulbs, tubers etc 
places where the vital particles of the animal or the plant retire fort 

protection duiring the winter season and for successful distribution. 
in the sprinig: fiurther, that this act is coincident wvith the dis- 
appearance, at least partially, of the sarcode from those parts of the 
sponge where the gemmules are found; and that it takes place ill 
different situations and with varying species, at widely different 
seasons of the year. 

S. lacustris, var. montana, Potts. (Pl. VII, fig. vi.) Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philz\. 
1IzS0 p. 357. 

This variety was first sent to me by Prof. E. D. Cope, as collected 
in the well known Lake near the Mounitain House oni Catskill Mts., 
N. Y., at an elevation popularlv statedl to be 2500 feet above tide. 
Afterward, at my request, Dr. J. G. Hunt kinidly sought for and(l 
fouind it at the sanme locality. As received fronm the latter collector 
the sponge was bright green with slender cylindrical braniches. 

Gemmules quite lnumerous throughout the spoinge; often niaked, 
but also frequently covered by a thick crust and an abundance of 
spicules, that are placed in a nearly erect positioni, emilbedded in the 
crust. 

Skeleton spicules long, very slender, cylindrical, abruptly pointed. 
Dermal spicules apparently very scarce, slender, minute acerates; 

entirely spined. (None are represented in the drawinig.) 
Gemmule spicules slernder, cylindrical; more sparsely spiued; 

spines erect, lonig, cylindrical; terminations rounded. 
Meas. Diameter of gemmules 0.015 inches. Skeleton spicules, 

0.0096 by 0.00015 inches. Length of dermal spicules 0.00375; of 
gemmule spicules 0.002 inches. 

This sponge in all its parts is a very slender edition of S. lacustris 
but I think deserves a varietal designation. 

S. lacustris, var. multiforis, Carter. Ann. etc. 1881, p. 88. 

I understand Mr. Carter to agree with me in nowv regardiing this 
as a variety of S. lacstris; the multiple openings being probably 
the result, in degree, of over maturity. There are no distinctive 
features except that the skeleton spicules in the fragments sent me 
are unusually large. 
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S. lacustris, var. lehighensis, Potts. (P1. VII, fig. v.) 

In this variety we find the skeleton and dermal spicules normal, 
while those of the gemmules are disproportionately large. The 
gemmule itself is relatively small, with an unusually thick granular 
crust, through which, embedded like chevaux de frise, the spicules 
project their points, crossing their lines in every direction. These 
are long, cylindrical, with long spines; those near the extremities 
often recurved; terminations acute. 

Loc. Lehigh river Pennsylvania, near White Haven. 
M1eas. Diameter of gemmule 0.016 inches. Skeleton spicules 

0.01035 by 0.00045 inches. Length of dermal spicule 0.002; of 
gemmule spicule 0.004 inches. 

A somewhat similar form was collected at May's Landing, New 
Jersey; but in this the chitinous body was very thick; the granu- 
lar crust less conspicuous; the spicules fewer, larger, and less regu- 
lar in position and character. (P1. VII, fig. iv.) It may be briefly 
'described thus:- 

Sponge green, encrusting; not conspicuously branched. 
Gemmules small, crust thin, enveloped in a specialized capsule of 

interlacing skeleton spicules. 
Skeleton spicules stout, sub-fusiform, smooth, gradually pointed. 
Dermal spicules rather large. 
Gemmule spicules variably robust, abundantly spined; spines 

long, acute, retrorse. 
Meas. Length of skeleton spicules 0.0105; of dermal spicules 

0.0021; of gemmule spicules 0.004 inches. 
Loc. May's Landing, N. J. 

(3) Spongilla (Euspongilla) rhenana, Retzer. See "Diagnosis." p. 174, etc. 

(4) Spongilla alba, Carter. Ann. etc. 1881 p. 88. 

"Massive, spreading, sub-branched. Structure fragile, tomentose. 
Color whitish. Skeleton spicule curved, fusiform, gradually sharp- 
pointed, smooth. Flesh spicule thin, curved, fusiform, covered with 
spines, longest in the centre where they are vertical and obtuse. 
Statoblast globular; aperture infundibular; crust thick, white; com- 
posed of granular cell-structure, charged with minute thick acerates, 
which are curved, cylindrical, round at the ends, covered with spines 
(especially about the extremities where they are longest and much 
recurved), arranged tangentially, intercrossing each other like the 
lines of an engine-turned watch-case." Carter. 

Loc. Bombay. 
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Mr. Carter observes :-"The spicules of the statoblast here as well 
as in S. lacustris are considerably stouter, more curved, cylindrical 
and more coarsely spiined than the flesh spicules of the sponge gen- 
erally." 

(5) S. cerebellata, Bk Proc. Zool. Soc. 1863 p. 465. 

Carter thinks this is but a variety of the preceding species. 

(b.) Sponge not branched. 

(6) Spongilla carteri, Bowerbank. (S. friabilis.) Carter. Proc. Zool. Soc. etc., 
1.863, p. 469. 

"Sponge massive, sessile. Color greenish or faint whitish yellow; 
structure fragile, crumbling. Skeleton spicule smooth, fusiform, 
cturved, gradually sharp-pointed. Statoblast globular; aperture 
infundibular; crust composed of pyramidal columns of dodecahedral 
or polyhedral cells, hexagonal in the section, regularly arranged 
one above another in juxtaposition, perpendicularly to the outside 
of the chitinous coat, on which they rest; surrounded by a layer of 
minute fusiform, curved and gradually sharp-pointed, smooth acer- 
ates." Carter. 

Loc. Bombay, Mauritius etc. 
In the spring of 1885 specimens of this sponge were kindly sent 

to me by Col. Nicolas Pike of Brooklyn, New York, who had collec- 
ted them many years before, while United States Consul at Mauri- 
tius. He writes:-"The specimens sent you were gathered by me 
at the Botanical Gardens, Pamplemousses, Mauritius. They were 
found growing in nmasses five or six inches in width, three inches 
thick and about four in depth. They fringed the southerly side of 
the pond about a foot below the surface of the water. They were very 
green when first taken and rather firm in texture. They covered a 
very limited area in this pond and were not found elsewhere on the 
island." 

The courtesy of this gentleman has enabled me to observe a pecul- 
iarity in the gemmules of his collection that was not mentioned as 
to those from Bombay. While many of thein appear to correspond 
with Mr. Carter's description above:-"aperture infundibular," 
I find many others having a tubular prolongation of the foraminal 
orifice, of a length fully one fourth the diameter of the gemmule. 
These tubules are surrounded like the rest of the chitinous body with 
columns of relatively large polyhedral cells; and as they partake of 
the brittleness of the sponge when dry, I fanicy they must often be 
broken off and lost in carriage. 
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(7) Spongilla nitens, Carter. Ann. etc. 1881, p. 89. 

"'Form of sponge unknown. Structure reticulate; fibre rigid, 
composed of bundles of spicules united by a transparent colorless 
sarcode, which, in the dried state, gives it a hardness and vitreous 
appearance like that of Spongilla corallioides Bk. Skeleton spicule 
curved, cylindrical, smooth, sometimes very slightly inflated in the 
centre and at the extremities, which are round. Statoblast globular; 
aperture infundibular; crust composed of pyramidal columns of do- 
decahedral or polyhedral cells hexagonal in the section, regularly 
arranged one above another, in juxtaposition, perpendicularly to 
the outside of the chitiiious coat, on which, by the intervention of a 
layer of the statoblast spicules, they rest; surrounded by a layer of 
minute, fusiform, curved acerates, thickly spiiied, especially over the 
ends, where the spinies are lon-gest and recurved, arranged tangent- 
ially; the same kind of layer immediately round the chitinous coat, 
where the spicules appear to be intermixed with the lower cells of 
the crust, leavinig the latter free between the two." Carter. 

Loc. Unknown; probably South America. River Ugalla, 
near Lake Tanganyika, Central Africa. (See vSpongilla bbhmii.) 

(8) Spongilla navicella, Carter. Ann. etc. 1881, p. 87. 

"Sponge unknown. Skeleton spicule curved, fusiforin, smooth, 
gradually sharp-pointed. Statoblast adherent to the twig on whicll 
the sponge had growin; globoelliptical; aperture terminal, infundi- 
bular; no apparent crust; chitinous coat encased with a denise lay- 
er of minute, stout, short, thick, more or less curved, fusiform, 
smooth acerates, variable in size, becomiing so short internally, (that 
is where they are in immediate contact with the chitinous coat,) as 
to be trapezoidal or like a little boat or "cocked hat," according to 
direction in which they are viewed; arranged tangentially, crossing 
each other." Carter. 

Loc. River Amnazons, S. A. 
To the above description by Mr. Carter I am able to add but lit- 

tle that is positive, excepting that so far as it goes it is most accu- 
rate. Upon a leaf connected with the twig that supports a specimen of 
Parmula browni'i, var., received from Dr. Rusby, I find a dozen or 
more gemmules, easily identified as belonging to this species. They 
are sometimes entirely solitary; sometimes in groups of two to four or 
more of varying sizes, but without other association than the interveni- 
tion of some grayish sedimentary matter that has not been proven to 
belong to a parent sponge. In no case do I find evidences of envelop- 
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inig skeleton spicules, excepting that immediately under and around(l 
eaich gemmule it is seen to be buttressed and supported by scores of spic- 
tiles of a skeleton tvpe, resting against it at many angles, and at- 
taching it to the supporting surface, as Mr. Carter has said. 
These, by the way, are obscurely microspined. The aperture of the 
slightly elliptical, or pro-sphleroidal gemmule, is always found at one 
of its poles, and is prolonged into a tubule of moderate length, pro- 
voking the comparison to a tortoise with its head protruded. The 
layer of gemmule-spicules is "dense" because they are not crossed 
but lie nearly parallel with each other as if stroked with a brush 
and in a nearly transverse direction, corresponding with the shorter 
axis of the ellipse. 

The normal character of the living sponge remiains, as Carter left 
it, an unsatisfied problem; but the absence of surrounding spicules. 
suggests to me the possibility that the minute body of Spongilla nav- 
icella is simply a firmer sarcode unsupported by a skeleton frame 
work. 

(9) Spongilla bombayensis, Carter. Aiin. etc. 1882, p. 369. 

"General form of sponge unknown. Statoblast sessile, globular, 
nore or less grouped and firmly attached to the sterns of the her- 
baceous planit ulpon which it had grown; variable in size under 5X 
of an inch diameter, composed of a spiculiferous capsule, a chitinols. 
coat, which is also spiculiferous, aind the UsUal germninial contents, 
but Ino distiinet cellular coat. Spicules of the statoblast slightly 
curved, thick, cvlindrical, mnore or less obtuse at the ends; abouit 
9 by 2-6000 ths. of an inch in greatest dimensions; and another 
comparatively thin, fusiforni, and nmore or less pointed at the ends, 
about 10 by 1-6000 tlhs. inches in greatest dimensions; both thickly 
spined, and varyinig in stoutness inversely with their proximity to the 
surface; arraniged horizontally, so that the ends do not project beyon(d 
the level of the statoblast, where they more or less cross each other 
and are held together by granules (the iicrocell structure?); ap- 
pearing also in the cliitinous coat when they do niot cross each other 
but forin a single layer, in which the spicules lie more or less paral- 
lel to each other in various directions, so as to present a damas- 
cemied appearance. S3keleton spicules of one formii only, 'viz.-acerate, 
curved, fusiform, gradually sharp-pointed, smooth or microspined, 
about 22 by 1-1800 th. inch in their greatest dimensions. Aperture 
of statoblast suniken, single or in plurality, liined by a tubular pro- 
jection of the chitinous coat." Carter. 

Loc. Island of Bombay. 
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(10) Spongilla botryoides, W. A. Haswell. Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales, 1882, 
p. 209. 

"Sponge yellow, encrusting; skeleton spicules curved, fusiform, 
sparsely microspined; statoblast spicules short, strongly curved; 
with heads composed of numerous short, blunt or subacute spines. 
Shaft free from spines." Haswell. 

Loc. Pond near Brisbane, Australia. 

(11) Spongilla soeptrioides, W. A. Haswell. Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales, 1882, 
p. 209. 

"Skeleton spicules microspined; statoblast spicules cylindrical, 
spined, particularly near the head." 

Loc. Pon(d near Brisbane, Australia. 

(12) Spongilla cinerea, Carter. Ann. and. Mag. 1881, p. 107. 

"Flat, spreading; surface slightly convex, presenting gentle emi- 
nenees and depressions. Color einereous; texture compact, fine, 
friable. Skeleton spicule curved, fusiform, gradually sharp-pointed, 
minutely spined. Statoblast globular; aperture infundibular; 
crust thick, white, composed of microcell substance, charged with 
minute acerate spicules which are curved, cylindrical, abruptly 
sharp-pointed, and coarsely spined throughout; arranged more or 
less tangentially, intererossing." Carter. 

Loc. Bombay. 

(13) Spongilla fragilis, Leidy. (Pl. V, fig. ii; Pl. VIII, figs. i, ii, iii, iv.) Proc. 
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1851, p. 278. 

Syn.- European, See Vejdovsky, "Diagnosis." p. 176. 
Syn.- American. 

1863 S. lordii, Bowerbank. 
1875 S. ottawaensis, Dawson. 
1880 S. morgiana, Potts. 

S. calumeti, B. W. Thomas. 
1880 S. fragilis, var. minuta, Potts. 
1880 S. fragilis, var. minutissima, Potts. 

S. fragilis, var. irregularis, Potts. 
S. segregata, Potts. 

Sponge "discoidal, lichenoid, growing in patches flat, oval or cir- 
cular, lobate at margin, translucent, yellowish white or cream col- 
ored. Areoloe distinct, subeircular. Reproductive bodies arranged 
in a single close layer at the base of the attachment of the sponge; 
shining whitish yellow, elevated into a central papilla upon the ups 
per surface. 
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"Meas. Fromii one half inch to two inches in diameter b)y 
onie to one and a half lines in thickness at the centre and gradualily 
thinning off to the miargin. 

"Hab. Grows upon the underside of stones below low-water 
mark in the rivers Delaware and Schuylkill. 

"Structwtre. Comlposed of an intertexture of spiculse about one 

four hundredth of an inch long, having a minutely tuberculated 
surface, over wlhich is reflected a granulo-cellular membrane. 

"Renmarks. After the death of the sponge, the areolated tissue 
mnacerates off, leaving the reproductive bodies in a close layer at- 
tached to the rock. The living sponge is never green(?), nor does 
it ever grow exposed to the light."(?) Leidy. 

I have thought best to preface my own description of this species 
as seen and collected in multitudes of localities, by the above origi- 
nal description by its discoverer Dr. Leidy. I append the follow- 
ing from my Inote book -"At the Acad. Nat. Sci. January 31st. 
1885-re-examined type specimen on a stoine, of 'S. fragilis, presente'l 
by J. Leidy,' taking a few spicules and statoblasts for comparison. 
After nmounting, (P1. VIII, fig. i,) I find the skeleton spicules aver- 
age 0.0081 inches; the dermal spicules 0.0027 inches in length. 
One four hunidredth inches as given in his description corresponds 
with the decimial fraction 0.0025 inches; and my measuremeit 
therefore agrees very nearly with Dr. Leidy's, of the dermal or flesh 
spicules. Ile does not describe those of the skeleton." 

See ftirther remarks as to its identification later. 
I would describe it as follows:- 
Sponge varying' fromii a nearly white to a bright green according 

to its exposure to the light; enertusting, in subeircular patches, thini 
at the edges, occasionially onie or imiore iinches thick near the tniddle. 
Surface simiootlh or more or less tuberculated; pores aiid osteoles 
numerous; the latter sonmetimes oile fourth inch or more ill diameter 
at the confluenice of several of the larger canals. Texture nmoi- 
compact than that of S. lacustris. (P1. V, fig. ii.) 

Gemrnula- abunidant; primarily in one or more pavement layers, 
generally found at the base of the sponge; their foramiina prolonged 
into tubes upon the upper or outer side; frequently curving to onie 

side but not flarinig like the fuininel of a steamboat. In other posi- 
tioIns the gemmules are found in compact grouips of varying numbers; 
the foraminial tubules uniformly opening outward. (PI. V, fig. ii, 
B.) In all situations they are enveloped in a parenchyma of sphor- 
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ical cells of nearly uniform size, made polygonal by contact, charged 
with multitudes of spinous acerates. 

Skeleton spicules slightly curved, smooth, rather abruptly pointed. 
(P1. VIII, fig. i, ii, iii, iv. a, a, a.) 

True dermal spicules wanting. 
Gemmule spicules or those embedded in the parenchyma, (P1. 

VIII, as above, b, C. etc.) either cylindrical or larger at the middle 
and slightly tapering toward the extremities, which are truncate, 
rounded or with a single terminal spine; entirely spined; spines 
erect, conical or rounded; generally largest near the ends of the 
spicule. 

Approximate measurements. Diameter of gemmules 0.02 inches. 
Length of skeleton spicules 0.0075 inches; of gemmule spicules 
0.003 inches. 

Hab. Standing or running water everywhere; rather affecting 
the former. 

Loc. In all parts of North America heard from; Europe etc. 
The proper identification of this sponge which was the first de- 

scribed as discovered upon the American Continent, has become a 
subject of particular interest on account of its recent discovery at 
several points in the Eastern Hemisphere. The original description 
by Prof. Leidy has just been quoted. It will be remarked that al- 
though the date of its publication was a dozen years prior to that of 
Dr. Bowerbank's "Monograph" (1863) the name does not appear ill 
his list of species. This is explained by the absence of illustrations 
from Dr. Leidy's text and the unfortunate circumstance (as narra- 
ted by Dr. B. in his descriptioin of M1eyenia leidyi,) that the sponge 
sent to him marked "S. fragilis" did not correspond with the accom- 
panying description, but proved upon examination to belong to ta 
novel and quite different species. 

Dr. Bowerbank consequently ignored S. fragdlis as imperfectly 
described and was followed by H. J. Carter in a similar omission. 
I take pleasure in restoring the name to its proper place in the lit- 
erature of the subject, associating it with the species now described 
for the following reasons: 

In 1878 or 1879 my attention was first attracted to the subject of 
fresh-water sponges by the discovery of a few gemmules, resembling 
a rust-colored incrustation, upon a stone from Lansdowne Run, 
Philadelphia. Noticing the variation of the truncate flesh spicules 
from the pointed acerates in the descriptions of S. lacustris and S. 
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fluviatilis, then only known to me, the sponge to which they belonged 
was, not unreasonablv perhaps, supposed to be inew, and the namie 

SPongilla norgiana was suggested for it, (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. July 
1880) from a fanciful resemblance of the gemmules with their upr 
right foraniina, to the jars in which the "Forty Thieves" were so 
neatly "done in oils" by that consummate artist. On coining to a 
knowledge of Dr. Leidy's description some months later, I sought 
and found this sponge in his (Dr. L's) original localities. Repeated 
comparison of the sponge with the above description resulted in 
the conviction of their entire agreenment, if we regard the author as 
examiniing a miass of sessile gemmules after the skeleton spicules had 
been generally removed. At last a small stone was discovered in 
in the museum of the Philadelphia Academy, to which was attached 
the legend, in the author's handwriting, "S. fragilis presented by 
J. Leidy," and still bearing a few gemmules and spicules of the 
same species. The identification was then complete, and S. lordii, 
Bk. 1863; S. ottawaensis, Dawson, 1875; and S. morgiana, Potts 
1880, became synonyms. 

Next to S. lacustris, Spongilla fragilis is the most widely distrib- 
uted American species; having been found in moist of the United 
States and in all varieties of situations. It seems to grow indif- 
ferently, in rapidly flowing streams, in currentless reservoirs, and even 
in nearly stagnant pools. Where it is found at all, the specimens 
*are usually abundant. Upon one occasion when the water was with- 
drawn from the canal basin at the head of the locks at Fairmount 
Dam, Philadelphia, the exposed, perpendicular walls of dressed 
stone were seen to be lined with them, probably hundreds in num- 
ber; some of minute size, but many covering two or three square feet 
of surface. They were rarely much more than an inch thick near 
the middle and shaded off all around tf filmy edges. They had no 
apparent preference for the comparatively rough surface of the stones, 
for some of the finest specimens were found upon the timbers of the 
gates, from which they were easily removed. 

The large size of the efferent osteoles in this species is a conspic- 
uous featture; and within each of them can be seen the terminations 
of five or six of the larger canals. WVhen mature, say in August or 
later, the pavement laver of gemmules may generally be found at 
the base of such specimenls; and in those still older, the segregate 
or grouped forms are frequently abundant in the higher parts of the 
sponge. 
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These groups were not observed or described by Dr. Leidy, and 
when first noticed by myself were supposed to indicate either a 
new species or variety; but it was long ago discoverd that to a 
greater or less extent they formed a characteristic feature of all types 
of Spongilla fragilis. It has seemed to me that while the "pavement 
layer" of gemmules was firmly attached to its base of support, indi- 
cating a purpose to reproduce the sponge at the same place, the 
groups, which are not so attached, and are liberated by the slough- 
ing away of the skeleton spicules during the winter season, float 
off and serve to propagate the species in distant localities. They 
must not be understood to be merely accidental collections of gem- 
mules in the same neighborhood and without coherence, (as is the 
case with those of S. aspinosa); but to be closely and permanently 
associated and embedded in a mass of compact "cell-structure"; (the 
"cellular crust" of Carter, the "external parenchyma" of Vejdovsky); 
sometinies but three or four together, (P1. V, fig. ii, B.) compared. 
by H. J. Carter to the tetraspores of Selaginella;-sometimes a doz- 
en or more, very irregularly grouped, but always with their foram- 
inal tubules projecting outward through the crust; in which vast 
numbers of spined spicules are embedded. 

The spicules of this class are very variable in shape in the differ- 
ent localities in which this species has been found; being long or 
short; robust or slender; truncate or pointed; while the general 
characteristics of the species remain unquestionable. A few vari- 
eties that appear constant have been named. Upon nearly every 
slide of prepared gemmules or spicules may be seen a few abnormal, 
spherical forms, bristling with spines, and reminding one of the pol- 
len of Malvaceous plants, or the "caltrops" in sometime military 
use. 

S. fragilis, (S. lordii, Bowerbank.) Syn. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1863. 
Dr. Bowerbank's description is here copied for convenient refer- 

ence. The species would have been "good" in his name had it not 
been antedated twelve years, by Dr. Leidy. 

"'Sponge sessile, coating; surface even, smooth. Osculae simple, 
dispersed. Pores inconspicuous. Dermal membrane pellucid, 
aspiculous. Skeleton spicula acerate. Ovaria congregated on the 
basal membrane, very numerous; spicula entirely spined, fusiform- 
cylindrical, dispersed on the surface. Basal membrane abundantly 
spiculous; spicula dispersed, same as those of the ovaries. Color 
ochreous yellow to green." 

14 
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Spongilla fragilis, (S. segregata, Potts.) Syn. 

My error in separating this form has been ackinowledged. 

S. fragilis, (S. calumneti, Thomas.) Syn. 

'rhis form has very robust gemmule spicules. (P1. VIII, fig. iii.) 

S. fragilis, var. minuta, iPotts. (1'1. VIII, fig. iv.) Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. 1880 

p. 357. 

This varietal name was given to a sponge first found at Lehighl 
Gap, Pennsylvanlia, in which the gemnmules were much smaller than 
in the typical form, while the surrounding spicules were nearly 
double the length of those of the same class in it and were nearly 
always terminated by a single sharp spinie. It has since been found 
at several other localities. 

Meas. Skeleton spicules 0.01 by 0.0004 iniches. Gemmule spic- 
ules 0.0046'3 by 0.00025 inches. 

S. fragilis, var. minutissima, Potts. (Pl. VIII, fig. ii.) 

The gemmules of var. minutissima are still smaller than those of 
var. minuta; the groups consist of greater numbers of individuals; 
the cell-structure surrounding, them is still coarser and more conspic- 
uous. The skeleton spicules of those collected in Lake Hopatcong, 
New Jersey, (alt. 1200 ft. above tide.) are very slender and although 
gathered in October often centrally inflated. 

Meas. Skeleton spicules 0.0064 by 0.00015 inches; gemmule do. 
0.00397 by 0.0001 inches. 

S. fragilis, v. irregularis, Potts. 

In this, which was also co llected at Lake Hopatcong, the skele- 
ton spicules are short and slender; geminule spicules irregularly 
bent and inflated. 

Meas. Length of skeleton spicules 0.0042 inches; of gem mule 
do. 0.003 inches. 

(14) Spongilla igloviformis, Potts. n. sp. (P1. V, fig. iii. P1. VIII, fig. V.) 

Sponge light or dark brown, encrusting, thin; surface somewhat 
corrugated, or smooth, excepting the projecting points of spiules. 
Lines of skeleton spicules much dispersed, forming no recognizable 
intertexture; the sarcode in this species being at its maximum, in 
relation to the skeleton spicules, which are seen at their minimum 
as to numbers. 

Genmmules very numerous, in compact groups of eight or teni to 
tweDty or more; irregularly disposed upon, but not attached to, the 
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supporting surface. These groups are approximately hemispherical 
in shape, resting upon a flat subeircular side or base, above which 
they form a dome-shaped mass suggesting a resemblance to the 
igloe or hut of an Eskimo (P1. V, fig. iii, A.). The foraminal ap- 
ertures of the gemmules composing these groups, contrary to their uni- 
form habit in S. fragilis, all open inward, apparently communicating 
with a central cavity within the mass or group. Each gemmule, 
as in the last named species, is enveloped in a cellular parenchyma, 
which also, by short isthmus-like bands, connects it with the adjoin- 
ing gemmules and finally compacts the members of a group together; 
but, whereas the parenchymal cells of S. fragilis are nearly uniform 
in size, these are very variable, being large upon the superfices of 
the gemmule proper and upon the outer surface of the envelope; 
while the interior cell-structure is with difficulty resolvable under 
a oine-fifth objective. This parenchyma is densely charged with 
echinating spicules. 

Skeleton spicules very few, sub-fusiform, but somewhat enlarged 
near the terminations, then abruptly pointed or rounded; sparsely 
microspined; spines short, obtuse. (P1. VIII, fig. v, a.a.) 

Gemmule spicules exceedingly numerous, nearly as long as those 
of the skeleton; sub-fusiform, abruptly pointed, entirely spined. 
Spines lonig, acute; perpendicular at the middle of the spicules 
while those near either end are strongly recurved. (P1. VIII, fig. 
v, b.b.) 

Meas. Skeleton spicules 0.0099 by 0.0004 iinches; gemmule spic- 
ules 0.00657 by 0.0004 inches. 

Hab. Upon the lower side of timbers etc. in Cedar swamps near 
the East coast of New Jersey. 

Loc. Collected as yet only near Absecum and Vineland 
N. J. 

The points of difference between this species and S. fragilis seem 
obvious. I find them in the spinous character of the skeleton spic- 
ules; in the want of fibrous structure in the sponge itself; in the 
different characters of the gemmule spicules; in the absence of a 
pavement layer of gemmules; in the peculiar flat-sided arrangement 
of the groups and in the fact that the germinal apertures all open 
inward. 

This sponge was discovered during a memorable visit to Doughty's 
Pond, Absecum, New Jersey, December 1st. 1883. The locality has 
been described in the general remarks under the head of Spongilla 
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aspinosa. Just before leaving the place, happening to draw up a 
submerged slab lying in shallow water near the saw-mill, I founid, 
irregularly scattered upon its under side, a quantity of large, light- 
colored particles, disconniected from ainy noticeable sponge growth, 
aind looking suspiciously like large graiins of sawvdust. They were 
so much larger than ordinary statoblasts, that, not delaying to ex- 
amine them minutely, I filled one or two bottles on "general prinici- 
ples" mnerely and took them with me. My pleasure in examiningo 
them after reaching home and chagrin at the recollection that, coln- 
trary to my usual custom, I had left the slab half drawn out of the 
water, was such that I wrote by the next mail to the proprietor of 
the mill, requesting him to restore the timber with the remaining 
embryos to their niative element. On two subsequent visits I was 
successful in finding and collecting growing sponges of this species, 
exhibiting the peculiarities described in the technical part of this 
description. 

From a somewhat similar pond in the neighborhood of Vineland 
N. J. my friend U. C. Smith Esq. has, on two occasions, brought 
nme gemmules of the same species. 

From MacKay's Lake, near Pictou, Nova Scotia, Mr. A. H. 
MacKay has kindly sent what seems to me the same or a nearly re- 
lated species, which was described a year later by Mr. Carter under 
the name of 
(15) Spongilla maokayi, Carter. Ann. and Mag. Jan. 1885, p. 19. 

"Sponge sessile, spreading; charged with little sub-globular bodies, 
like large statoblasts, about one twelfth inch in diameter. Skeleton 
spicules acerate, slightly curved, sharp-pointed, more or less thickly 
spined; averaging 50 by 21-6000ths. inches in their greatest dimen- 
sions. Statoblast globular, consisting of a thick chitinous coat filled 
with the usual germinal matter, from which is very slightly prolonged 
an everted trumpet-shaped aperture; beariing slight traces externally 
of microcell-structure and the polygonal tissue; making one of 
twenty such which are so arranged as to form a sub-globular body 
of the size mentioned; situated around a central cavity with their 
apertures inwards; the whole supported by statoblast spicules of 
various sizes, which, intercrossing each other form a nest-like glob- 
ular capsule in which the outer parts of the statoblasts are fixed anid 
covered; apparently, (for the specimen is dry) deficient at one point, 
which leads into the central cavity. Statoblast spicules acerate, 
sharp-poinlted like the skeletal spicules, but becomiiig ilmuclh slhorter 
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and more coarsely spined as they approach the chitinous coats of 
the statoblasts, where they may be reduced to at least wX1 ths. in- 
ches in length, although often increased to 4 ths. inches in thick- 
ness, and their spines, which are very irregular in size and situa- 
tion, often as long as the spicule is broad." Carter. 

Loc. MacKay's Lake, near Pictou, Nova Scotia. 
(16) Spongilla b6hmii, Hilgendorf. Ann. and Mag. N. H. Vol. XII, 1883, p. 
122. 

"Sponge parasitic upon masses of Spongilla nitens, appearing as 
an inconspicuous crust of only one millimetre in thickness; consist- 
ing of a very fine-meshed, delicate frame work. The magnificent 
gemmulae are grouped in a single layer of from 8 to 12 within the 
skeleton, but at the same time much projecting from it; always very 
few in number. 

"A delicate homogeneous lamella sharply divides the two species. 
"The skeleton spicules are similar in form to those of S. nitenis, 

but are only half their length, and instead of being smooth are stud- 
ded with roundish, flattened tubercles, which at the ends approach 
considerably closer together. 

"They are accompanied by a four times smaller amphidiscoid form, 
whose shaft is gently curved and bears at some distance from the 
the centre a small spherical elevation. From a similar one at each 
end of the shaft proceeds five short, pointed, recurved prongs, exact- 
ly as in a whorl. These double whorls lie close to the large spicules 
and form with them the network, the threads, of which are mostly 
but one spicule in thickness. 

"The gemmuloe have not the layer of parenchyma; the spicules 
lie tangentially and in only a single layer; but they are densely 
crowded and at the same time minute; so that their number is very 
considerable and may exceed a thousand in one gemmule. Each 
spicule is moderately curved, cylindrical, with only the last eighth 
or tenth tapering to a point. The surface bears a moderate number 
of short acute spines; say 50 on the entire spicule." Slightly ab- 
breviated from M. Hilgendorf. 

Loc. River Ugalla near Lake Tanganyika, Central Africa; col- 
lected by Dr. R. Bohm. 

Through the good offices of my friend Mr. Carter and the kindness 
of Dr. Weltner, of Berlin, I have been favored to receive from Dr. 
Hilgendorf of the Berlin Zool. Museum, where it was deposited, an 
excellent specimen of S. nitens, bearing upon one of its surfaces a 
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film of the above S. bdhmii, ample for comparison with the next 
species, S. novce terroe, which, in one point, it most curiously resem- 
bles. Having given above the very clear description by Dr. M. 
Hilgendorf, it is needful only to explain that while such a "layer of 
parenchyma" around the geminule as that seen in its associate spe- 
cies, S. nitens, is absent, the geminule of S. bohmii is provided with 

a thick "granular crust" beneath which the geinmule spicules are 
embedded, a capsule of skeletoni spicules enveloping the whole. 
The dernmal or flesh spicules, as he describes them, are niinute biro- 
tulates, nearlv resembling those of S. nove, terrm and Meyenia everetti, 
buit somewhat larger than either: the shafts are more frequently 
bent an(l a bolder enlargement at each extremity gives origin. to muore 
widely spreading lhooked rays. I incline to the opinion that the oc- 
casional irflations of the shafts of these spicules as well as of the 
spicules of the genlmule, indicate a want of full matturity in. the spec- 
imen when gathered. 

My interest in the description given of this little species by Dr. 
Hilgendorf was such as to induce me to ask, through Mr. Carter, the 
opportunity of making a personal examiniation of it; more partic- 
ularly, to discover whether in it, as ini S. noves terrce, the birotulate 
derinal was associated with a gemmule acerate showing aniy tendency 
toward a birotulate form. This I. find is no nmore the case than in 
several other species of Spongilla; iS. fragilis for instance, where there 
is also a grouping of recurved rays ntear the extremities. 

The curious fact that a coincidence of type has here associated the 
Island of Newfoundlaind witlh Central Africa, will not escape the 
notice of anly one; nor that a corresponding forni in a neighboring 
genus should only appear, as yet, in places so renote as a corner of 
Massachbusetts and the Lakes of Nova Scotia. 

(17) Spongilla novae terrae, Potts. 1PIroc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1881, p. 228 etc. 

Sponge encrustinig; sarcode of the young growth, a dense mass of 
minute spherical cells, embedding slender, curving lines of fascic- 
ulated skeleton spicules, developing later into a very loose, open tis- 
sue, with few connecting spicules. 

Gemmules ratlher numnerous, unultsually large, spherical; chitinious 

coat thin; crust apparently wanting. 
Skeleton spicules relatively few, slender, cylindrical, smooth or 

sparsely nmicrospined; gradually pointed. (See cut.) 
Dermal or flesh spicules very abundant, minute birotulates of un- 

eq(ual size; shafts slender, cylinidrical, occasionally spined; outer 
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surface of rotules dome-shaped; rays prolonged, terminations acute; 
malformations frequent. These are mixed with occasional linear 
spined spicules. 

Gemmule spicules abundant, 
crossing each other upon the 
crustless, chitinous body. 
Their shape when smooth is 
robust-fusiform, with pointed 
terminations: the great ma- 
jority, however, have from 
one to six or more long spines, 
non-symmetrically placed, but 

t < /< with an evident tendency 
Ji. I < to group themselves at points 

about one-fourth the length of 
the spicule from one or both of its extremities. 

Meas. Diameter of gemmules 0.036 inches; skeleton spicules 
0.0068 by 0.0002 inches; length of average dermal birotulate, 
0.00066 inches; and of those of the gen-itluwe 0.00145 inches. 

Hab. Encrusting stones in shallow water. 
Loc. Lakes or ponds in the viciinity of Heart's Content, New- 

foundland; collected by Mr. A. H. MacKay. 
As the unusual features of this sponge give it a peculiar import- 

anice, I am tempted to copy the results of an eintirely independent 
study of it by my friend Mr. Carter, taken fronm a letter written to 
the discoverer, Mr. MacKay. The comparison of it with that above 
given may be both interesting and instructive, as showing how the 
same peculiarities, equally new to both, may impress different ob- 
servers. 

"Specimnen sessile, spreading over two sides of a cubic stone about 
two inches in diameter; about one sixth inch high in the center, 
thinning off towards the circumference. Color of the surface 
greenish; of the interior greyish brown. Surface smooth, shining, 
(in the dried state), covering a parenchymatous structure beneath, 
traversed by thread-like bundles of the skeletal spicules of the 
species, charged with statoblasts. 

Statoblasts globular, of different sizes, but comiparatively large 
generally; being often 2 2 5ths of an inch in diameter; covered in a 
tessellated manner, by a single layer of short fusiform spicules 
in juxtaposition and all on the same level. 
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Fusiform spicule short, thick and smooth fundamentally, averaging 
1(0 by 1-6000th. inch in its greatest dinmensions, but variable in length, 
presenting one to twelve spines most whimsically scattered over 
the surface, so that no two spicules are alike in this respect. 
Aperture of the statoblast single, circular, slightly marginated, 
about -yAyths. inch in diameter. 

Skeletal spicule slightly curved, smooth and gradually pointed 
comparatively small, forming, by overlapping each other linearly, 
the thread-like buindles mentioned; about 40 by 1-6000ths. inch in its 
greatest dimensions, 

Dermal layer and tissue generally abundantly charged with 
minute birotulates, almost identical with those of Jleyenia everetti, 
but a little larger and with longer and more recurved teeth at the 
terminations: about rAths. inch in length." 

Loc. Heart's Content, Avalon Peninsula, Newfounidland. 
All the specimens of this sponge came from the neighborhood of 

Heart's Content, but whether they were gathered from a lake upon 
the heights or from a brook, mentioned by Mr. Mackay, near the sea 
level, does not seem entirely clear. The accompanying illustration, 
magnified 225 diameters will suggest the peculiarities of its skeleton 
(crossed below), dermal (at lower corners) and gemmular spiculation 
(above). The striking resemblance (alluded to by Mr. Carter), of 
the dermal spicules to the minute birotulates, heretofore only known 
in a corresponding position, in the cases of Meyenia everetti and 
Spongilla bohmii, will at once impress the student. These are how- 
ever more variable in size, are occasionally spined, and have their 
rays more prolonged and more delicately terminated. 

It is in the singular character of the spicules surrounding the 
gemmules that this species must attract peculiar attention. As the 
reader must already have discovered, the six genera included in 
Carter's system may be divided into two principal groups; one of 
them including, only the genus Spongilla, characterized by the linear, 
acerate spicules surrounding the gemmules; and the other, comprising 
all the other genera, where the spicule of corresponding significance 
is a birotulate or some easily recognized derivative of that type. 
Within this latter and larger group, intermediate forms, connecting 
the defined genera, are frequent, and the location of species upon 
one side or other of the distinctive line, comparatively unimportant. 
Heretofore, between the genus Spongilla and those genera comprised 
in the other group there has been "a great gulf fixed." One only 
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case in the past has suggested their possible association, or the de- 
velopment of one group from the other. 

By referring to the description of iVeyeniafluviatilis, var acuminata, 
mihi, it will be seen, that in that variety, the shafts of the birotu- 
lates are prolonged at each extremity, forming acuminiate terminatiois 
some distance beyond the surface of the rotules. It must be noticed 
also, that in position these spicules are abnormal, lying flat upon 
the chitinous coat, instead of resting upon one rotule, their shafts 
taking the position of radii, as is usual in this genus. We have 
here in fact spicules of a Meyenia occupying the ordinary positions, 
and in degree approximating the forms of those regarded as peculiar 
to the Spongillc. 

IIn the present species the intermediate character of the gemmule- 
spicules is still more striking; and while their form and position prob- 
ably more closely associate them with the genus Spongilla, in which 
I have, after considerable hesitation, placed the species, the grouping of 
ray like spines is forcibly suggestive of Meyenia; it will be therefore 
no cause for surprise, if further examination shall cause its transfer 
to the sister genus. 

It must not escape notice that in both of these- instances the 
gemmulae are without "crust," and as it is difficult to understand 
how birotulates could be supported in their ordinary positions with- 
out these embedding granules, we may not unreasonably infer a 
possible relation of cause and effect between the change in position. 
and the modification of type that we here find. 

As this is the first novel species of fresh water sponge collected 
upon the Island of Newfounidland, as also, this is the highest latitude 
in North America from which any collections have been recorded, 
it may be well to append to the above, in which the original report 
to the Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. (1886) has been closely followed, the 
remarks of Mr. MacKay, as to the extremes of temperature etc. in 
that region. 

He says: "The Island is not extreme in its temperature, and the 
frost does not go very deep into the soil. The lakes freeze in 
November or December with ice at least a foot in thickness, and 
remain closed until the end of April. The average temperature 
during eight years, from 1857 to 1864, was 41.20 Fahr.: average 
maximum thermometer during the same time 830; mimimum, 7?. 
In the year 1879, the mean temperature was 40.20 Fahr; highest rec- 
ord, August 3rd, 820; lowest, December 22,+4?. In Nova Scotia, 
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though that is so much firther south, the range is far greater, from 
-1 960 to-20? or-24? Fahr.; with an annual average of 44?." 

(II) Gen. MEYENIA, Carter, Ann. and Mag. etc. 1881, p. 90. 

Gen. Char. Skeleton spicules acerate, curved, fusiform, pointed 
or rounded, smooth or variably spined. Gemmules globular or oval, 
exnveloped in a granular crust, charged with hirotulate spicules (P1. 
IX, b. b. etc.') of a sinigle class or type, radially arranged; i. e. with 
one rotule resting upoIn or approximating to the chitinous coat, the 
,shaft erect and the other rotule forming, or projecting beyond the 
stirface of the geminiules. (P1. V fig. v and vi.) 

The existence of birottulate spicula (then called amnphidisks) in 
the crust suirrounidinig the gemmulse of sonie sponges was first p)ointed 
ou.t by F. J. F. Meyen, (1839) who miiade tlieu the (listinctive 
characteristics of K8pongilla fluviatilis; thus distinguishing that species 
from S. lacustris, with which until that tiimle it had been constantly 
confused. InI his generic revision of the group, finiding that several 
species )ossessed the same p)eculiarity, Mr. Carter, with excellent 
taste, grouped under the iname of Meyeni those that exhibited this 
feature in its simplest conditionis. 

Next to 8pongilla in importaniee, as it follows it in our classification, 
the genus M11eyenia appears to be the most widely difftsed throughout 
the world; anid its leadinig species, 314. fluviatilis, like S. lacustris is 
found exlhibiting maniy variations, to perplex the student and tempt 
him to the creationl of unniecessary names. The following is pre- 
sented as a guide to the approximate determiination of the several 
species. 

KEY 1O TIIF SP ECIES OF T'rHE GENUS MEYEINIA. 

(a) Mfargin.s of birotulate spicules entire. 

1. Skeleton spicules covered with poweiful spines. Spool-like 
birotulates upoIn the surface of the gemmulhe covered with a 
deep parencliyma of large cells. 

Meye'nia, (Trochosp)ongilla) erenaceus. 
2. Skeleton spicules smooth, short, robust; marginis of short birotu- 

lates exflected; each gemnmule enclosed in a capsule of skeleton 
spicules. (P1. V fig. iv, PI. X, fig. i.) M. leidyi. 

3. Rotulte large,fiat; geniniules furnished with an envelope charged 
with spin-ed spicules. M. gregaria. 

4. Gemmules about one fourth the size of those of other species. 
M. mimuta. 
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(b) Margins of birotulate spicules rayed. 
,5. Skeleton spicules either smooth or microspined; dermals want- 

ing; birotulates short, shafts generally smooth; margins of rotules 
irregularly rayed. (P1. V fig. v; P1. IX figs. i, to iv.) 

ilf. fluviatilis. 
6. Birotulates in two or three series. M. (Ephydatia) mi%lleri. 

(See also genus Pleiomeyenia.) 
7. Parasitic on S. lacustris; foramina funinel shaped. 

M. bohemnica. 
$. Birotuilate spicules generally malformed; shafts with enormous 

spines, etc. (P1. IX fig. v.) MI. robusta. 
i). Birotulates rather long, shafts smooth; margins of rotules la- 

cinulate. (P1. X fig. ii.) M. millsii. 
10. Rays and spines of birotulates subdivided or microspined. (P1. 

IX fig. vi.) MI. subdivisa. 
11. Dermal spicules with long, erect spines; birotulates long, 

spined; rays incurved. M. baileyi. 
12. Birotulates rather long; margins crenulate or granular. 

-i. capewelli. 
13. Gemmules flask-shaped; apertures terminal; birotulates very 

short, obscure. 1MI. anonyma. 
14. Shafts of birotulates iiuch spined. M. ramnsayi. 
115. Birotulates many times longer than the diameter of the hooke(d 

rotules; shafts spiniferouis. (PI. V, fig. vi. P1. X, fig. v.) 
lI. crateriformis. 

16. Gemnulle birotulates lonig, club-like. Derinal spicules also 
birotulate, minute. (Pi. X, fig. iii and iv). 

Mi. everetti. 
17. Gemmiiule birotulates long, spinous; marginis of rotules notched: 

dermal spicules stellate. (P1. X, fig. vi.) M. plumosa. 
(a) Mfargins of birotulate spicules entire. 

(1) Xeyenia (Trochospongilla) erenaceus, Ehrenburg, See Vejdovsky's "Di7ag- 

Dosis." p. 1 77 

In his description Prof. Vejdovsky has not, I think, invested the 
parenchyma surrounding the gemmulae of this species with sufficient 
importance. Fromn specimens which he has kindly sent to me, I am 
led to regard this feature, at least to this degree, as unique amongst 
the sponges, and I regret my inability to furnish an illustration of 
it. I do not know whether the sponge mass bears any external 
resemblance to that of Mi. leidyi, but they are unquestionably distinct 
species. 
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(2) Meyenia leidyi, Carter. Ann. and Mag. 1881, p. 91. (P1. V, fig. iii. P1. X, fig. i.) 

Spongilla leidyi, Bk. (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1863, p. 445 etc.) 

"Sponge sessile, coating, thin; surface tuberculated, minutely his- 
pid; oscula nuimerous, small, congregated, elevated and marginated; 

pores conspicuous. Skeletoni spicula acerate, simiall, short and stout, 
rather obtusely terminated. Dermal anid interstitial membranes 
aspiculouls. Ovaria spherical, small; dernlal spicula birotulate, 
minute, short; shaft cylindrical; rotulx margins entire, that of the 
outer one sometimes exflected aid rarely spiculated."(?) Bowerbank. 

The above is Dr. Bowerbank's original description after the ex- 
amination of one dry specimen. During the past six years I have 
collected the species, scores of times and perhaps in greater quantitv 
tha.n any other. I wvill describe it as I have seen it. 

Sponge of a. peculiar light gray or drab color, eveii when exposed 
to the light; encrusting, thin. Persistent; the growths of success- 
ive seasoins forming as many series of thin lainiina. Surface eveen, 
sometimes risinog into smooth rounded proiniineiices, and at timies 
covered with singular radiating or bird-track-like markings, whose 
cauise is not ftully iuniderstood. Pores and osteoles numerous, min- 
ute; the latter being found along the radiate lines, but niot conspic- 
uiously at their confluence. Texture very compact; composed of 
short spicules, very slightly fasciculated; the primary lines and 

)rincipal channiels nearly perpendicular; wvith single intercalatingo, 
spicules forminlg polyrhedral interspaces. 

Gemmmules nuimerous, sub-spherical, deposite(d at the base of the 
spoinge aind, in successive seasons, in serial layers above (or below?) 
the first. Each mature gemmule is surrounded, outside of the bi- 
rotulate armature, by a lattice work or capsule, composed of spicules 
resembling those of the skeleton; an open space being left at 
the top around the short, tubular foramen (P1. V, fig, iii, A). 
When more than one of these is present, they are grouped together, 
and the open space of the capsule is correspondingly enlarged. Be- 
fore maturity a granuilar crust embeds and surrounds the dense 
layer of short birotulates, but after the latticed capsule is formed, 
(at least when examined in a dry state) I have niot been able to dis- 
cover it. 

Skeleton spicules short, smooth, robust; when mature very ab- 
ruiptly terminated, almost rounded. (PI. X, fig. i, a,a,a,b,b.) 

Dermal and interstitial surfaces aspiculous. 
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Birotulate spicules surrounding the gemmules very short, umbo- 
nate; rotules sometimes twisted or contorted; margins entire; gener- 
ally exflected or turned up saucer-like, away from the surface of the 
gemmule; the diameter of the outer rotule generally rather less 
than that of the proximal one. (PI. X, fig. i, c,d, etc.) 

Meas. Skeleton spicules 0-00466 by 000045 inches. Length of 
birotulates 0 00045 inches. Diameter of large rotule 0 00055 inches, 
and of shaft 0 0001 inches. 

Hab. Encrusting timbers and stone work at various, probably 
sometimes at great, depths. 

Loc. Found as yet only in the Schuylkill River and reservoirs 
near Philadelphia; at Windmill Island in the Delaware River; and 
near Phillipsburg, New Jersey. 

Several circumstances give to this species of fresh water sponge 
peculiar interest and importance. Described at first from a speci- 
men inadvertently sent by Prof. Leidy to Dr. Bowerbank, as meni- 
tioned by the latter in his "Monograph," (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1863, p. 
445) and already alluded to in my historical sketch of Spongilla 
fragilis, it appears to have remained unseen and uncollected from. 
1863 until 1880 when the writer rediscovered it at the original local- 
ity,-the neighborhood of Fairmount Dam on the Schuylkill River, 
Philadelphia. I am not aware that any has been found elsewhere, 
excepting at Windmill Island in the Delaware River, near by, and a 
single dry specimen, origin unknown, upon a stick which I picked up 
upon the bank, high above the Delaware River at Phillipsburg, New 
Jersey. 

Fairmount Dam, just mentioned and frequently referred to in 
these pages, is, of course, already known to Philadelphians; but as 
it has been spoken of as one of the richest localities in the world 
for fresh water sponges, a brief description of the situation may be 
allowed, for the information of others. It is situated at the head of 
tide water in the Schuylkill River within the limits of the City of 
Philadelphia. It supplies upon one side, a system of locks pertain- 
ing to the Schuylkill Navigation Co. and on the other, pours its living 
floods through the magnificent turbine water wheels, by which the 
pumps are operated, that raise a large portion of the water-supply 
of the City to the subsiding and distributing reservoirs upon the 
summit of the neighboring Fairinount Hill. The direction of the 
dam breast is not at right angles to the course of the stream, but 
follows a line of rocks diagonally toward the northwest, turning 
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abruptly to the southwest, when one or two hundred feet from the 
heavy masonry of the canal locks. 

The exposed portions consist of heavy timbers and planking; the 
top aind a lower section being horizontal or nearly so, connected by 
an inclined slide or shoot. To increase the depth of the water above 
the dam, for the beniefit of the Philadelphia Water Works, a series 
of planks have beeni hinged to the upper, horizontal portion, an(d 
are retained in a perpendicular position, by inclined stays or props. 
Wheni the river is full, the water stands against these andI overflows 
thein, nearly two feet above the normal level of the dam. Duriag, 
thie summer season, however, the (linlinished supply is so drawni 
upon by the operation of the canal locks, the water works and ordi- 
nary leakage, that there is rarely any overflow for several months 
together. At such tiines it has been my custom frequently to walk 
from one side of the river to the other upon the horizointal timbers, 
examiningi at leisure the iinner (upper) side of this planking; and 
miy collectionis have principally been made froni their smooth 
surfiaces, wheni, illuiminated by the afternoon suni, every adtherenit 
growth was easily seen through the uniruffled surface of the water. 
Not that the stream is pereninially unruffled by anly miieans, for at 
its best the wave fromi a passing steamboat is likely to flood the unl- 
wary scienitist at an unexpected momient. I only allude to this 
quiet hour, with the declining sun ilearly in front of the explorer, 
as presenting the m-ost favorable coniditions for collecting. Upon a 
single visit,,I have gathered from these timbers, spec-imens of S. 
lacustr,is, >S. fragilis, 111. leidyi, JA. fluviatilis aind AL craterfyorm?is 
with minute portionis of EL. arqyrosperma. Tfhe first three may be 
coilsidere(l permaanent inhlabitanits of the locality, the others as occa- 
sionial visitants. 

In the forebay of the water works anld in the reservoirs above, 
M1. leidyi is very abun(lanit, covering all standinig timbers, horizonl- 
tal pipes and frame wvork, as well as the dressed stone facings of the 
piers etc. In tide water in both the Schuylkill and Delaware Rivers, 
it is found at the greatest depth examined, say eight feet 
below low water, and probably grows nmuch deeper; while most of 
our other sponges seem to prefer the ineighborlhood of the surface. 
In the subsiding reservoirs upon Fairmount Hill and in other places 
about Philadelphia, it especially affects the cribs and screens at the 
liead of the discharge pipes. When the water has been drawni off 
for cleaning I lhave founid it covering yards of surface at such places, 
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though it rarely attained an inch in thickness. One such locality 
is particularly remembered,-the so-called Corinthian Avenue reser- 
voir, which had not been emptied for several years; here the finest 
specimens might have been gathered, literally "by the bushel," andl 
probably one half that measure was taken away in great slices or 
"slabs" under my arm. 

These masses were almost certainly the results of many years uni- 
disturbed growth. I have described this species as persistent, to a 
degree unknown and almost impossible to imagine, in the case of 
any other North American sponge. The compactness of its skele- 
ton texture is such, that, except in the event of actual violence, such 
as the pressure of ice etc., I do not believe that the spicules slough 
away during the winter, as do most of the others. Its gemmules, 
therefore, are rarely liberated, and the species in consequence is not 
largely diffused. 

Transverse sections through the masses alluded to, show an upper 
or outer layer, about one eighth inch in thickness, of skeleton spic- 
ules in their normal positions, as form-ed; and below them a series 
of rather irregular lamina, composed almost etntirely of gemmules, 
within their specialized lattice capsules. 

The years of occasional study already given to this species leave 
several problems yet unanswered; prominent among which, is that 
of the order of these serial growths; which I must refer to my more 
successful followers. My difficulty may be stated thus. Let us sup- 
pose a sponge of this species, at the end of its first season's growth. 
It then, undoubtedly, consists of a layer of gemmules, surmounted 
by a film of skeleton spicules. There is reason to believe that lit- 
tle of the latter will be washed away during the winter season, but 
when spring comes, the contents of the gemmrules, escaping through 
their foraminal orifices will probably(?) reclothe the niaked skeleton 
(realizing Ezekiel's vision of the dry bones,) secrete fresh silica and 
at a slow rate continue the growth of the mass. 

As the next season of hybernation arrives, what must happen? 
A second layer of gemnmules will be deposited; but where ? It does 
not appear to be at the summit of the sponge of the first season; 
for our section, in that case, would show a regular alternation of 
gemmules and of skeleton spicules in position. Is the second layer, 
then, formed above the first of the series of gemmules or below it? 
That is, in my fragment, now probably ten or twelve years of age, 
are the most recent gemmules highest or lowest in the series? f 
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confess my inability, as yet, to answer the question. If freshness of 
appearance is taken as a guide, the latter seems the more probable 
su pposition. Numbers of gemmules without capsular covering are 
to be found in both situations and the foraminal openings, which 
miiay be said to be generally upoIn the upper side, are found in 
some parts of the series upon the lower. The problem remains 
open. 

The peculiar markings upon the external surface of the sponge, 
form another perplexing feature. Upon other sponges we see the 
teriniiationis of submerged canals, partially exposed by the rupture 
of the thiin dermal film which alone covered them; here, the mark- 
ings consist of spicular ridges, sometimes slightly grooved along 
their summinits, and terminated at their divergent extremities by in- 
clined efferent (or afferent?) orifices. Those who are familiar with 
the appearance of young, living sponges of other species, will re- 
nmember that the dermal film is supported upon the points of pro- 

jecting spicules, at some distance above the denser mass of the sponge, 
which it thus "tympanizes," to use a happy expression of Mr. Carter. 
The vestibule thus formed in or arounid them, is, in Mi. leidyi, prob- 
ably on account of the shortness and non-fasciculated character of 
its spicules, almost or entirely wanting, and its place seems to be 
supplied when alive by the formation along the above-mentioned 
ridges, of external, sub-cylindrical, convergent canals that have not 
been mentioned in any other species. Upon the only occasion in 
which I was able to experiment upon a living sponge in this con(di- 
tion, I was puzzled to see the particles of carmine used in feeding 
it, drawn through the pores into these channels and presently suck- 
ed downward into the body of the sponge, instead of being borne 
forward and thrown out from theni through a common orifice or 
chimney, as is familiar in other cases. Attempting no explanation 
of this reversal of ordinary methods, I merely record it as an excep- 
tioinal fact. 

Within some fragments collected at Windmill Island, were found 
many subspherical masses, like large shot, each containing three or 
four gemniules, embedded, not in parenchymal cells, but in a dense 
mass of skeleton spicules. These have not been seen elsewhere. 

Some question has been raised as to the presence, in parts of this 
species, of spined skeleton spicules. As the result of a careful ex- 
amiination of large numnbers of specimens I may state my belief that 
any such appearance has been due to the accidental initrusion of 
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skeleton spicules of Tubella pennsylvanica; which species -has fre- 
quently been found in contact or in close proximity with the other. 

A singular effect upon the spicules of this sponge, produced 
either by a retardation of their growth, or a hastened disintegration, 
was noticed (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. 1884, p. 184) in the case of frag- 
ments that had grown within certain old water pipes, and were, at 
the time of examination, strongly marked by iron rust. A central 
canal here occupied fully one half the width of the skeleton spicules 
and was open at both extremities; and the birotulates had lost 
their "entire" margins and appeared delicately rayed. 

It may be mentioned in this connection, that this species, more 
frequently than any other, has been found encrusting iron water 
pipes; their exteriors, wben they have long lain exposed to the 
water; and the interiors of those of large size, to a distance of some 
hundreds of feet from the reservoirs, where they had grown of 
course, in entire darkness. I have not yet succeeded in finding 
either the sponge in sitt, or its detached spicules, among the conere- 
tions that occasionally entirely close the water-way of some of the 
smaller pipes, near the centre of our city. 

(3) Meyenia gregaria, (S. gregaria) Bk. Proo. Zool. Soc. etc., 1863 p. 452. 

"Skeleton spicula cylindrical, stout and rather short. Ovaria 
furnished with an envelope, spicula of the envelope few and scat- 
tered, cylindrical, short and stout, entirely spined. Ovaria, surface 
even, furnished abundantly with very short birotulate spicula; ro- 
tul,e flat, margins entire, outer surface umbonate; umbo very short, 
slightly convex. Shaft of spiculum cylindrical, short and stout. 
Color in the dried state dark, lurid green." Bowerbank. 

HIab. "River Amazons, on branches of trees, periodically pendant 
in the water; near Villa Nova." 

I have been able to identify several small groups of gemmules of 
this species on the stem of a twig supporting a mass of Parmula 
brownii, var. from Beni River, East Bolivia. As in this situation I 
have been so fortunate as to find and determine positively the spicular 
skeleton of the sponge itself which neither Dr. Bowerbank nor H. J. 
Carter had done, the following is offered as a complete description. 
It will solve some doubts of both the former authors. 

Sponge minute, encrusting, thin; surface even; orifices very nu- 
merous, large. Skeleton spicules not fasciculated, consequently no 
long lines of fibre, the spicules attached and crossing one another in 
every direction. 

15 
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Gemmules ovoid, rather numerous, approximatiDg to ole another 
in groups of vtaryinig numulbers, surrouinded upon the upper side by 
a rather sparse capsule of skeleton spicules, which become very nu- 
merous belowv, particuilarly aroun(l the circumferenice, where thev 
buttress aind elevate the gemmultle a)bove the firm basal mlembranie 
of the spongre. Forauminal apertures uniforiily downward. The 
chitiinous Coat is covered by a very thlini crust in wvlhich a compact 
series ofslhort birotulates is emiibedded. 

Skeleton spicules cylindrical, short and rather stout, slightly and 
nearly uniforinly bent; terminatioins rounided; entirely spined; 
spines, low-conical, acute, more conspicuous upon the outer curves of 
the spicules. 

No derinals seen. 
Geiimmuiiile spicules birotulates with entire circular miiargins and 

extremuely short shafts- rotules flat. 
3l2eas. Average length of skeleton spicule about 0-0036 inches. 

Diameter of rotules 0 00045 iniches; height of birotulate 0 0002. 
Loc. Benii river, East Bolivia; collected by Dr. H. H. Rusby. 

(4) Meyenia minuta, n. si). 

Sponge as seen miiinute, eicrusting, relatively comi pact; the spic- 
ules non-fasciculated anid without definite arrangement. 

Gemmnules in the dried state faintly suggested by the curvatures 
of the upper surface of the sponge; rather numerous, spherical, very 
sMa111, (about onie fourth the average diamiieter of those of other spe- 
.cies), a thliin granular crust embeddinig birotulates that are no small- 
.er thani those of the three previous species. 

Skeleton spicules slenider, cylindrical but gradually sharp-pointed 
.entirely spinied; spinies conical, acute. 

Dermal or fleslh spicules wanting. 
Gemmmule-birotulates short, shafts smooth, thinnest at the centre; 

rotules nearly equal; marginis entire, slightly reflexed, more partic- 
aularly that of the outer rotule which thus becomes cup-shaped. 

Aleas. Diameter of gemmules abouit 0005 iniches; a line of ten or 
twelve of its birotulates only, being found along its semui-equator. 

Hab. Found eneruistiing a leaf beloniging to the stem upon which 
a m-ass of P1Jrmutda brovwnii, var. had formled. 

Loc. Collected by Dr. H. H. Rushy along a small branch of the 
river Beni in Eastern Bolivia, S. A. (See also P. br owiti.) 

This is the most mninute miiature sponge that I lhave ever mnet with. 
The miasses, eveni, can hardly be said to be visible to the naked eye 
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without a suggestive guidance; being about one sixteenth inch in 
diameter. The first was found, accidentally, on a mount containing 
another sponge and a very careful and almost despairing search 
was required before another was discovered. Its generic classification 
has been somewhat doubtful. But for its entirely abnormal gemmules 
and the geographical dislocation of the sponges, it might readily 
have been associated with the highest serial form of Tubella penn- 
sylvanica; viz., that in which the rotules are most nearly equal. 

For the reasons mentioned it seems best to separate them and 
place it in the genus ilieyenia, where it differs noticeably from M. 
gregaria, (found upon the same stem) and from Jll. leidyi; each of 
which species has a capsular envelope; also from M. erenaceous with 
its unique parenchyma of oblong cells. I have therefore made it a 
new conditional species. 

(b) Afargins of birotulates rayed. 

(5) Meyenia fluviatilis, (S. fluviatilis) Auct. (P1. V, fig. v, P1. IX, figs. i to iv.) 

Syn. European, See Vejdovsky "Diagnosis." p. 178. 
Asiatic, 1849, Spongilla meyeni, Carter. 

" American: 
1875 Meyenia (Spongilla) asperima, Dawson. 

Cc it "i stagnalis, " 
1880 " " astrosperina, Potts. 

6 " " polymnorpha, " 
1882 " var. acuminata, it 

1885 " " mexicana, C 
Cc " "angustibirotulata, Carter. 
it " "gracilis, " 

'"Massive, lobate. Structure friable, crumbling. Color light yel- 
low-brown. Skeleton-spicule curved, fusiform, gradually sharp- 
pointed, smooth; often spined and often centrally inflated. Stato- 
blast globular; aperture infundibular; crust thick, composed of 
granular or microcell substance, charged with birotulates whose 
umbonate disks are deeply and irregularly denticulated, arranged 
parallel to each other and perpendicular to the chitinous coat." 
Carter. (Ann. and Mag. 1881 p. 92.) 

My observations upon this species as found abundantly in all 
parts of North America, and in very variable forms, may be sum- 
med up as follows.- 

Sponge sessile, massive, rarely throwing out short branches an 
inch or less in length. Color varying from light yellow or brown 
to a light green, according to exposure. Surface tuberculated or 
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irreguitlar; oftenl exhibiting the deep grooves of incomplete, concen- 
trating canals, covered only by the derinal filmi. Pores and osteoles 
coinspicuiou1s. Textture rather firmii; naini lines of skeleton spicules 
andl of canals lhorizontal or nearly parallel to the base of support. 
Spicules fasciculated. 

Greminiules; numerous throughout the entire sponge, but in the 
deeper palts, most abutndant; sphelrical, very varial)le in size; crust 
varial)le in tlhickness; in som-e forms nearly or quite wanting, 
whilst in others it is so thick as to promote the formation of birotu- 
lates in two or three concenitric zones. 

Skeleton spicules curved, fusiformll, gradllally pointe(l; varying 
even in the same specimen fromii altogether simiooth to entirely spined; 
lbut nearly always smooth at the extremities; spines, when l)resent, 
minulte, collical. (P1. IX, fics. i to iv.) 

Dermal and ilnterstitial spicules wanting. 
Birotuilate spicutles of the gemmules generally short; rotules flat, 

irregularlv raved, occalsionally iicrospinied, rays straight, deeply 
cat, netarly to the ceintre of the rotuiles; shafts rarely spinous; spines 
longc, tapering. (P1. IX, figs. i to iv.) 

Mlleas. Skeletonl spicules 0-01 by 0-0005 inches. Lenigth of 
birotuilate O)0005 iclihes. Ditamieter of rotules 0 0007 inches. 

Hab. In lakes or ponds; preferring staniding water. 
Loc. Throtugohout the Ea-stern and MTiddle LUnited States gener- 

ally. 
This species uinider its formier namiie of Sponigilla fl2tviattilis has long 

beeni knowni as one of the two fresh water spon ges which, until recently, 
were the only ones generally recognized in Euirope. Like S. lacus- 
tris it is cosmllopolitan in habit, and the study of it in this country 
from a great number of localities, has showni that it, also, is very 
varialble in some of its parts. For instanice, its skeleton spicules, as 
stated above, vary, in specimens from different localities, and to a 
less extent in those from the samiie locality, or even in the same 
specimiien, from totally smaooth to entirely spined; and the species 
naIned oin account of the prevalence of one or other of these condi- 
tions will have to be given up. Its birotulates also vary greatly in 
size andl proportions, in contour of their shafts and the character of 
their rays. A few forms may be so definite in their peculiarities, 
and repeat themli in so many localities, as to warrant the use of 
varietal names; but in this as in other cases it seems best to include 
all within a definite range in the species under its familiar name. 
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M. fluviatilis certainly cannot be called a branching sponge, but 
in some localities, particularly when growing on the lower side of 
timbers etc. or in a rapid current, I have found it bearing incon- 
sequent processes about an inch in length. In color it inclines to a 
light brown or yellowish, but in our clear northern lakes, where it 
grows in large patches exposed upon the upper surface of stones, it 
is described as of a vivid green. 

Meyenia fluviatilis, var. meyeni. 

Spongillac meyeni, Carter. 
Skeleton spicules sparsely microspined, long, cylindrical. Gem- 

mules spherical; chitinous coat and granular crust relatively thick. 
Birotalates often in two or three partial series; shafts long, cylin- 
drical, generally smooth; rays of the rotuiles long, conical, deeply 
divided. An occasional spicule may be found of an intermediate 
character between the acerates and the birotulates;-that is, it 
resembles a short acerate 'with whorls of short spines about one 
fourth its length from either end. 

In his Monograph of 1881 MIr. Carter dropped this one of his 
original species of Bombay sponiges from his classification, merging 
it with M. fluviatilis. For several reasons I incline to retain it as a 
variety of that species. The size of the birotulates is far greater 
than the average in the typical species, and their cylindrical shafts 
and symmetrical forms give them a peculiar beauty. Their occa- 
sional arrangement in multiple series is not unique, but the habit 
was first noticed in this variety. 

Meas. Skeleton spicules 0'0108 by 0-0004 i-aches. Length of 
average birotulate 0-0013 inches. Diameter of rotule 0 001 inches. 

M. fluviatilis, form astrosperma, Potts. Syn. Proc. Acad. etc. 
1880, p. 357. 

The name "star seeded" was applied before the author had the 
opportunity to compare this with the European type, or even 
with collections from other parts of this country. It is a beautiful 
form of the species, with birotulates sufficiently scattered over the 
surface of the gemmule, to show as stars upon a silver dome (P1. V. 
fig. v.) It was found at Lehigh Gap, Pennsylvania; but cannot 
claim to be even a variety. 

M. polymorpha, Syn. was suggested to me by the great numbers 
of misshapen or incomplete forms surrounding the statoblasts; as in 
(P1. IX, fig. iv, e, e, e.) These, as my friend Mr. Carter has showvn 
me, are nearly all abortive birotulates; and when we inquire into 
their cause we find that they occur almost solely upon gemmules 
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where the granular crust is wanting. How this absence so affects 
them, and, in fact, how this class of spicules is developed upon the 
chitinous coat, must be left to the inivestigations of later students. 

The abnormal habit jtst mentioned leads us to consider the lnext 
variety, in which the modification asstsmes greater definiteniess. 

M. fluviatilis var. acuminata, Potts. (P1. IX, fig. ii.) Proc. Acadl. Nat. Sci. 1882, 
p. 70. 

-Sponge probably altogether sessile and miiassive, consistinig of an 
intertexture of stout, fuLsiform-acerate skeleton spicules, abruptly 
pointed, coarsely spined, except near the extremiiities; spines sub- 
conical, acute, dermal spicules absent or uindiscovered. Geinmules 
without granular crust; some of themi supportinig a fewv, misplaced, 
irrecrular or malformed birotulate spicules, the disting,uishing feature 
of which, is the proloncgationi of the familiar boss or umbo up)on the 
outer surface of each rotule, inito a long, acuminate spine, in line 
with and a continuiatioIn of the shaft." 

MIeas. Skeleton spicules 000)98. by 6000.5 inches. Lenigth of 
birotulates 0O00107 inches. Diameter of rotuiles 00007 inchles. 

To the descriptioni above quoted fromn the "Proceedings etc.," is 
appended the following in reg(ard to the association of this variety 
of Ml. fiuviatilis with Sponglffla var. patupercula in the Bostoni Waater 
supply.- 

"The exceptional features referred to as markiing this collection 
of sponges, were; first, the fact that all the gemmules, wlhether be- 
loncging to the genluts 8S1ongilla or M1eyenia, were smiooth, that is 
without a granular or cellular crust; second, the apparent absence 
of dermall spicules fronm botlh, anid the abnormal character of those 
beloniging to the geminutiles. The occurrence of naked gemmiiiules is 
not iifreiequent, buit has, so far as knowni, lheretofore been limited to 
the gelnus Spongilla. The discovery of time samiiie feature in the 
associatedl genus MJleyeniat, coupled wvith the fact tllat of the small 
numiiber of birottulates fouLndI uponi theni, al largre proportiol wvere 
imperfect, thW rays being miiore or less aborted, approximatilng their 
shape to that of the spined, fusifornii acerates of Spiongilla, gave r ise 
to the suggestion that lhere, possibly, had been not mierely a iimeclhan- 
ical mixtture, b)y inter-, or super-position of two dissimilar sl)ecies, 
but an organic hybridization, produced by the flowing together of 
the amelboid particles of wlich the sponige flesh is coiimposed." 

Xeyenia fluviatilis, var. mexicana, Potts. Amii. Nat. Aucg. 1883, p. 810. 

I find little of novelty in mDy descriptioni of this variety except 
the folloNwinig. "Birotulate spictiles pertaining to the gemmuiles, in 
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length about three times the diameter of the rotules; shafts nearly 
cylindrical, sometimes more slender near the middle, irregularly 
spined; spines long, acute. Rotules flat, deeply notched; rays ir- 
regular, acute." 

"Meas. Skeleton spicules 0 0162 by 0-0006 inches. Length of 
birotulates 0-0021 inches. Diameter of rotules 0.0009 inches." 

It is added that "this species (var.) collected by Prof. E. D. Cope 
in Lake Xochimilco, about eight miles south of the city of Mexico, 
differs from the familiar MlI. fluviatilis chiefly in the far greater 
length of the shafts of the birotulate spicules. The specimens 
examined were probably collected in an immature condition, as 
suggested by the abundance of sarcode and the scarcity of gemmulke 
or statoblasts. The single small group that alone rewarded a care- 
ful search through the whole mass of material sufficed, however, to 
fix its generic and approximately its specific relations. The shapes 
or proportions of the birotulate spicules would probably indicate its 
association with the following. 

Meyenia fluviatilis, var. angustibirotulata, Carter. Ann. and Mag. etc., 
June 1885, p. 454. 

"Sponge coating the stems of aquatic plants to the extent of one 
sixth of an inch in thickness all around. Consistence elastic, fragile. 
Color light yellow-brown. Skeletal spicule smooth, curved, fusiform, 
gradually sharp-pointed, varying in size under 75 by 3-6000 ths. 
inches in its greatest dimensions. 

Statoblast globular, even on the surface, and white in color when 
fully developed; infundibularly depressed over the hilous opening 
of the chitinous coat; about 815 ths. inches in diameter; cOnsistillg of 
the usual germinal contents, surrounded by a layer of birotules in 
juxtaposition, arranged perpendicularly over the chitinous coat, 
and filled in between with a microcell-structure up to the umbos of 
the birotulates, which, being naked and allowing the light to pass 
through them, present a dark point respectively, like minute holes 
in the midst of the white microcell-substance; birotule consisting 
of a cylindrical shaft, more or less constricted in the middle, which 
is sometimes furnished with one or more spines; rotule fringed 
toward the margin rather than denticulated, so as to present a stri- 
ated appearance, which does not reach the umbo or centre; total 
length of birotule about z-oAooths. inches." Carter. 

Loc. England and America. 
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Collected by Mr. B. WT. Thomas from Calumet River, near Chi- 
cago, Illinois; also by Mr. J. G. Waller, "Ditchley's Manor," Es- 
sex, England. 

Meyenia fluviatilis, var. gracilis, Carter. Ann. and Mag. Sept. 1885, p. 10. 

"Sponge delicate in structure, which is soft, whitish or colorless 
in spirit, presenting the aspect of glue or sarcode when dry; grow- 
ing over the stem of an aquatic plant in a thin layer charged be- 
neath with statoblasts (gemmules). Spicules of two formns, viz: 
1, skeletal, very fine and delicate, acerate, curved, cylindrical, about 
34 to 36 by -21-6000th. inch in its greatest dimensions; chiefly confined 
to the fibre; 2, statoblast spicules, shaft long, cylindrical, often slight- 
ly curved, smooth, also very thin and delicate; head small, flat, radiate- 
ly denticulated, the ends of the rays not recurved; often umbonated 
by a projecting spine or process; total length about w--7s-ths. inches 
head 21 -6000ths. inches in diameter; shaft about five times longer than 
the diameter of the head, about 1-6000th. inch thick; chiefly confined 
to the statoblast, but also loose and numerous in the tissue generally. 
Statoblast globular when wet, hemispherical and depressed in the 
direction of the aperture when dry; when fully formed about 65 to 
75-6000ths. inches in diameter. Aperture slightly marginated, i. e. 
slightly raised above the common level, about r-o-o-ths. inches in diam- 
eter. Surface of statoblast rough or uneven. In a section through 
the centre the crust is seen to be a little thicker than the length of 
the birotules, which, as usual, are arranged perpendicularly to 
the yellow chitinous coat beneath and parallel to each other, with 
one head resting on the chitinous coat and the surface of the other 
free at the circumference; cemented together and held in position 
by the microcell-structure or "float," which, projecting above the 
level of the outer heads of the birotules, gives rise to the roughened 
state of the surface of the statoblast. Chitinous coat and germinal 
contents the same as in the Spongillme generally. Size of specimen 
sent to me about I by 4 inch horizontally." Carter. 

Loc. "Ice Factory Lakes, DeLand, Florida, near the St. John's 
River." Collected by H. Mills. 

(6) Meyenia (Ephydatia) mulleri, Lieberkiihn. See Vejdovsky "Diagnosis." p. 177. 

Of the varieties of this species v. amiphizona and v. mirabilis as 
well as those species which Mr. H. Mills has grouped under the gen- 
eric name "Pleiomeyenia" as P. cadurneticus, P. walkeri, and P. spin- 
ifera, I can only say that they have been founded upon the presence 
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of duplicate or triplicate series of birotulates around the gemmulae; 
that this feature was observed long ago, in the case of S. meyeni, 
Carter, since merged with Meyenia flaviatilis by the author; and 
that it did not seem to him nor does it appear to me to be specific, 
though well worthy of notice. It may be quiestioned whether the 
peculiarity would not be found in any specimens that had grown 
where food or silica had been unusually abundant. 
(7) Meyenia (Ephydatia) bohemica, F. Petr. See "Diagnosis." p. 179. 

(8) Meyenia robusta, Potts. (P1. IX, fig. v.) 

Sponge massive, encrusting. Skeleton spicules subfusiform, 
pointed, smooth. Gemmules scarce, birotulates of large size and 
generally "monstrous" in form; irregularly shaped, shafts abound- 
ing in spines as long as the rays of the rotulve, cylindrical or 
conical. 

A large specimen of this species, if it be not properly a variety of 
M. fluviatilis, was found in the Museum of the Academy of Nat. 
Sci. of Phila. marked, "presented by Dr. Geo. H. Horn; collected 
by him from Honey Lake Valley near Susanville, California." 

Meas. Skeleton spicules 0-01175 by 000055 inches. Length of 
birotulates 000095 inches. Diameter of rotules 0 0008 inches. 
(9) Meyenia millsii, Potts. (P1. X, fig. ii.) 

Sponge encrusting; texture loose. 
Gemmulae spherical, small, surface smooth. 
Skeleton spicules nearly straight, cylindrical, slender, rather ab- 

ruptly pointed, entirely microspined; spines few, low, conical. 
Dermal spicules absent or undetermined. (A few minute forms 

sometimes slightly curved, cylindrical but inflated near the middle, 
may be only the initial condition of the birotulates befo;re their disks 
have been fully developed.) 

Birotulates surrounding the gemmules very numerous and sym- 
metrical, their outer rotuloe forming a smooth exterior to the gem- 
mule. Shafts nearly cylindrical, but rapidly widening immediately 
under the rotules; frequently with a single spine near the middle. 
Umbonate rotulfe large, flat; margins finely lacinulate, often mi- 
crospined upon both surfaces. 

Meas. Skeleton spicules 00107 by 0 0005 inches. Birotulates 
00012 by 0(00015 inches. Diameter of rotules 0-00075 inches. 

Loc. Collected from Sherwood Lake near DeLand, Florida, by 
Henry Mills, Esq. 
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Respectfully dedicated to my friend Mr. Mills of Buffalo N. Y. 
to whose perseverence as a collector we owe this and the following 
beautiful species; the first new forms from the state of Florida; 
besides specimens of S. fragilis,, M. fluviatilis and R. ryderi at this 
southernmost point of their range. 
(10) Meyenia subdivisa, Potts. (P1. IX, fig. vi.) 

Sponge green when growing in the light, massive, encrusting;, 
texture compact; composed of thick lines of fasciculated spicules 
and having a peculiarly vitreous, glistening appearance when dried. 
Surfac e smooth or rising into more or less abrupt rounded promi- 
nences, near the extremities of which the effierent osteoles are found. 
Pores numerous, conspicuous. 

Gemmules few, spherical, resemblilng in appearance those of the 
genus Heteromeyenia; granular crust very thick. 

Skeleton spicules cylindrical, robust, abruptly pointed, smooth; 
the smaller ones more or less microspined. In many places at the 
surface they gather into flocculenit or wool-like masses, compactly 
grouped, without interspaces. (See remarks on Tubella pennsylva- 
nica.) 

Dermal spicules absent or undiscovered. 
Birotulate spicules surrounding the gemmules very numerous; so 

crowded that some become displaced and, standing out beyond the 
others, simulate the appearanice of the longer class of birotulates in 
Heteromeyeukia. As all are of the same general shape however, and 
nearly of the same size, it is thought best to retain the species in the 
present genus. These spicules are very robust and the abundance of 
silicious material is evidenced by the repeated subdivision of every 
ray and spine. (P1. IX, fig. vi, e. e. e.) Shafts cylilndrical, fre- 
quently spined; rotules fiat, irregularly circular, notehed but 
slightiy at the margin. Short rays subdivided. 

llueas. Skeleton spicules 0-01 by 0-0006 inches. Birotulate 
spicules 0-0017 by 0 0003 inches. Diameter of rotules 0 0009 inches. 

Hab. On submerged timber etc. 
Loc. Collected by Mr. H. Mills in St. John's River near Palatka, 

Florida. 
Dr. Bowerbank has remarked (Proe. Zool. Soc. 1863, p. 443, 

etc.) upon the number and variety of sponge spicules inoticed by him 
in a collection of infusorial earth, made by Prof. Bailey in Florida; 
and from this fact and the descriptions of other travellers it has long 
seemed to me an ideally favorable place for the growth of sponges. 
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As circumstances prevented personal exploration in that direction, 
repeated efforts have been made to enlist the assistance of intending 
visitors, in the search for them; and much disappointment was felt 
when one friend, a most successful collector in other lines of natural 
history, reported that he could find none, attributing his failure and 
their apparent absence to the abundance of confervTe covering every 
probable place of their growth. 

Since these failures Mr. Mills has made two visits to Florida; 
both during the latter part of our winter season, say from February 
to April; and the experience gained in many Northern waters has 
helped him to success in these. He has gathered several familiar 
species of Spongilla, Mleyenia, Heteromneyenia, and Tubella, beside 
the two novel forms just described. The first of these, M. millsie, 
approaches M. fluviatilis, but differs from any of its varieties in the 
character of its rotules, which, instead of being deeply cut into rays, 
are delicately fringed or lacinulated like those of the smaller class 
of birotulates in L. ryderii. (Compare P1. X, fig. ii, with P1. XI, 
fig. v. c. c. c.) 

The finest specimen of ill. subdivisa grew upon the bark of a. 
submerged pine log in the St. John's River, near Palatka, and 
covered it to the extent of two or more square feet, by an average 
of one half or three fourths of an inch in thickness. Its peculiarities 
are perhaps sufficiently stated above, but I remember being much 
impressed by the vitreous appearance mentioned, as suggesting that 
of the tropical South American forins of Tutbella, Parmula and. 
Uruguaya. A further search at points nearer the Southern ex- 
tremity of the peninsula may give us some of these. 
(11) Meyenia (Spongilla) baileyi, Bk. Proc. Zool Soc. etc. 1863, p. 451. 

"Sponge coating; surface smooth? Oscula and pores inconspicuous. 
Dermal membrane spiculouis; spicula fusiform-acerate, entirely 
spined: spines of the middle cylindrical, truncated, very long and 
large. Skeleton spicula subfusiform-acerate, rather slender. Inter- 
stitial membranes spiculous; spicula same as those of the dermal 
membrane. Ovaria globular, smooth, abundantly spiculous; spicula 
arranged in lines radiating from the centre to the circumference of 
the ovary; birotulate; rotuloe irregularly and deeply cleft at the, 
margins, incurvate; shaft very long, cylindrical, entirely spined; 
spines conical. Color in the dried state dark green." Bowerbank.. 

"Hab. A stream on Caniterbury Road, West Point, New York." 
(See remarks as to Heteromteyenia repens.) 
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(12) Meyenia (Spongilla) capewelli, Bk. Proc. Zool. Soc. etc. 1863, p. 447. 

"Sponge massive, sessile; surface uneven, often lobular, smooth. 
Oscula simple, minute, dispersed. Pores inconspicuous. Dermal 
membrane pellucid, aspiculous; skeleton spicula acerate, rather short 
and stout. Ovaria subglobose; spicula birotulate, rather long, dis- 
posed in lines racliating from the centre of the ovary; rotuhe flat, 
margins slightly and irregularly crenulate; shafts slender, incipienitly 
spinous, varying in length from one to one and a half diameter of a 
rotula. Color dull green, with a tint of yellow." Bowerbank. 

Hab. Lake Hindmarsh, Victoria, Australia." 

(13) Meyenia anonyma, Carter. Ann. and Mag. etc. 1881, p. 95. 

"Sponge unknown, statoblast flask shaped; aperture terminal; 
composed of a miiembranous coat, striated longitudinally, supporting 
a reticulationi consisting of extremely minute, erect, conical processes 
with their sharp ends inwards, and presenting in the centre of each 
interstice, especially towards each funidus, a short, thick, somewhat 
hour-glass-shaped spicule, whose outer end is more or less denticula- 
ted and whose inner one is inserted into the striated coat. Investing 
mem-brane of the germinal matter transparent, presenting the usual 
polygonal reticulation without granules, like compressed cell- 
strueture." Carter. 

Loc. River Amazonis. 

(14) Meyenia ramsayi, W. A. Haswell. Proe. Linn. Soc. New South Wales, 
1882, p. 209. 

"Sponge massive, tubercular, with finger-like projections. 
Skeleton-spicules curved, abruptly pointed, smooth. 
Birotulate spicules, shafts cylindrical, with onie to ten prominent 

spines; rotulhe deeply dentate; twelve to twenity teeth. 
Loc. Bell River at Wellington, Australia." Haswell. 

(15) Meyenia crateriformis, Potts. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. etc. 1882, p. 12. (P1. 

VI fig. vi. PI. X, fig. V.) 

S?ponge encrusting, thin; texture very loose, forming no tangible 
skeleton. 

Gemmules small, white, very numerous, visible from the upper 
or outer side of the sponge. Granular crust relatively extraordi- 
narily thick, embedding slender spicules of great length. The 
foraminal tubule, standing at the centre of a crater-like depression 
amongst tbese, has suggested the specific name. In position the 
shafts of these long birotulates are rarely parallel, but, leaning to 
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each side, cross each other in a perplexing and beautiful manner. 

(P1. V. fig. vi.) 
Skeleton spicules slender, fusiform, gradually pointed, sparsely 

and minutely microspined. 
Dermal spicules somewhat apocryphal. (While smooth, slender, 

cylindrical forms that seem to be such, prove, in their further 
development, to have been merely immature birotulates, pertaining 
to the gemmules, there are others, still more slender and acuminate, 
that may be strictly dermal.) 

Birotulates of the gemmules very long and slender; shaft cylin- 
drical, whose length is five or six times the diameter of the suppor- 
ted rotules; abundantly spined, more particularly near the ends; 
spines long, cylindrical, rounded or recurved. Rotules composed of 
3 to 6 short, recurved hooks with finely acuminate points. (PI. X, 
fig. v, b.b.b.). 

MIeas. Diameter of gemmules 0013 inches. Skeleton spicules 
0 01 by 00004 inches. Length of birotulate spicules 00025 inches. 
Diameter of rotules 00004; of shaft ()00015 inches. 

Gab. On fixed or floating timber in shallow water. 
Loc. Crowe's Mill, Brandywine Creek; Ivy Mills, Chester Creek; 

Fairmount Dam, Schuylkill River; and League Island and Lam- 
bertville, Delaware River, Pennisylvania. 

The tradition that associates the Brandywine Battle Ground with 
tlle vision Lord Percy is said to have had of such a scene before 
leaving England, as the spot where he should meet his death in bat- 
tle, is so far justified by the fact that it is indeed one of the loveli- 
est scenes in Pennsylvania. These undulating hills, crowned with 
forest or waving with golden grain; the emerald meadows lining 
the broad stream on either side; the smaller brooklets gathering in 
the hollows and gurgling among the rocks, as they wind their way 
down to the main stream, form a scene of peace and tranquility 
which it is difficult to fill, in our own imaginations, with conflict 
and bloodshed or cover with the "thunder clouds of war." 

It lay thus peacefully one summer day in 1881, when our wagons 
drew up near the old fashioned grist and saw mills, then occupied 
by Mr. Frank Crowe, about one mile above Chadd's Ford, made 
famous on that Revolutionary occasion. Some of the party went 
"a-fishing," but of course sponge hunting was the order of the day 
with the writer. Drawing on high rubber boots, I waded into the 
stream where the broad mill-race, a creek in itself though but a 
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small portion of the Brandywine, narrows into the forebay and hur- 
ries on to the clattering wheels. At this point a rock-built over- 
flow, like a dam breast, had checked a numiiber of nearly water-log- 
ged timbers, and others were aground in the shallow water below. 
Maany of these when turned over disclosed specimens of a filmy gray 
sponge, branching, off here and there along the surface of the wood, 
yet with a curious want of continuity, as if its particles, in their haste 
to march forward, had neglected to keep open commnunication with 
their base of supplies. All along the lines and dotting the broader 
portions, small white or yellowish gemmules gleamed through the 
thin dermis, instead of being buried as in most other sponges it the 
deeper parts of the tissues. 

This was the first discovery of M. crateriformis; it was afterward 
found in somewhat similar situations and with like characteristics 
in several other Pennsylvanian streams. So far as I remember, 
none of this species has reached me from abroad, except in one in- 
stance, where the situation and circumstances were entirely dissim- 
ilar. They will be found described in association with the sketch of 
lfeeyenia p lumosa. 

31. crateriformis was far from being the only sponge found on the 
occasion above described. In the lower corner of each mill, where 
the water boiled and rushed as it escaped from under the wheels, 
the stones and timbers bore many specimens of S. lacustris, S. fra- 
gilis and M. fluviatilis, The growth of the second of these, upon 
timbers lining the inner walls of the grist mill, was particularly 
abundant, nearly white and full of segregated spores. 

(16) Meyenia everetti, Mills. Proc. Am. Soc. Micros. 1884. (P1. X, fig. iii, and iv.) 

Sponge green, without sessile portion, but consisting altogether of 
slender meandering filaments, little more than a sixteenth of an 
inch in diameter; made up of central lines of closely fasciculated 
skeleton spicules, with short thin lines of the same, diverging at an- 
gles of 30 to 50 degrees, and, on the surface, numerous single spic- 
ules, as yet unplaced, and forming no proper network. Near their 
ends the fronds were abruptly reduced, nearly to the diameter of the 
central band of spicules, and appeared to terminate in a sharp 
point. 

Gemmules few but unusually large, as the crust is thick and the 
embedded birotulates are longer than in most other species. They 
are found axially, in a single series, along the fronds; each enclosed 
in a rather loosely formed capsule or cage of skeleton spicules, the 
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diameter of which is much greater than that of the included gem- 
mule. 

Skeleton spicules slender, cylindrical, gradually or more abruptly 
pointed, smooth. (Pl. X, fig. iii and iv, a.a.a.) 

Dermal spicules, minute birotulates with slender, cylindrical 
shafts, and cap-like rotules, notched at margin into five or six hooks. 
(Pl, X, as above, c.d.e.) 

Birotulates surrounding the gemmules long, but variable in length. 
Shafts smooth, slender, particularly near the middle; widening and 
becoming almost club-shaped at the extremities, where the rotules 
are. formed of five or six stout, recurved, acuminate hooks. 

Meas. Diameter of gemmules 0-027 inches. Skeleton spicules 
0-0082 by 0-0002 inches. Gemmule birotulates 0-0025 by 0-0O01 
inches. Diameter of rotule 0-0008 inches. Length of minute dermal 
birotulate 0'00063 inches. 

Hab. On submerged grass, weeds etc. in shallow water. 
Loc. Gilder Pond, Mt. Everett, Berkshire Co. Mass; collected 

by F. Wolle and H. S. Kitchel: MacKay's Lake, Pictou Co. 
Nova Scotia; Collected by A. H. MacKay. 

My friends Dr. Francis Wolle and H. S. Kitchel Esq. of Bethle- 
hem, Pennsylvania, in the pursuit of their favorite study of des- 
mids and diatoms visited Mt. Everett near the extreme S.W. 
corner of Massachussetts, in September 1882. While devoted to 
their own specialty they yet in the spirit of true naturalists found 
real pleasure in gathering subjects in other departments of natural 
history, for the benefit of their absent friends. 

In a note transmitting specimens and written immediately after 
their return, Mr. Kitchel says.-" Gilder Pond is a small pond 
some 1800 ft. above the sea, on the side of the mountain, fed by 
springs at the bottom and the drainage from still higher ground; 
no inlet, and no outlet except a small stream, which drains through 
the ground at one end." "It is almost entirely surrounded by rocks 
and the water is very pure and cold." "The sponge was first found 
upon the ground in shallow water; afterward in great quantities 
on submerged bushes etc. along the edge of the pond." 

A card from Dr. Wolle a few days later gave the elevation as 
2400 feet. The rough sketches prepared by both gentlemen to 
suggest its appearance while growing, indicated a delicate branching 
sponge, but the specinmens sent had been packed between cards and 
.forwarded by letter; in one case, at least, after partial decomposition 
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in a bottle of water. There was niothinig tlherefore in the fragments 
themselves to convinee me of their external form except the sugges- 
tive presence of the broad bands of fasciculate skeleton spicules 
referred to in the description. 

Four years passed before I was able, by my own observations, to 
verify the impression so vaguely gathered. It was during the last 
week of September 1886 that I journeyed for the first time, to Gilder 
Pond, with the primary object of deterinining the character of this 
sponige. Primary but not sole, for no one familiar with the beauity 
of the Berkshire Hills, would quite credit the assertion that even 
the most enthusiastic ilaturalist could limit his enjoyment of tlhemii 
to the act of gatheringr an iinsignificant sponge from a tarn upon the 
mounitaini side. 

No, I saw and enjoyed all that the summer tourist enjoys, the 
sombre forests, the licheni-covered rocks; the mountain stummits nlear 
at hand, the wide extended viewv which each gaave to its visitors. 
I also climbed Mt. Everett, "the dome of the Taconics," and sat 
alone, the center of an unbroken horizon, embracing hundreds of 
square miles of such varied beauty as may well be the memory of a 
life time;-but to all this was added the unspeakable charnm of a 
nmorning spent oni the bosom of that little lake, shult in by the silenit 
woods. its flora and its fauna clearly revealed thiough the bright 
watels below me. I will not believe that a scientific initerest in 
niatural objects can lessen one's enjoyment of the sights and the 
sounds, the scenits and the colors that greet himii; the reviving touch 
of the eveninig breeze or the exhilarant purity of this mountain air: 
it adds, instead, a sixth sense, the hope or the joy of discovery. 

I found the present species very abundanit anld others hardly 
less so; one of them I shall have occasion to describe hereafter. 
l11. everetti was widely spread over the bottomii of the pond, ilot on 
the mud however, the sedinmentary alluvTium that had gathered here 
to a great depth ; but on the water-weeds and grasses, the submerged 
verdure, over which it had crawled in slender threads, reaching 
from leaf to stem anid from blade to leaf, as if some giant spider had 
spun them; but even more like the wavering, inconsequent trail left 
by a snail or an earth-worm to mark its nightly wanderings. With 
arm bared and fingers used as a rake, I could gather it plentifully; 
buit its lines were so utterly flaccid that they at once became matted 
anid massed together so as to lose all individuality. Some, nlow in 
the bottle at my side, were immersed almost immediately in alcohol, 
which hardened and preserved it. 
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This species is a very interesting one, furnishing the first instance 
among fresh-water sponges, in which the dermal spicule, generally 
a slender, smooth or more or less spiniferous acerate, is here seen as 
a well defined and symmetrical birottlate. Mr. Carter has kindly 
brought to my notice a very similar spicule occupying a like position 
in the marine form Halichondria birotulata, Higgins, from the West 
Indies and S. Australia; but in the case of those from fresh-waters, 
we have had nothing more definite than the immature or apocryphal 
forms in 31. crateriformis. The very peculiar dermal spicules char- 
acterizing M. plumosa are most suggestive of this, or possibly, of a 
still more advanced type. (Spongilla b8hrnii and S. novce terrw, were 
discovered later.) 

The re-discovery of this species among the magnificent collections 
of sponges made by Mr. MacKay from the water-shed and other 
lakes abounding in Pictou County, Nova Scotia, gave me great 
pleasure, as showing the persistence of the type in widely separated 
districts; and for the confirmation it afforded of my previous obser- 
vation, as to the general strengthening of spicular features in sponges 
as their localities approach sea-level. 
(17) Meyenia plumosa, Carter; (Spongilla plumnosa, Carter.) Ann. and 

Mag. Nat. Hist. 1849, p. 81. 

"Massive, lobate. Structure feathery, fibrous, friable. Color 
greenish or light-brown. Skeleton-spicifle curved, fusiform, grad- 
ually sharp-pointed, smooth. Flesh-spicule stelliform, consisting of 
a variable number of arms of various lengths radiating from a 
large, smooth globular body; arms spined throughout; spines long- 
est at the ends, so as to present a capitate appearance, and recurved 
generally; the whole varying from a simple, spinous linear spicule 
to the stellate form first mentioned, thus modified by the size and 
presence of the globular inflation and number of arms developed 
from the centre of the former; abundant in all parts of the struct- 
ure, but especially in the neighborhood of the statoblasts. Stato- 
blast ellipsoidal; aperture lateral, infundibular; crust, which is 
thick and composed of grainular microcell-substance, eharged with 
birotulate spicules consisting of a long, straight, sparsely spiniferous 
shaft whose spines are large, conical and perpendicular, terminated 
at each end by an umbonate disk of equal size, whose margin is ir- 
regularly denticulated, with the processes more or less turned in- 
wards, arranged perpendicularly, with one disk resting on the chiti- 

16 
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nous coat and the other forming part of the surface of the crust." 
Carter. 

Loc. Bomubay. 
Meyenia plumosa, var. palmeri, Potts. Proc. U. S. Natl. Museum, 1885, p. 

587. (PI. X, fig-. vi.) 

Sponge (as seeni in a dry state) dark brown, massive, attached to and 
surrounding the dependent branclhies of smrall trees whose stems are 
flooded by the spring freshets. Texture very loose and when dry so 
brittle that the dermal surface cannot be satisfactorily examined. 
(The impression conveyed by the interior appearance of this sponge 
is that it is nmade up of an infinite number of radiating, confluent 
branches.) 

Gemmulhe large, numerous throughout the deeper portions of the 
sponge; subspherical or ovoid, surrounded by long birotulates im- 
bedded in a granular crust. 

Skeleton spicules straight or slightly curved, mainly cylindrical 
but gradually sharp-pointed, sparsely microspined. (Pl. X. fig. vi, a.) 

Dermal spicules irregularly stellate as in the typical species, but, 
in the specimeins examiined, much fewer in number. They vary 
from simple acerates with one or more long divergent branches to 
beautiful radiate-spherical bodies whose rays are nearly equal, spined, 
and capitate by reason of recurved spines at their extremities. 
(ibid. e, e, e, f.) Another form of spicule, probably also dermal, 
of which several are seen upon nearly every slide prepared for mi- 
croscopic examination, is very difficult of description. It may be 
said to be composed of an irregular series of smooth, curved rays 
arising from a nearly common centre, and is somewhat suggestive 
of a hedgehog or Scotch terrier. (ibid, g. g.) 

Birotulate spicules pertaining to the gemmule, in length about 
three times the diameter of the supported rotules; shafts cylindrical, 
plentifully spined; spines long, conical. Outer surface of rotules 
convex, margins lacinulate; ends of incomplete rays obtuse, re- 
curved. (ibid. b, c, d.) 

Sponge masses subspherical, reaching five or six inches in diam- 
eter. 

This sponge, collected by Dr. Edward Palmer along the banks 
of the Colorado River, near Lerdo, Sonora, in Northwestern Mex- 
ico, about 59 miles S.S.W. from Fort Yuma, California, is a valuable 
addition to the sponge fauna of this continent and interesting from 
the fact that the typical species, hl. plumosa of Carter, has hereto- 
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fore only been found in his original locality, the rock water-tanks of 
Bombay, East Indies. That it should skip a whole hemisphere and 
only be found the second time at its own alntipodes is indeed re- 
markable. 

The lower reaches of the Colorado of the West extend for miles 
through a region described by the collector as "the hottest, driest, 
aild most barren in the United States," whose "vegetation consists of 
mesquit, cacti, and the screw-bean, Stroinbocarpus pubescens." Its 
normal border lands are known as the "first" and "second bot- 
toms," of which the latter are the higher and of course more distant 
from the channel. By the frequent changes in its bed however, 
the river cuts through these and, washing away the one and filling 
up the other, reverses their physical conditions. Upon the "second 
bottoms" then, said to be only reached to any considerable depth 
by the annual floods occurring during parts of May and June, 
and not to continue flooded more than six weeks at a time, the 
screw-bean abounds. It is described as a small tree of the general 
appearance of a peach tree, but with more slender, drooping branches. 
More or less of an alkaline deposit whitens the ground upon which 
they grow, and the approaching traveler is puzzled to see in strong 
contrast with it, hundreds or even thousands of dark masses, "like 
wasp's nests," suspended two or three feet above. 

It was this conundrum that confronted Dr. Palmer during his 
recent visit, and the answer we have in the sponge before us. From 
the Amazon River in the tropics to the waters of Maine and Nova 
Scotia in the temperate regions of the north, sponges have long been 
known to affect the pendent branches of stream-bordering bushes; 
but it is unlikely that they have ever before been observed in such 
quantities suspended for nine or ten months of the year over land 
parched and desolate. 

On referring to the earlier descriptions of his discoveries, by H. J. 
Carter, we find that though he collected this species on two or 
more occasions, the fragments were always found detached from 
their place of growth and floating upon the surface in the 
water-tanks referred to, about one month after the rainy season 
had commenced. He believed that the vitality of the gemmules 
was preserved during the dry season, notwithstanding their expos- 
ure to the sun and desiccating winds, and that their germination 
after the water had again reached them was followed by a very rapid 
growth of new sponge. This would seem to have been the case also 
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with the present variety as, according to the reports of the collector, 
the masses could not have been submerged for a greater period than 
six weeks in any one year. Whether the whole bulk as now seen 
was attainied during a single season, or is the cumulative result of 
several annual growths of the persistent masses, cannot niow be de- 
termined. (See description of Parmula brownii.) 

It is wvorthy of notice that 311. pliutosa and this variety, v. pallmeri; 
-differ from all other known fresh-water sponges by the presence in 
them of a comipound or substellate dermal spicule. The spiculT of 
the dernmis throughout the group are generally nminute, spined acer- 
ates ; in 31. everetti, Mills, we find them as nminute birotulates. 
In this species the two fornms seem to be combined; the spinies have 
becomne central and prolonged, while their capitate extremities 
suggest the rotules of the last-nlamed species. 

Of the six sponge masses from the above locality, sent by the 
Sm-ithsoniani Institution for examination, the smallest was som-e- 
what fusiform in shape and proved to belong to a different species, 
llteyenia crateriforutis, Potts, heretofore found along the eastern 
border of the United States. In it alone, the mass was not dark 
eened by the presence of some pervading vegetable parasite. 

(III) Gen. HETEROMEYENIA, Potts. 

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., 1881, p. 150. (P1. VrI, fig. i.) 

Ge?m. char. Skeleton spicules and gemmuloe as in lieyenia; the 
latter surrounded bv intermingled birotulates of two classes, gen- 
erally differing in form, anid whose shafts are of unequal lengths. The 
proximal disks of all rest upon the chitinous coat; the outer ex- 
tremities of the less numerous class projecting beyond the others. 

This genus now covers at least three well defined species, with 
several marked varieties, and represents a type or modification of 
lieyenia unkniowin to Mr. Carter at the time of the preparation of 
his system. It was founded in 1881 upon the discovery of B. repens 
and H. argyrosperma at Lehigh Gap, Pennisylvania; and its neces- 
sity was confirmed shortly after by the addition of H. ryderi, and 
its several varieties. It will be seen by the genus definition that it 
is not intended to embrace mere irregularities in the positions or in 
the length of gemmule-birotulates, such as muay sometimes be found 
in M. everetti or 31. subdivisa; nor yet to include biserial or tri- 
serial arrangements of them. In each of the three principal species 
described there are essential differences, not merely in the length 
but in the forms of these birotulates; those of the longer class in 
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each case being terminated by long, hooked rays, while the rotules 
of the others are larger, flatter and more delicately divided. (P1. XI.) 

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE GENUS HETEROMEYENIA. 

1. Rays of long birotulates noticeably incurved like fish-hooks; 
rotulse of shorter class mushroom shaped; shafts generally 
smooth. Dermal spicules present. (P1. XI, fig. iii.) 

I. repens. 
2. Rays of long birotulates few, (1 to 4) long, stout and claw-like; 

shafts with few spines; rotuloe of smaller class very irregular; 
shafts abundantly spiiied. (P1. XI, fig. i and ii.) 

H. argyrosperma. 
3. Rotulse of long birotulates small; rays hooked; shafts spinifer- 

ous: rotulT of smaller class large, flat; margins lacinulate or 
delicately rayed; shafts generally smooth. (P1. XI, fig. iv, v, 
and vi.) H. ryderi. 

(1) Heteromeyenia repens, Potts. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1881, p. 150. (P1. 
XI, fig. iii.) 

Spongilla repens, Potts. Proc. etc., 1880, p. 357. 
Sponge bright green, encrusting, thin. Texture loose and inco- 

herent; the projecting lines of skeleton spicules giving it a pecul- 
iarly rough appearance. 

Gemmulae not very abundant, spherical; with granular crust im- 
bed(ling two classes of birotulate spicules as described. 

Skeleton spicules rather slender, subfusiform, sparsely micro- 
spined; gradually pointed. 

Dermal spicules fusiform, nearly straight, entirelv spined; spines 
cylindrical, rounded; those near the middle perpendicular, much 
longer than the others. 

Gemmule-birotulates of the longer class comparatively few, stand- 
ing amongst the others; shafts smooth or microspined, nearly cylin- 
drical, often irregularly bent. Rotuloe dome-shaped, the ends of 
the recurved rays still further ineurved like fish-hooks; termina- 
tions rounded. (P1. XI, fig. iii, b.b.) 

Birotulates of the shorter class very numerous and symmetrical, 
about X the length of the others; shafts generally largest near the 
middle, or least near the rotules; often with one or more conspic- 
uous spines. Curvature of the rotules like that of a mushroom, or 
rather flat umbrella; rays not deeply notched; rounded or slightly 
incurved. (P1. XI, fig. iii, c.c.c.) 
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Meas. Skeleton spicules 0 0111 by 0 00045 inches. Dermal spic- 
ules 0 0025 by 0 0001 inches. Shaft of long birotulates 0 0029 by 
0 00015 inches; diameter of rotule 00009 inches. Length of slhort 
birotulates 0 00168 inlches; diaineter of its rotules 0 0007 inlches. 

Iab. On plants, timber, etc., in shallow water. 

Loc. In the pool at Lehigh Gap, Pennisylvania; in Lake Ho- 
patconcg, New Jersey, anid at other places alonig the Easteril coast 
of the United States. 

Lehigh Gap, frequtently mentionled as a locality in these descrip- 
tions, is a rail-rotad station and quiet watering place, where the 
Lelhigh River forces its way through the Blue Mts. in Carbon 
Counlty, Pennsylvania. The mountain chain or ridge, with an ele- 
vation of abouit eleven hutndred feet above tlle river, is here abruptly 
cut throu(gh by it, leaving on one side precipitous, ja(ged edges of 
bare rock; wvhile on the other it imore gradually slopes from the 
river to the summllllit. 

Nearly at the narrowest point the river is crossed by an old time 
suspension bridge (lependilig froimi chaiins composed of long ironi 
links. OIn the bank of the river just below, there stands, or until 
quite recently stood, the ruin of ani oldc mill, that had been burined 
before the menlory of the oldest inhablitant. The mill race, passing 
undler ain archway throug-h its walls, was clhoked by the fallen and 
blackened timbers, amlongst wvhich the water couildI hardlv have 
beeni said eveen to creep, excepting when a freshet in the adjacent 
river supplied its ftauna and flora with a momentary draught of 
fresh water. 

It so chanced that during the earlv days of my enthusiasm for 
sponge collecting, curiosity led me to look into this pool. in reality 
little mnore thail a very wet cellar, with the restult of adding a new 
genus (Ieteromaeyenia) to the systemii of fresh water sponges, with 
two species pertaininig to the samie; also a variety of Sponqillafra- 
gili., a formn of Mffeyenia fl'wviatilis anid a new species (T. penn- 
sylvanica) of the genius Tabella, its first discovery in other waters 
than tl-hose of the River Amazons, South America. Numerous spec- 
imens of the higher tvpes of minlute aquatic life; fine species of 
Bryozoa etc., gave added interest to this field of work. 

On October loth., 1880 the first specimen of H. repents was dis- 
covered upon the stems and leaves of a Potamogeton, by my friend 
and companion Mr. J. S. Cheyney; and after reaching home I found 
that I had, myself, collected others from the fallen timbers, without 
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recognizing their novelty. Its habit was to creep over submerged 
timbers and sticks, the leaves of water plants, the slender stems 
of Nitella etc., generally, when upon a smooth surface, assuming 
vermiform lines, one fourth inch or more in width, along which the 
gemmules were left in scattered groups. Five years later I found 
it growing in a similar fashion in Lake Hopatcong, New Jersey. 

I have been thus particular to give the history of this species be- 
cause of the doubt that may disturb other minds than my own, 
whether it may not be identical with Zleyenia (Spongilla) baileyi, of 
Bowerbank; the sponge that Prof. Bailey gathered "from a stream 
on the Canterbury Road, near West Point, New York." Admit- 
ting the resemblance of the spicules that Dr. B. has represented and 
described, to some of those pertaining to this species, I would call 
attention to the fact that he has neither described nor represented 
the more numerous class of birotulate spicules, which, under the 
supposition that the species were identical, would be a singular 
omission. If stress be laid upon the resemblance of the dermal 
spicules of the two forms, I remark that two species of Carterius 
(C. tubisperma and C. latitenta) have a similar one. The type spec- 
imen from which the description by Dr. B. was prepared, was a 
very small one and I have not had access to it for final comparison. 
For these reasons and while a doubt remains as to their identity, 
I incline to hold fast by my descriptive title. 
(2) Heteromeyenia argyrosperma, Potts. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1881, p. 
150. (P1. VI. fig. i.) 

Spo-gilla argyrosperma, Potts. (Proc. Acad. etc., 1880, p. 357.) 
Sponge minute, encrusting; color gray; texture loose. 
Gemmulse abundant; relatively large, on account of the unusually 

thick granular crust, through which the distal ends of the longer 
class of surrounding birotulates sometimes project, or support portions 
of it in many conical prominences. (P1. VI, fig. i.) Foraminal 
tubule somewhat prolonged; smallest at the extremity. Color silvery 
white, suggesting the specific name.' 

Skeleton spicules rather slender, cylindrical or sub-fusiform; 
abruptly pointed, sparsely spiniferous; spines small, pointed; pro- 
jecting forward towards the extremities of the spicules. (P1. XI, 
fig. i, a.a.) 

'If this and some other of the specific names, derived from the Greek, are 
found not to be in "good form," I can only regret that the discovery of the rule 
came too late, and that many aZterations of name may be a worse error. 
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Dermal spicules apparently wanting. 
Geninule birotulates of the larger class very robust; shafts long, 

irregularly cylindrical, often beint, occasionally spinous; spines long, 
pointed, perpendicular or recurved. Rays of the rotule one to four, 
assuming the foriii of stronig, clawv-like hooks, recurved and incurved. 
(P1. XI, fig. i, b.b.) 

Shorter birotulates mulch simialler, abundantly spined; spines 
long, conical. Rotules flatter, irregtularly hooked. (Pl. XI, fig. i, 
c.c.c.) 

Afeas. Skeleton spicules 0 0109 by 0-0004 inches. Long birot- 
ulates 0 00543 by 0 0003 ilnches. Diameter of disks or hooks 0 0012 
inches. Len(gth of short birotullates 00028 inches. Diamyeter of 
disk 0 0007 inclhes. 

Hab. OIn subimierged sticks, stones, etc. 
Loc. Lehig,h G-ap anid Holicong, Pennisylvania; New England 

States, Newv Jersey, INova Scotia, etc. 
No other sponcge as yet fouind in Americaln waters, cani compare 

with this, in the robustness aild positive characters of its birotulate 
spicules. It wvas first fotunid at Lehigh Gap and has since been gath- 
ered anid received fromii a fewv other places. 

Notwithstandingii its strong poinits, the sponge itself has been 
known to occur only as a delicate incrustation; or its whilom 
presence has been recocrilized by the discovery of the gemmules that 
had been left after inearly all its skeleton spicules had been washed 
away. 

Heteromeyenia argyrosperma, var. tenuis, Potts. (P1. XI, fig. ii.) 

This variety of I. (argyrosper )aa differs from the typical species 
chieflv in the extreine slenderness of all its parts. 

.Mfeas. Skeleton sl)icules 0 0087)- by 0-0002 inches. Lonig birot- 
ulates 0;0043 8 by 000015 inclhes. Diameter of rotules or hooks 
0 0006 inches. Len,rth of short birotulate 0 00297 inches. Diam- 
eter of its rotules 0)0005 inches. 

Loc. Harvey's Lalke ilear WVilkes-Barre, Pennsylvaniia, and 
Lake Hopatcong, New Jersey.1 

1 It wvill be niotice(I that the slender forms of well known sponges which have, 

in this work, been nntiformily designiated as varieties, have beenl generally collected 

in waters at high altitucies, S. laczestris, v. miontana at 2300 feet, (P1. VIII, fig. vi); 

S,fra,gi/is, v. nminzuta, 600 ft.; v. mninutissimiza (Pl- VIII, fig. ii.) and v. irr-egularis 

1200 feet; H. aryrosJpei-ma, v. tenniiis, 1200 ft , (P1. XI, fig. ii); and Tuebila pennt- 
sylvanica, v. minima, at 1800 feet above sea level. On the other hand H. ryderi, 
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Harvey's Lake, Pennsylvania, and Lake Hopateong in Northern 
New Jersey, in nearly the same latitude, and with a common alti- 
tude of about 1200 feet, may be classed as mountain lakes, lying in 
the gorges between high hills, wooded or cultivated, and with no 
outlook in any direction. Of latter years, both have been enlarged 
and inereased in depth by the construction of gates at their outlets. 
By this means the water has been raised and controlled, in the 
former, for milling purposes; in the latter, to use it as a feeder to 
the Morris Canal. In Lake Hopatcong the water thus "backed 
up" has found its way through cross-gorges into parallel valleys, 
originally heavily wooded, and the denuded stems and shorter stumps, 
standing up through the glittering water or resting in the shallows, 
suggest a prosaic if not a classical appropriateness, in the local name 
of one of them,-the "River Styx." 

In this locality and in the so-called "Cedar Swamp," another deep 
bay in this nine-mile-long pond, I found my principal sport as a 
collector. The season (the last of October,) was perhaps rather 
late for the species represented; but on nearly every floating log or 
fallen tree top, or loosened stump, could be found when they were 
turned over, shining patches of white or yellowish gemmules, left in 
groups upon the smooth surface or partly hidden in little crevices 
of bark or root. No conspicuous sponge masses, few even of the 
filmy layers of skeleton spicules; only these scattering and loosely 
placed aggregations. Great numbers of them were chipped off and 
dried for more partictular examination in the laboratory. 

This kind of collecting has been found far more productive of 
interesting species than where one limits himself to the larger, green 
sponges. Though not a single massive sponge had been discovered, 
representatives were collected of three forms of S. fragilis, two of 
HT. argyrosperma, one of H. repeats, besides many specimens of Tu- 
b,ella pennsylvanica. 

v. baleni, (P1. XI, fig. iv.) came from near Plainfield, New Jersey and from Flor- 
ida, in both, presumably, at a low level; and one of the most robust forms of 
S. lacustris seen in this country, was gathered from an "Ice Lake" in the Sierra 
Nevada Mts. at ani altitude of 7000 feet. (P1. VII, fig. i.) 

If a reason be sought to account for the prevailing rule in these cases, the 
plausible suggestion may of course be made, that the water of lakes upon dividing 
ridges or high table-lands may be deficient in the silicious constituent that would 
be acquired later, from violent contact with rocks in the bed of mountaini streams, 
etc.; but a much longer series of observations and exact chemical analysis will 
be needed to make this observation any more than a guess. 
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(4) Heteromeyenia longistylis, Mills. Proc. Am. Soc. of Microscopists 1884 p. 16. 

Sponge unknown. 
Genimulae large, spherical; crust thick. 
Skeleton spicules slender, cylindrical to sub-fusifornri; gradually 

pointed, very sparsely niicrospined. 
Dermal spicuiles fusiform, entirely spined; spines near the mlid- 

dle long, cylindrical; terminations rounded. 
Shafts of the larger class of birotulates relatively very long, cy- 

liiidrical, often bent, generally smooth. Hooks of rotulhe recurved 
and incurved. 

Ptotules of the shorter class of birotulates flatter; shafts cylindri- 
cal, spinous; spines short, conical. 

lMeas. Skeleton spicules 0-0103 by 000025 inches. Length of 
dernmal spicules 00023 inches. Long birotulates 0 0049 by 0-00015 
inches. Diameter of disk 00009 inches. Length of short birot- 
ulate 0-0032 inches. Diameter of its disk 0 0008 inclhes. 

Loc. Lehigh River, Bethlehem, Pa.(?) Collected by Dr. Wolle. 
I had been inclined to consider the above mnerely a variety of 

H. argyrospernna, but the mention of dermal spicules in my descrip- 
tion, prepared several years ago froim a very minute fragment, has 
induced me to give it the benefit of the doubt, until the sponge 
itself can be again collected. 

(3) Heteromeyenia ryderi, Potts. Proe. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1882, p. 13. 
(P1. Xr, fig. iv, v an(l vi.) 

Sponge light green, massive, often hemispherical; texture loose; 
surface more or less lobed. 

Genmmule nuzmerous, spherical, relatively smaller than in I1. argy- 
irospernLa; crust thick; foramiina inconspicullous, slhort, tubular. 

Skeletoni spicules non-fasciculate, fusiform, gradually pointed, 
entirely spined, except at the extremities; spines broadly conical, 
often projected forward, towards the terminations of the spicules. 
(P1. XI, figs. iv to vi, a,a, etc.) 

Dermal spicules waniting. 
Long, birotulates variable in relative nuinbers, shafts cylindrical, 

spiiied; spines equal in length with the rays of the rotule; hooked 
or curved from the extremities; rotuhle of three to six short, re- 
curved hooks; somnetimes umbonate or with a spinous termination. 
(Ibid. b,b, etc.) 

Short birotulates with cylindrical shafts rapidly enlarging under 
the rotules, bearing one or more perpendicular spines. Diameter 
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of rotules nearly as great as the length of the shaft; margins lacin- 
ulate or crenulate, outer surfaces flat, symmetrical, often micro- 
spined; terminations rounded. (P1. XI, fig. v, c,d, etc.) 

Meas. Skeleton spicules 0-0127 by 0 0006 inehes. Long birot- 
ulates 0-0023 by 0-00025 inches. Diameter of disk 0 0006 inches. 
Length of short birotulates 0-0012 inches; diameter of its disk 
00009 inches. 

Hab. Timbers, stones, etc., in shallow flowing water. 
Loc. Found from Florida to Nova Scotia, and from the Atlan- 

tic coast to Iowa, United States. 
H. ryderi alone, of this genus, has been found large enough to at- 

tract the attention of a casual observer; inclining to form upon 
plane surfaces, hemispherical or dome-shaped masses several inches 
in diameter. In these and other cases they are made up of a con- 
geries of lobes or rounded prominences. It was first found in the 
year 1881, rather plentifully, within a limited space upon the rocky 
bottom of Indian Run, a very small stream in the neighborhood of 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The following year it was missing, 
and I have never since found it in that stream. It has been gath- 
ered or received from at least nine American States mostly along 
the Atlantic coast from Nova Scotia to Floiida, but including one 
remittance from the w-estern state of Iowa. The finest specimen 
collected was from the timber side of the fore-bay of E. Doughty's 
mill, Absecum, New Jersey. This was about three inches in diam- 
eter and more than two inches in thickness.' 

Z. ryderi has furnished me with my latest and most valuable les- 
son in group classification. Until quite recently the species stood 
compact, or with oinly the single suggested variety, H. baleni, where 
the spicular features were similar, though more slender, and the 
general form of the sponge had not been particularly observed. 

1 The circumstance above mentioned as tQ the failure to find this species at 
the same place during successive seasons, is a peculiarity of habit only too famil- 
iar to sponge collectors. However reliable their recurrence may be in lakes or 

.ponds, in our smaller streams the fact that a species was found at a given locality 
during one season, furnishes no guarantee for its reappearance there during the 
next. When any sponge is found, the probabilities are rather in favor of its belong- 
ing to a difterent species. In the present case, a year or two later, I found, a few 
yards further down the stream, not H. ryderi but Tubella pennsylvanica. From 
my favorite locality for Car/erius la/i/enta, a friend, who undertook to bring me a 
fresh specimen, two or three years after its first discovery, sent me a fine form of 
S. lacus/ris; and so they go, constantly moving down stream; one species suc- 
ceeding another as they travel on to the great sea and there- 
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Last autumn I collected in Gilder Pond, Berkshire Co. Massa- 
chusetts, already described, a sponge as different in its general ap- 
pearance from the typical form of H. ryderi, as can well be imag- 
ined, but with similar birotulate spicules; and their very dissimilar- 
ity in external form led me to think of H. pictovevsis, in which the 
genmmule spicules are also like those of H. ryderi. It was not at all 
willingly, but rather in spite of an exceedingly rebellious disinclina- 
tion, that I came at last to tlle conclusion that the others had no 
sufficient clainm to specific distinction, as H. ryderi typified and in- 
cluded them all. 

The strongest member of this species is the variety H. pictovensis, 
next to be described. (P1. XI, fig. vi.) I have only seen rather 
minute specimens of it, but believe it to be both massive and com- 
pact, and nearly smooth in surface and outline. A form found in 
the Lehigh River at White Haven, comes next, also with strongly 
spinous skeletoin spicuke and very robust birotulates. Then comes 
the typical forin fronl Philadelphia, described above as externally 
hemnispherical, but composed of compacted lobes. In the next 
v. wvalshii, fromi Gilder Ponid, I imagine the lobes have separated 
and spread out into the slender, subdividing branches mentioned in 
the (lescription of that variety. The series probably terminates with 
the delicate features of v. baleni (P1. XI, fig. iv,) wvhich will most 
likely be founid also branching. 

Heteromeyenia ryderi, v. pictovensis, Potts. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. 
1885, I, 28. (PI. XI, fig. vi.) 

Sponige light green, even wheni dry; nmassive, encrustinig. Text- 
ure very compact; spicules nion-fasciculated, per-sistent. Surface 
miostly smooth. 

Geminules as discovered very scarce, spherical; crust thick. 
Skeletoil spicules cyliindrical, slhort, robust, rounded or abruptly 

terimiinated, entirely spined; spines coinical at the middle of the 
spicule, elsewhere generally curving forward toward each extremity. 
Rouinded terininations of spicules covered with slhort spines, though 
frequently a single large spine or acute terminaftiomi is seeni at one 
or both ends. (PI. XI, fig. vi, a.b.c.) 

Dermial spicules absent or un(liscovered. 
Birotulates of the longer class surroundingt the gemIImules rather 

numerous, one third of their (uwn lengtlh longer than the others; 
shafts muostly smooth, conspicuously fusiforni, frequently with one 
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or more long spines near the middle. Rotules consisting of three 
to six irregularly placed rays, recurved at their extremities. 
(Ibid. d,d,d.) 

Birotulates of the shorter class abundant and compactly arranged 
around the gemmule; shafts mostly smooth, though sometimes bear- 
ing a single spine; irregularly cylindrical but rapidly thickening to 
support the rotules, which are large, umbonate, nearly flat, and 
finely lacinulate at their margins; occasionally microspined. (Ibid. 
e, e, e.) 

Meas. Skeleton spicules 0 0075 by 000075 inches. Length of 
long birotulates O0021, of short birotulates O0012 inches. Diameter 
of disk of latter 0 0009 inches. 

Biab. On submerged wood, etc. 
Loc. Collected by A. H. MacKay Esq. of Pictou, Nova Scotia, 

from several lakes upon the water-shed of that region; and later, 
from similar situations in Newfoundland. 

The close general agreement of the above description, (prepared 
while the writer was under the conviction that the sponge was a 
distinct species) with that just given of the typical H. ryderi, except 
as regards the robustness and spinous character of their skeleton 
spiculke, (features that we have already seen to be extremely varia- 
ble) will, I think, help to explain, perhaps to justify my present 
act in reducing it to the position of a variety of the latter. That 
there are obvious differences between them is unquestionable; that 
these differences are specific, I do not now believe. 

This beautiful sponge was first discovered by Mr. A. H. MacKay 
during the summer of 1884, when its novelty, as indicated by its 
unusually robust, entirely spined skeleton spicules, was easily imag- 
ined; but the absence of gemmules at that time, precluded the 
determination of its generic relations, and it continued for a -while 
unnamed. During the last week in December of the same year, a 
further search was rewarded by the finding of other "specimens 
upon sticks pulled up through a break made in the ice," and among 
these a few and but a few gemmules were discovered. These sufficed 
to place it clearly within the genus EIeteromeyenia, with the final 
designation as indicated above. 

The skeleton spicules of this variety are more entirely and con- 
spicuously spined than those of any other known North American 
sponge. In some forms of Meyenia fluviatilis they are noticeably 
spiniferous, though the terminations are generally naked; in Tubella 
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pennsylvanica they are entirely spiined. The spicules of Spongilla 
igloviformiiis are marked with large, prickle-like spines; and amongst 
nmaterial collected at Deep Creek, Virginia, aind also from 
sedimentary deposits in Nova Scotia, still another andc more coarsely 
spined spicule has been collected, whose affiliations have not, 
as yet, been ascertaiined. H. v. pictovensis differs from all these 
,in its dense spination and in the relatively great thickness and the 
rounded ends of its spicules. 

Attention is asked for a moment to one fact stated by Mr. 
MacKay in his letter tranismitting the last above specinmens. They 
were gathered in nmidwinter from under the ice and were as I 
can testify, of a vivid green color and from his description were evi- 
dently still growing. The scarcity of gemmules may remind us of a 
similar condition in the case of Spongilla aspinosa, which has also been 
seen to be evergreen; and of the inference then suggested that they 
may not exist because they are not needed. 

The form alluded to as having been found at WVhite Haven has 
never been niamed, and does not need varietal designation. Its 
general spiculation is imerely more robust than that of H. ryderi 
in a smaller degree than that in which the spicules of v. baleni seem 
less so. Intermediately must be placed, 

Heteromeyenia ryderi, v. walshii, n. v. 

Sponge light green; primarily sessile but soon sending out slen- 
der, subdividing branches, palmate, with rounded terminations; 
givinlg them a stag-horn-like appearance. Fronds made up of many 
slender, nearly parallel lines of slightly fasciculated spicules, the 
net work being completed by crossing lines of single or nearly 
solitary spicules. 

Gemmules infrequent, spherical; crust rather slight. 
Skeleton spicules slender, cylindrical, somewhat curved, gradually 

or more abruptly poiiited, sparsely microspined. 
Long birotulates with typical rotules of hooked rays; shafts inflated 

at the middle, with one to five long spines. 
Rotules of short birotulates relatively large, flat; margins lacin- 

ulate; shafts smooth, thickening under the rotules. 
Loc. Gilder Pond, Massachusetts. 
During that solitary but most enjoyable morning spent upon 

Gilder Pond, as already described in my sketch of M. everetti, 
I discovered, early in my explorations, that there were beneath my 
boat two forms of branching sponges. They were not very dissimilar 
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in size, that is, in the slenderness of their fronds; but in the one case 
these terminated abruptly in sharp points,-in the other they were 
rounded as above described, and reminded me of the broadly pal- 
mate antlers of a stag. On reaching my microscope their generic 
difference was quickly discovered. 

The name I have attached to this variety is in acknowledgement 
of the exceptional courtesy shown and the assistance given me by 

Jr. T. L. Walsh, the owlner of the pond and of the surrounding 
land upon the mountain side. 

Heteromeyenia ryderi, v. baleni. (P1. XI, fig. iv.) 

Mlieas. Skeleton spicules 0-0072 by 0O00015 inches. Long birotu- 
lates 0O00185 by 0000075 inches. Diameter of disk 00005 inches. 
Length of short birotulates 0-0012 inches. Diameter of its disk 
00006 inches. 

Loc. Plainfield, New Jersey; Florida etc. 
This variety bears the same relation to its typical species that v. 

tenuis does to IT. argyrosperma. All classes of spicules are very 
slender; but with this exception the associated forms resemble those 
of H. ryderi. It is dedicated to my friend Mr. A. D. Balen, who 
first collected it near Plainfield, New Jersey; but it has since been 
found in several localities, including the state of Florida where it 
was collected by Mr. Mills. 

It has been remarked in my comments upon Spongilla novce terrce 
that intermediate forrns connecting the genera distinguished by 
birotulate spicule, were frequent. One instance of this is found in 
the species before us. The genus Iieteromeyenia is oinly distinguished 
from Meyenia by the presence of two dissimilar classes of birotulates. 
The numbers of those of the larger class are sometimes so reduced 
as to be with some difficulty detected; as in a form of H. ryderi sent 
me by Prof. Osborne from Ames, Iowa. In M1eyentia millsii, from 
Florida, we have, what is essentially the same sponge, with this class 
entirely eliminated: as, however, there is left but one class, we 
can do no other than place that species among the Meyenice. 

Since preparing the above, I have received two corntributions of 
sponges from Mr. Fred. Mather, the intelligent and energetic super- 
intendent of a hatching establishment at Cold Spring Harbor, Long 
Island, N. Y., under the care of the U. S. Fish Commission. Both 
of these have proved to be masses of IT. ryderi. He reports them as 
growing plentifully throughout the winter, in their tanks and ponds, 
with the temperature frequently at 320 F. and below. The species 
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therefore, in this region, as well as in Nova Scotia and New Found- 
land must be considered as at least occasionally perennial. 

(IV.) Gen. TUBELLA, Carter. 

Gen. char. Skeleton spiculae as in the foregoing genera, btut some- 
times hemispherically rounded at the extremities. Gemmulve glob- 
ular or elliptical; apertures lateral or terminal. Granular crust 
charged with trumpet-shaped inaequibirotulate spicules, of which the 
larger rotule rests upon the chitinous coat; the size of the outer 
rotule smaller, but bearing a variable relation to that of the former. 
The margins of the larger rotules generally entire. 

The genus Tubella was created by H. J. Carter in 1881 with four 
species, all from the River Amazon, in South America; one of 
them was of his own naming; the remaining three having been prev- 
iously described (as Spongillas), by Dr. Bowerbank. The new 
genus was needed to separate those sponges having markedly un- 
equal birotulates, from the typical forms of Meyenia. The discovery 
in Pennsylvania during the same year, of a fifth species and after- 
ward of its wide distribution throughout the United States, tends to 
approve this necessity. Ann. and Mag. 1881, p. 96. (Pl. VI, fig. ii.) 

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE GENUS TUBELLA. 

1. Intequibirotulate or trumpet-shaped spicules of two forms, upon 
separate gemmules. The shafts of one form stouter and bear- 
ing a larger distal rotule than that of the other. Flesh spicules 
wanting. T. paulula. 

2. Shafts of trumpet-shaped spicules long, nearly cylindrical, 
spiniferous. Flesh spicules entirely spined. T. spinata. 

3. Sponge structure rigid; terminations of skeleton spicules rounded. 
Gemmules surrounded by a capsule of spined spicules, much 
smaller than those of the skeleton. Shaft of trumpet-shaped 
spicules short, with a ring-like inflation near the larger rotule. 

T. reticulata. 
4. Birotulates in two zones, i. e. trumpet-shaped next the chitinous 

coat, surrounded by a zone of short, robust spicules with equal 
rotules of eight recurved teeth or rays. T. recurvata. 

5. Skeleton spicules spiniferous. No dermal spicules. Rotules of 
trumpet-shaped spicules flat or twisted; margins generally en- 
tire; shafts smooth. (P1. VI, fig. ii.) T. pennsylvanica. 

(1) Tuibella paulula, Carter. Ann. and Mag. 1881, p. 96. 

sSpongilla paulula, Bowerbank. Proe. Zool. Soc. etc., 1863, p. 453. 
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Sponge "thin, encrusting. Surface even. Structure fragile, 
crumbling. Color now brown. Skeleton spicule curved, fusiform, 
abruptly sharp-pointed, spiniferous or smooth. Statoblast globular; 
aperture sunken, infundibular; crust composed of granular micro- 
cell structure, charged with two kinds of insequibirotulates, one 
form of which is much stouter than the other, and consists of a 
straight shaft passing by trumpet-like expansion into the large 
disk, which often has radiating lines, and abruptly terminating in 
the other, which is only one fourth the diameter of the former; the 
other form similarly constucted, but more delicate, with the shaft 
inflated towards the large disk, and the smaller one much less in 
proportion than in the larger form; the forms not mixed but con- 
fined to their statoblasts respectively; arranged perpendicularly, 
with the large disk resting on the chitinous coat, and the smaller 
one forming part of the surface of the statoblast." Carter. 

Loc. River Amazon. 

(2) Tubella spinata, Carter. Ann. and Mag. 1881, p. 96. 

Sponge "thin, coating, spreading. Structure fragile, crumbling. 
Color light brown. Skeleton spicule curved, fusiform, gradually 
sharp-pointed, smooth or spiniferous. Flesh spicule minute, curved, 
usiform, thin, gradually sharp-pointed, covered with perpendicular 
spines, which are longest about the centre. Statoblast elliptical, 
flask-shaped; aperture terminal; crust thick, composed of granular 
microcell-substance charged with intequibirotulate spicules consist- 
ing of a straight shaft inflated near the small end, and passing by a 
trumpet-like expansion into the large disk. Sparsely spined; disk 
circular, smooth, with an even margin, small end consisting of a 
circular convex head, regularly denticulated on the margin with 
eight or more conical processes, which are slightly inclined towards 
the shaft; arranged perpendicularly, so that the disk rests on the 
chitinous coat and the head forms part of the surface of the stato- 
blast." Carter. 

Loc. River Amazon. 

(3) Tubella reticulata, Carter. Ann. and Mag. 1881, p. 97. 

Spongilla reticulata, Bowerbank. Proc. Zool. Soc. etc. 1863, p. 
455. 

Sponge "elliptical, or fusiform when growing round the immersed 
small branches of trees. Structure extremely rigid, reticulate, ter- 
minating in thorn-like processes on the surface. Color light sea- 
green when growing in clear water. Skeleton spicules curved or 

17 
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bent, cylindrical or subfusiform, rounded at the ends, absolutely 
smooth or sparsely spiniferous, becoming more so towards the stato- 
blasts where they are not miore than half the size, thickly spined, 
and in this shape form a distinct capsular layer around each of 
those organs. Statoblast elliptical, ovoid; aperture terminal; crust 
composed of granular microcell-substance, charged with inaequibi- 
rotulate spicules consisting of a straight shaft passing by trumpet- 
like expansion into the large disk, with two or more spines about 
*the centre, and furnished with a ring-like inflation towards the 
disk; disk circular, smooth, with even margin, which is somewhat 
recurved, small end consistin-g of a circular umbonate head, regu- 
larly denticulated on the margin, with 6-8 conical processes, which 
are slightly inclinied inwards or towards the shaft; arranged perpen- 
dicularly, so that the disk rests on the chitinous coat, and the head 
or small end forms part of the surface of the statoblast." Carter. 

Loc. River Amazon. 

(4) Tubella recurvata, Carter. Ann. and Mag. 1881, p. 98. 

Spongillct recaxrvata, Bowerbank. Proc. Zool. Soc. etc. 1863, p. 
456. 

Sponge "sessile, coating. Surface even. Structure fragile, crumb- 
ling. Color brownish. Skeleton spicules curved, fusifori , abruptly 
sharp-pointed, smooth or spiniferous. Statoblast globular; aperture 
intundibular; crust thick, composed of granular microcell-sub- 
stance charged with inaequibirotulate spicules, consisting of a deli- 
cate, straight, smooth shaft passing by trumpet-like expansion into 
the large disk, which is circular, smooth, saucer-shaped, inverted, 
with even margin, curved towards the shaft, and abruptly termina- 
ting in the other, which is only one eighth of the diameter of the 
disk, arranged perpendicularly with the large disk resting on the 
chitinous coat, and the small one somewhat within the surface of the 
crust; surrounded by a capsule of short thick spicules, consisting of 
a straight, smooth shaft, slightly inflated in the centre, and termina- 
ted at each end by an equal-sized head, which is prominently um- 
bonate, with circular margin regularly divided into eight conical 
teeth slightly incurved, arranged perpendicularly around the stato- 
blast, with one end free and the other adherent to the surface of 
the crust." Carter. 

Loc. River Amazon; also Beni River, East Bolivia. 
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(5) Tubella pennsylvanica, Potts. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1882, p. 14. (P1. 
VI, fig. ii, P1. XII, figs. i, ii, iii.) 

Sponge gray; or, when growing in the light, green; minute, 
incrusting; surface of mature specimens often found covered with 
parallel skeleton spicules, not yet arranged to form cell-like inter- 
spaces. 

Gemmules very numerous, small; granular crust thin or thick; 
sometimes covering to a considerable depth, the outer extremities 
of the rotules, which in other cases project beyond it. (P1. VI. 
fig. ii.) 

Skeleton spicules extremely variable as to length and curvature; 
sub-fusiform, acuminate or rounded; entirely spined; spines large, 
conical; terminations mostly rounded. (P1. XII, fig. i, ii and iii, 
a.a.a.) 

Dermal spicules wanting. 
Birotulate spicules surrounding the gemmules numerous, consisting 

of a large rotule next the chitinous coat; whilst the distal rotule 
varies in diameter from that of the connecting shaft to near equality 
with the other. Margin of large rotule generally entire; surface 
flat and table-like or irregularly exflected; smaller rotule obscurely 
angular or occasionally notched. Shafts widening toward the larger 
rotule, variable in length and thickness; always smooth. (ibid b. c. 
d. etc.) 

Mleas. Skeleton spicules 0-0066 by 0 0003 inches. InTequibiro- 
tulates 0 00035 by 0-0001 inches. Diameter of large rotule 0.0007 
inches; do, of smaller rotule 0 00015 inches. 

Hab. On stones and timbers in shallow water. 
Loc. Lehigh River and tributaries; also generally throughout 

the Eastern United States. 
The first specimens of T. pennsylvanica were found in Novem- 

ber 1881, among a miscellaneous collection of sponges from Lehigh 
Gap,where they had grown, at an altitude of about 600 ft. above sea 
level. They were minute, barely one fourth inch in diameter; but were 
welcomed with enthusiasm as the first representatives of the genus that 
had been discovered in North America or, in fact, anywhere except in 
the equatorial "giant of rivers." The year following, the species was 
found growing at White Haven, on the Lehigh River, Pennsylvania, 
(1000 ft. above the sea); in Lake Hopatcong, New Jersey, (alt. 1200 
ft.); and was received from friends in several other parts of the coun- 
try. My records show its recei-pt from at least eighteen different 
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localities within eleven separate states, including the last arrival from 
Newfoundland. This specimen was peculiar, in so far as the larger 
rotules deviate from the ordinary rule of entire margins and are 
found divided into irregular rays or rounded segments. The smaller 
rotules are clearly rayed, aind very irregular in size. 

Generally speaking, the specimens gathered were filmy, indicating 
but a sinigle 'Years growth. At White Haven however, the frag- 
ments brought up by iny "scraper net" from piling standing in. 
deep water above the dam were, in some cases, a quarter inch or 
more in thickness; suggesting a serial growth somewlhat like that of 
Meyenia leidyi. 

The first records of this discovery (lescribe the outer rotules as 
one fifth the diameter of the inner but varying in a few iinstances 
fromn this proportion to near equality. It required the experience 
of several years to convince me that, as, in specimens from different 
localities the prevailing proportions of the rotules differed in like mlan- 
ner, their relative sizes were no guides as to species. As a result of 
this teaching some names, given to supposedc new species, must be 
ignored; including, T. fciwshawei, intended to honor a gentlemain to 
whose courtesy I amn indebted for the opportuniity of making many of 
these exploratioins; and T. intermedia, supposed at onie time to be a 
connecting link, but now known to be the species itself, in one of its 
multiform conditionis. 

Far uip armonig the Pernmsylvania mounitaiins, fully 1800 feet above 
the sea, is Bear Lake, one of the sources of the Lehigh PIiver. 
IDuring a hurried lhour or less speint upoIn it, one autumn day in 
1883, we found, as its mlost characteristic feature, the rocks and 
rounded boulders in shallow water covered with a tlhin, light green 
sponge containiing some gemmules. Repeated examinations, made 
after reaching hone, showed it to be a Tubella of very delicate and 
fragile character as to its spicules, and exhibiting some pecul- 
iarities that I am not as yet prepared to describe. I have marked it 

Tubella pennsylvanica, v. minima, Potts. 

Sponge light greein, enierusting, thin; texture loose and incoherent, 
sarcode having a granular appearance not fully understood. 

Gemmules few; chitinous coat and granular crust both thin; 
the latter embedding a relatively very small number of inaequibiro- 
tulates. 

Skeleton spicules slender, acuminate or somewhat rounded, 
entirely spined; spines perpendicular, cylindrical; terninlations 
rounded. 
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Trunmpet-shaped spicules with very slender, smooth, cylindrical, 
shafts, (in prepared specimens very generally broken); proximal 
rotules, large, flat or contorted; margins entire or more or less rayed; 
distal rotules hardly larger than the diameter of the shaft, too minute 
to detect any subdivisions. 

After examining some slides of this variety I incidently turned to 
others of a form collected as an incrustation from some large water 
pipes, that had conveyed water from the Schuylkill River. The 
contrast was startling. The skeleton spicules here were short, 
robust and generally rounded; the birotulates also were very short, say 
one half the length of those last described; shafts thick and widening 
into each rotule. Rotulre nearly equal in size, margins entire and 
both of them upturned, saucer-like; very closely resembling those 
of M. leidyi. 

This was the major term of the series, and was reached after 
passing those from the 1800, the 1200, 1000 and 600 ft. altitudes; 
pausing first at 40 or 50 ft. above tide water, near Bristol, Pennsyl- 
vania, where, upon a mass of furnace slag, was found T. fanshawei, 
whose rotules bore the relation to each other of 5 to 6 or 6 to 7; 
then, in Indian Run, and still later, in tide water in the Schuylkill 
River below the dam, still greater robustness was reached and the 
rotuloe, found as above, were as nearly equal as those of M. leidyi. 

The series was now complete from the last described form, back 
to that in which the outer rotule, and even the shaft itself, had been 
nearly eliminated; while the general features of the sponge, except- 
ing as to robustness, remained the same. The changes, it will be 
observed, followed closely the lines of increasing altitude; their 
cause must be left for later determination. 

The fact mentioned in the early part of my technical description, 
that specimens of this species are often seen, having their dermal 
surfaces covered with parallel-lying skeleton spicules, is well worthy 
of notice. A portion at least, of the skeleton spicules in all sponges 
seem to have their origin in this dermal film. If, under a high 
magnifying power, we wateh the surface of a sponge that has ger- 
minated and is growing in a stage tank or other convenient receptacle, 
we will see these spicules carried about in the amoeboid wanderings 
of the dermal cells, the end of each multiplying the motion and 
swaying like the gnomon of Wi time piece. Under these conditions 
they are probably prepared, and as the result of these motions they 
are placed to form the connecting links between the main lines of 
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fasciculated spicules, that are themselves formed in the deeper parts 
of the sponge. In T. pennsylvanica, the spicules are short and 
slightly, if at all, fasciculated; and, as the crossing lines are more 
numerous, they require a greater proportion of these forms of dermal 
origin. 

(V.) Gen. PARMULA, Carter. Ann. and Mag. 1881. p. 98. 

Gen. char. Skeletoin spicules niearly as in Tubella; generally 
robust, their ends rounded or abruptly teriminated. Dermal spicules 
sometimes present. Gemmules surrounded by a granular or cellular 
crust of considerable thickness, charged with or embedding ana ar- 
mature of shield-shaped (parmuliform) spicules. 

In the species of this genus, all from the River Amazoni, South 
America, or fronm some of its tributaries, a further modification of 
the birotulate form of gemmule spicules may be observed. The 
outer rotule, that, in the last previous genus had become much 
inferior to the other, has now disappeared, as well as the larger 
portion of the shaft, leaving only the proximal rotule with an acu- 
minate umbo, as a "scutulate" or "parmuliform" spicule. 

Our first knowledge of the sponiges pertaininig to this genus, as 
well as of three of the Tubellas, already described, is derived from 
specimens collected by Mr. H. W. Bates during his sojourn upon 
the Amazon and its branches, from the year 1848 to 1859. His 
specinmens appear to have been generally gathered in the neighbor- 
hood of Villa Nova, probably in a side channel of the main river; 
("Dark Ygapos in virgin forest, margins of Amazons, Villa Nova.") 
On his return to England they were sent to Dr. Bowerbank, wvhose 
descriptions of them form the most interesting and valuable portions 
of his monograph. 

In the far too meagre narrative that Mr. Bates has given us of 
his journeyings, ("The Naturalist on the River Amazons," London, 
John Murray, 1873.) we are informed that the changes of level in 
this portion of the river between the wet and dry seasons amount 
to 25 or even 35 feet; that the floods last fromn three to four months; 
and when the water retires "the trunks and lower branches of the 
trees are coated with dried slime, and disfigured by rounded masses 
of freshwater sponges, whose long horny spiculT and dingy colors 
give them the appearance of hedge hogs." 

It is rather remarkable that later travellers in this district do 
not seem to have had their curiosity excited by the singular appear- 
ance of these encrusting or suspended masses, so far as to induce 
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them to collect specimens and bring them to the knowledge of 
specialists in this branch of science. Few if any, at least, are reported 
to have been seen or described, until now that a single specimen 
has fallen into my hands. It was collected during a transcontinental 
journey from the west coast of South America, through Bolivia 
and down the Beni, Madeira and Amazon Rivers, undertaken by 
Dr. H. H. Rusby, travelling in the interest of the enterprising drug 
firm of Parke, Davis & Co. of New York. 

I failed to communicate with Dr. Rusby, as I had greatly desired, 
before he left the western side of the continent, to request his par- 
ticular attention to these sponges; and the specimen referred to was 
one that only incidentally attracted his notice as he floated down 
the rivers. It was seen not in the water however, but hanging high 
and dry above it. When I had confirmed his supposition that it 
was a fresh water sponge, a species of Parmula, he wrote, -"It exists 
abundantly along the River Ibon a small branch of the Beni. 
When the river overflows, the sponge is deposited in the bushes. 
It is exactly spherical and of a size varying from that of a walnut 
to one foot in diameter. The spicules are poisonous when penetrating 
the flesh, producing a painful swelling that lasts for several days. 
It is said at times to produce lockjaw.' The overflow is annual and 
lasts only a few weeks. The sponge appears to vary in other local- 
ities in which I saw it. Beside this there are other quite different 
species that are deposited at the same time. One is a very dirty 
thing, like a mass of mud, or of mud mixed with ashes; of most 
irregular form, looking like the mud nests made by some species of 
ants and bees." 

The principal specimen received from Dr. Rusby and probably 
the only species that he was aware that he collected, nearly resembles 
Parmula brownii (S. brownii, Bk.) and will be presently described 

1 I can say nothing confirmatory of the supposed poisonous character of these 
spicules, except what is prohably already well known,-that when hanidling dried 
fresh water sponges of any kind, if the forehead, neck, wrists etc. are accidentally 
touched by the fingers, to which spicules may have adhered, the latter penetrate the 
skin and produce very perceptible and irritating welts which remain for several 
hours. I received recently from Mr. Henry L. Osborn of Lafayette, Indiana, a 
sample of fine dirt that was complained of by laborers who cultivated a certain 
field, as producing a greatly irritated condition of the skin in dry weather, when, 
as dust, it settled upon them. It appeared that a portion of this field had been an 
old "pond hole," since drained; and I found the dust to abound in the spicules of 
sponges that had once lived there. 
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as a variety of that species. Upon the slender stem that supports it 
however, on the two. leaves pertaining to that stem and even parasit- 
ical amongst the spicules of the primary sponge, I discovered several 
other kinds; viz.-on the stem, little groups of Meyenia gregaria 
almost exactly as Dr. Bowerbank has described them;-on the 
leaves, Spongilla navicella, Carter, whose enigmatical character has 
been alluded tQ in the remarks on that species; also a curiously 
minute new species now described under the name of Meyenia 
minuta; and upon or within the sponge itself, a few gemmules of 
Tubellac recurvata and many of a new species of Parmula, that will 
be presently noticed: six species belonging to four genera; with dis- 
tinct but insufficient indications of one or two others. With a 
productiveness and withal a variety so great as this, it may not be 
cause of wonderment that the writer should feel that were the op- 
portunity afforded thoroughly to examine a single log, that had 
floated for a year in one of the side channels of the Amazon, the 
history and classification of fresh-water sponges in Anmerica might 
have to be in large measure rewritten. 

KEY TO TH E SPECIES OF THE GENUS PARMULA. 

1. Sponge rigid, coarsely reticulated. Gemmule surrounded by a 
tuberculated parenchyma, charged with parmuliform spicules, 
both upon the chitinous coat and on the outer surface of the 
tubercules, in ivhich they are associated with a minute spined 
acerate. P. batesii. 

2. Sponge rigid, coarsely, reticulated. Crust of gemmules gran- 
ular, penetrating the compact spicular capsule by many slender 
processes. No outer series of parmuliform spicules. 

P. brownii. 
3. Sponge minute; skeleton spicules not fasciculated. Crust of 

large granuliferous cells forming irregular rounided lobes whose 
size and shape are determined by the interspaces of the spicules 
of a much less compact capsule. No spined acerates. Parmu- 
liform spicules forming a complete armature upon the chitinous 
coat. P. rusbyi. 

The descriptions of the older species are copied from H. J. Carter, 
preferred to those of Dr. Bowerbank as showing the results of a 
later study of the specimens and one made in the light of the re- 
vised classification; yet in the course of my study of the same spe- 
cies I have been delighted with the minute accuracy of Dr. Bower- 
bank's observations, particularly those included in his general re- 
marks. 
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(1) Parmula batesii, Carter. Ann. and Mag, 1881, p. 99. 

Spongilla batesii, Bowerbank. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1863, p. 459. 
Sponge "more or less globular when growing round the small im- 

mersed branches of trees one incb or more in thickness. Structure 
coarsely reticulate, extremely hard and rigid, rising into thorn-like 
processes on the surface. Color light sea-green. Skeleton spicule 
curved, fusiform, abruptly sharp-pointed, smooth,.forming, when 
bundled together with the hard transparent sarcode, the rigid struct- 
ure above mentioned, charged throughout with statoblasts. Stat- 
oblast large, globular, more or less uniformly tuberculated. Aper- 
ture infundibular. Crust very thick, composed of granular microcell- 
structure of a white color, which, growing out through the intersti- 
ces of the reticular arrangement of skeleton-spicules, reduced in size, 
which form a capsular covering to the statoblast, gives it the tuber- 
culated character mentioned. Charged with and surrounded by 
miniute, thin, curved, fusiform, gradually sharp-pointed, spinous acer- 
ates, irregularly dispersed throughout its substance, limited, both 
inside and outside, by a layer of parmuliforrm spicules, the fornmer in 
contact with the chitinous coat, and the latter on the free surface of 
the crust, giving it a light brown color. Parmuliform spicule cir- 
cular, flat, infundibuliform, terminating in a point, like a little 
round shield turned up at the nmargin, which is even, arranged both 
internally and externally in juxtaposition, more or less overlapping 
each other, with the funnel-shaped process outwards in both instan- 
ces, so that the surface of the crust is covered with little points." 

Carter. 
Loc. River Amazon. 

(2) Parmula brownii, Carter. Ann. and Mag. 1881, p. 99, 

Spongilla brownii, Bowerbank. Proc. Zool. Soc. 183, p. 457. 
Sponge "globular four or more inches in diameter, appended to a 

small twig rather than einbracing it. Structure and color the saine 
as in the foregoing species. Skeleton-spicules the same but dimin- 
ished to half their size round the statoblasts, to which they afford a 
distinct capsule. Statoblast globular; aperture slightly infundib- 
ular; crust thin, composed of microscopically minute, spherical cells, 
irregularly agglomerated together, so as to produce small lacinuli- 
form processes, which project into the interspaces between the cap- 
sular spicules; unaccompanied by the spinous spicule, which is pres- 
ent in the foregoing species, and without a continuous layer of the 
parmuliform spicule over the surface, but presenting one in contact 
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with the chitinous coat, where it is overlain by an extremely thin 
development of the microcellular crust, from which the lacinuliform 
processes above mentioned are projected." Carter. 

Loc. British Guiana. 

Parmula brownii, var. tuberculata, n. var. 

Sponge as seen in a dried state, dark brown, massive, spherical; 
enveloping the small twig upon which it had grown. Mass ex- 
tremely rigid, spinous at the superfices; reticulations many times 
larger, than those of any known North American sponge. (The sar- 
code and dermis have nowv almost entirely disappeared.) 

Gemmules numerous; granular crust rather thin, surrounded by 
a dense capsuile of spicules, the interstices of which it penetrates by 
numerous fibre-like extensions, which, when seen in small white 
rounded proininences outside the capsutle, give it a peculiar mottled 
appearance. The gemmules are firmnly attached by their capsular 
spicules to the radiatinig and connecting lines of skeleton spicules 
near their outer extremities, and form a continuous zone just within 
the mass. 

Skeleton spicules smooth, robust, nearly cylindrical, but slightly 
thicker at the middle; terminationls abruptly pointed. Those of the 
capsule are similar, but about one half the length of the former and 
more curved. Many of them are covered with large and beautifully 
rounded tubercles which are the marked features of this variety. 

Dermal spicules very minute, slender, spined acerates; spines at 
the middle long, perpendicular, rounded. 

Gemmule spicules parmuliform or shield shaped; conlsisting of a 
subeirec.lar )roximal rotule with entire margin, then rapidly tapering 
into a central boss or spine whose length may be equal to one third 
or one half the diameter of the rotule. These are embedded under 
the crust resting upoIn the chitinouis coat. 

Hab. Upon truinks and branches of submerged trees. 
Loc. Beni River, East Bolivia, S.- A. Collected by Dr. H. H. 

Rusby. 
The specimen of this variety of P. brownii, received from Dr. 

Rusby is about five inches in diameter, very rigid to the touch, but 
with meshes relatively very large, so that it was possible to see 
through the mass nearly at the centre. Its attachment to the 
twig around which it grew, is, at present, but slight, the twig hav- 
ing shrunken away from the priinary supporting membrane. The 
radiatinig lines of skeleton spicules, slender at first, have gradually 
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increased with the growth of the sponge, until, near their ends, their 
thickness may be that of 30 to 50 skeleton spicules en fascicle. In 
its living condition, of course, these lines of spicules were clothed 
with sarcode, and the outer surface, without doubt, was surrounded 
by a dermis of greater or less density, giving the sponge more the 
appearance of a solid mass than it has at present. The dernmal spic- 
ules above described were found in some small patches of adherent 
brown substance, where they were associated with the proper skele- 
ton and capsular spicules of this species and are therefore assumed 
to belong to it though not found in situ. 

The gemmules are here a very interesting feature. Throughout 
the outer half inch of the mass, they are seen attached to every 
spicular thread, less like beads than grapes, and appear to have 
been formed at the close of the season of growth, or just before the 
retirement of the waters, left the sponge hanging in mid-air. It is 
of course important to learn, so far as may be possible from the ex- 
amination of this specimen, whether the whole of the mass was 
formed during a single period of submergence. If not, I argue 
that another zone should be found within the first, formed at the 
termination of a previous season, the germination and colonial 
growth of whose gemmules would give rise to the "second story" of 
this structure. This appears to be the case. A spherical space of, 
say, one and a half inches diameter, at the centre of the mass, is 
charged with gemmules, while between this and the outer zone of 
gemmules, a space more than an inch in breadth is almost or entire- 
ly clear of them. It is supposable, therefore, that this specimen 
represents a growth of two years, at least of two seasons of sub- 
mergence, and that the life of the sponge, whether it be in the con- 
dition of ova or of resting spores merely, has been preserved in the 
gemmules in despite of, say, eight or ten months of absolute desic- 
cation.' 

(3) Parmula rusbyi, n. sp. 

Sponge minute, parasitic upon P. brownii, v. tuberculata; Spicules 
non-fasciculate. Mass, as seen, with no definite outline. 

'After writing the above, it occurred to me to attempt the germination of some of 

the gemmules under consideration, and in one instance, within two days, and in 

another, in six hours after placing a few in water, an exttusion of germinal 

matter was observed. In neither case has this yet resulted in a recognizable 

eml)ryonic sponge, but they sufficiently evidence conitinued vitality. 
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Gemmules iiunuerous, without attachment, restinig within open- 
meshed capsules, through which the crust expands itself in many 
large and irregularly rounded lobes, composed of large parenchymal 
cells filled with granular matter,' beneath which, in a single layer, 
the parmuliform spicules rest in a normal fashion upon the chitinous 
coat. 

Skeleton spicules almost indistinlguislhable from those of the 

supporting species; their prinicipal feature being, that they are loosely 
aggregated and never occur in bundles of fasciculated lines. 

No dermal spicules seen. 
Parmulifori geinmule spicules rest upon the chitinous coat, and 

from above them the parenchymal crust easily separates. 
Hab. Only known within the meshes of P. brownii. 
Loc. Beni River, etc. S. A. 
The characteristic gemmules of this species (?) were first noticed 

among the debris of the above named variety. After an earnest 
effort to determine their origin and associations, they were at last 
traced to certain minute flocculent masses of indefinite shapes resting 
amiiong the spicular lines of that sponge. The gemimules certainly 
differ in type from-l those of either of the before described species, 
and btit one other solution occurs to me, besides that which I have 
adopted; viz. making it a new species; and this is, the possibility, 
barely a possibility, that they pertain to the principal sponge, as errant 
or floating gemumules, for the distribution of the species; as the more 
commnon anid normal forimis of P. brownii are so heavily weighted 
with capsular and skeleton spicules that when detached, they sink 
promptly to the depths of the water. 

Pending the solution of this problem, I. name it as a provisional 
species after Dr. Rusby, from whom science has received much and 
hopes for more. 

(V1) Gen. CARTERIUS, Potts. 

Carterella, Potts & Mills; Proc. Acad. Nat. Aci. 1881, p. 150. 
Cen. Char. Skeleton spicules as in Spongilla or Meyenia. Gem- 

mulT globular, the chitinous coat around the foraminal aperture 

'A re examination of several mounted specimens of P. rusbyi, made with a 

view to affirm or disprove certain suggestions of my friend Carter, has convinced me 

that the granular mualter, above spoketi of in tlhis and probably also in other cases, 

differs from that condition of the crust that has been called cellular in no other 

respect than in the size of the cells. The large parenchymal cells in this case, 

therefore, contain within them or are suhdivided into, immense numbers of the 

smaller kind. It should he said that Mr. Carter prefers to consider this a mere 

variety of P. br-ownii. 
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expanded and prolonged into a tube of variable length in the differ- 
ent species, whose termination is either funnel-shaped, disk-like with 
fibrous margins, or divided into one or several cirrous appendages 
sometimes of considerable relative length, curling or twisting about 
each other or surrounding objects. Birotulate spicules akin to those 
of Meyenia or Hetromeyenia. (Pl. VI, figs. iii, iv, v and vi.) 

The name Carterella was first applied to this genus in June 1881, 
at the suggestion of Mr. (now Prof.) Jno. A. Ryder, in honor of my 
friend H. J. Carter, Esq. F. R. S. etc. whose scienitific life, more 
than that of any other man bad been devoted to the study of the 
marine and fresh water sponges. During the previous summer two 
species possessing the features indicated had been discovered by 
Mr. Mills of Buffldo and myself, and briefly described as of the genus 
Spongilla, which had niot then been divided. The approval of Mr. 
Mills was courteously given to the use of the name Carterella, which, 
a few years later was necessarily changed to Carterius, on the dis- 
covery that the former term had been preoccupied by Zittel in the 
same association, to designate one of his fossil types. At that time 
and for several years after, the occurrence of cirrous appendages was 
altogether unknown among European sponges; but the past few 
years, which have been so fruitful of American species in foreign 
parts, have developed one of this type in Russia, and later, in Bohe- 
mia, called by its discoverer, Dr. AW. Dybowski, Dosilia stepanowii. 

The tendrils of the three recognized American species, C. tubisper- 
ma, C. latitenta and U. tenosperma, differ obviously in length and 
character, and with the Russian species probably present as many 
types of these organic features, as it will be profitable to designate 
by specific names. Several intermediate forms have, however, been 
noticed by Mr. Mills and B. W. Thomas Esq., of Chicago, varying 
as to the length of the foraminal tubules and the character of the 
supported tendrils; the most noticeable case, being the substitution 
of a flaring funnel-shaped termination of the tubule, for the latter 
organs. 

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THE GENUS CARTERIUS. 

1. Foraminal tubule terminating in a sub-quadrangular disk at 
whose angles the chitin divides into processes of variable length. 
(PI. VI, fig- iv.) C. (Dosilia) stepanowii. 

2. Foraminal tubule very long and slender; tendrils short, irregu- 
lar, or wavering. (PI. VI, fig. iii.) C. tubi8perma. 
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3. Foraminal tubule shorter; tendrils one or two, enveloping the 
tubule. (P1. VI, fig. v.) C. latitenta. 

4. Foraminal tubule still shorter; tendrils three to five, very long 
and slender. (P1. VI, fig. vi.) C. tenospermna. 

(1) Carterius stepanowii, Petr. (P1. VI, fig. iv.) 

Dosilia stepanowii, Dybowski. 1884. See Vejdovsky, "Diagnosis" 
etc., p. 179. 

In reference to this species, described as above by Prof. Vejdov- 
sky, I am kindly permitted to make use of the following inote by 
H. J. Carter, F. R. S. etc. in Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. 1887, p. 
212. 

"This fresh-water sponge, which in 1884 was named "Dosilia (?) 
stepanoiui by Dr. W. Dybowski, from a specimen found near Char- 
kow, in southern Russia (Annals, 1884, Vol. XIV. p. 60); was also 
found in 1885 by Prof. Fr. Petr, of the University of Prague, in the 
neighborhood (if Deutschbrod, in Bohemia, about 60 miles South 
East of that city; and his description of it, which is beautifully il- 
lustrated, was published in the Czech language at Prague, in 1886. 
It appears to be the same as that discovered by Mr. H. Mills, of Buffa- 
lo, New York, in the Niagara River, in 1880, viz: Carterius tubis- 
perma (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 14th. June, 1881, p. 150). 

"Thus this remarkable genus of Spongilla, first brought to notice 
by Mr. Ed. Potts, of Philadelphia, in a specimen found in a small 
streanm in the late Centennial grounds, Fairmount Park, Philadel- 
phia (ib. about August, 1880,) which he then named S. tentasperma, 
and subsequently S. tenosperma (ib. p. 357), ending with Carterius 
tenosperma, its present name, has now been found in Southern Rus- 
sia and mid-Europe, as above stated. 

"In the same communication also Prof. Petr has described and 
illustrated, under the provisionial name of Ephydatia bohemica, 
another fresh-water spoinge, found at Kavasetice, in the same dis- 
trict, wherein the statoblast presents an incipient condition of the 
curious development characterizing Carterius, with a spiculation 
which appears to me, from the illustrations, to be very like that of 
his C. stepatowii. 

"Lastly, Mr. H. Mills of Buffalo, in a letter dated 20th. Nov. 
1886, sent me a specimen of Carterius from the Niagara River 
which he considers allied to U. latitenta, Potts, wherein the expand- 
ed portion of this development presents itself under the form of a 
cup, with even, circular margin, (that is entirely without cirrous ap- 
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pendages), whose bottom is pierced by the upright tubular part in 
the usual way; which "form" appears to prevail generally in the 
statoblasts of this variety." 
2) Carterius tubisperma, Mills. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. June 1881, p. 150. (P1. 
vI, fig. iii.) 

Spongilla Mills. Am. Jour. Micros. June 1880, p. 132. 
Sponge brown or green, massive, loose textured; surface wave- 

like. 
Gemmulie numerous, spherical, relatively large; crust charged 

with birotulate spicules. Foraminal apertures prolonged into slen- 
der, cylindrical tubes, whose greatest length is about equal to the 
diameter of the gemmule, abruptly flaring at their terminations into 
several short, inconsequent tendrils of less or greater length. (P1. 
VI, fig. iii, a.) 

Skeleton spicules rather slender, fasciculate, subfusiform, gradual- 
ly pointed, sparsely spiniferous; spines small, rounded. (PI. XII, 
fig. vi, a.a.) 

Dermal spicules long, slender, acerates; generally straight, en- 
tirely spined; spines near the middle of the spicules long, cylindri- 
cal; terminations rounded. (Ibid. e.e.) 

Gemmule birotulates abundant, irregular in length, (suggesting 
the genus Hetromeyenia); shafts cylindrical, sometimes with one or 
more spines; outer surface of rotules arched; rays numerous, long; 
terminations incurved (ibid. b.b.b.c.) 

Meaws. Skeleton spicules 0 0099 by 0-00025 inches. Dermal 
spicules 0-0038 inches long. Birotulates 0 0019 by 0-00015 inches. 
Diameter of disk 0-0008 inches. 

Hab. On timbers etc. 
Loc. Niagara River, New York; Cochituate Reservoir, Boston, 

Mass. etc. 
The original description by Mr. Mills of his species, given as 

above in June 1880, without specific name is as follows: 
"Sponge low, branching (?) green, growing on the upper surface 

of stones in not very deep water. Skeleton spiculie fusiform-acerate, 
slightly arcuate, moderately stout, spined; spines small, sparsely 
distributed; length 0X01 to 0-012 inches, apices naked. These 
are mixed with a great many fine delicate spicula (dermals) densely 
spined to the end; length 0 009 inches, scattered in groups on each 
slide of mounted specimens. Ovaria globose; diameter 0-02 inches. 
Foramen tubed; tube terminating with five (?) finger-like processes 
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somewhat resembling tentacles. Spicula birotulate, long, very deli- 
cate; length of axle 00015 inches, one or more large spines on each 
axle. Rotulae slightly arcuate, equal in size. Length of tube to 
foramen 0-01 inches. Length of tentacle shaped processes, one 
fiftieth to one eightieth of an inch." 

(3) Carterius latitenta, Potts. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. July 1881, p. 176. 

(P1. VI, fig. v,. P1. XII, fig. v.) 

Sponge green, encrusting stones etc.; texture very loose; the 
longer bands of skeleton spicules rising into abrupt wave-lines at 
short distances; masses thicker near the middle. 

Gemmulte numerous, spherical; cruist charged with birotulate 
spicules; foramina prolonged into tapering (narrowing) tubules 
shorter than those of C. tubisperma; terminations rounded. Cir- 
rous appendages, at first flat and ribbon-like, enveloping the tu- 
bule, (or pierced by it), some distance below its termination; fre- 
quently but one, rarely more than two of these, which soon become 
slender and rounded, long and tapering, occasionally subdividing 
into many short irregular ones. (P1. VI, fig. v. a. and d.) 

Skeleton spicules fusiform, smooth or very sparsely microspined, 
gradually pointed. (P1. XII, fig. v. a.a.) 

Dermal spicules long, acerate, slightly curved, entirely spined; 
spines irregular, longer towards the middle of the spicule. (Ibid. 
c.c.) 

Birotulate spicules stout; shafts with numerous long, pointed 
spines; surfaces of rotules rounded; rays deeply cut, tapering, some- 
times incurved (ibid. b.b.b.d.) (P1. VI, fig. v. b.) 

Meas. Skeleton spicules 0-0111 by 000045 inches. Length of 
dermal spicules 000(38 inches. Birotulates 00019 by 000015 in- 
ches. Diameter of disk 0O001 inches. 

Iab. On stones etc., in rapidly running water. 
Loc. Chester Creek, Pennsylvania; Western New York etc. 
In the summer of 1881, I resided temporarily in a fine agricul- 

tural district in Chester County, Pennsylvania. As a rule, July is, 
in this part of the world, too early for the collection of mature spec- 
imens. Some species, however, form their gemmules thus early; 

and, while wading along the east branch of Chester Creek, there a 

shallow stream, averaging eight or ten feet in width, turning over 
stones in the "riffs," or little rapids, probing the roots of encroach- 
ing trees and examining the stems of water plants, I found traces of a 

sponge, which, under the microscope, proved to be a third species of 
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Carterius. The gemmules were young, to be sure, but the tendrils 
were there and the novelty of the species was easily seen. 

Further down the stream, where the public road crosses it by an old- 
fashioned "covered-bridge," in the shelter of it and, incidentally, pro- 
tected from the trampling of cattle by fences of barbed wire, was found 
the very headquarters, the "zoological garden" of this species. Nearly 
every stone and the gravelly bed of the stream between them, was 
covered with it just under the surface of the water. The masses were 
not large, say five or six inches in diameter; and while thickest near 
the middle, tapered off into a delicate nimbus around the edges. This 
appearance was more conspicuous during the early autumn, when, the 
thicker portions having become brown with age, a new growth, 
probably from the germination of some of the older gemmules, had 
started around the edges, and in this no gemimules could yet be 
found. Soon after, the bunches began to dwindle in size, and on 
the day after Christmas of that year, I find it recorded, "the masses 
have all been washed away, leaving a slight muddy incrustation, 
consisting partially of filiform algaT, with numerous sponge gem- 
mules and their tendrils, which have aided in binding the particles 
of a deposit of silt or fine mud into a persistent film, that will prob- 
ably last until the time for germination next spring." The follow- 
ing year the amount of this sponge, in that locality, was much re- 
duced, and since that date I have had no opportunity to examine 
it. 

In common with the other two species, this fresh-water sponge is 
very loosely held together; with the same conspicuous wave-lines of 
spicules marking its surface. On the gemmules, the broad ribbon- 
like tendrils, seemingly pierced by the tapering ends of the forami- 
nal tubules, are in strong contrast with the slender, thread-like fila- 
ments of C. tenosperma, next to be described; still less do they re- 
semble those inconsequent, almost embryonic, features of C. tubisper- 
ma and C. (Dosilia) stepanowii. Yet the spicules of this species, 
skeleton, dermal and birotulate, closely resemble those of C. tubis- 
per-ma and both are suggestive of H- repens. 

(4) Carterius tenosperma, Potts. (P1. VI, fig. vi; P1. XII. fig. iv.) 

Spongilla tentasperma, Potts. Proc. Acad. Nat: Sci. Phila. July 
1880. 

Spongilla tenosperma, Potts. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. Nov. 
1880, p. 357. 

Carterella tenosperma, Potts. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. June 
1881, p. 150. 

18 
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Sponge yellowish-green; creeping upon and around water-plants 
anid roots, matting themn together and thus forming loose, irregular 
masses several inelles in diameter, often including shells of Planor- 
bis and otlher snails. Less frequently it is found encrusting the up- 
per sturface of stones or the gravelly bed of a stream to the depth of 
two or tlhree linies. Sponge itself of no describable formii. 

Gemmul si)herical, ligilt yellow or broNvi, rather numnierous amonig 
the skeletoni spicuh he and(l the attaclhed roots; granular crust charged 
with birotulate spicutleS. Foramiiina sul)-elliptically enlarged and 
prolonged to a length about equal to one fourth the diamieter of the 
geimmule. Jtist below its rounded terminlation it gradually flares 
atnd divides inito two to five tapering, slend(le-, curling or twisted ten- 
drils, whose lengtlh mlay be as inuch as a lhalf an inch. These cir- 
rous appendages or prolongationis of the chitinous eoat of the gemll- 
nule in this species are genierally rounoild, but occasionally, near their 

origin, are flat for a shlort distanee. (P1. VI., fig. vi.) 
Skeletoin spicules slenler, subftusiform, grindually pointed, ve\ry 

sparsely microspiine(1. (PI. XII, fig. iv. a.a.) 
DerIial spicules slend(ler, niearly straiight aterates, entirely spiiied; 

s)ines longer near the mriiddle of the, spicuiles. (Ibid. d.d.dc.) 
Birotuilate spiiules wvith cylindrical shafts, abundantly spinled; 

s)ines as lonig as the rays: of the rottules; acutely conical. Rays of 
supposable rotules nLiumerous, spreadinLg outward like a, buirr or bruslh; 
often with a spinollt prolongation in the line of tlle shaft. (Ibid. b. 

c.c. e.e.) 
Meas. Skeleton spicules 0'0098 by 0)00025 inches. Length of 

dlermal spicules 0(0028 inches. Birotulate spicuiles 0(0018 by 01)001 
inches. Diameter of disk 0 0006 inches. 

Hab. As described. 
Loc. Lansdowne Run, Centennial Grounds, Philadelphia; Le- 

hiigh River, Bethlehem, IPennsylvania; Rtalhway River, New .Jer- 
sey, etc. 

The visitor to the Amierican C(entennial Expositioni of 1876, wheth- 
er foreigner or "to the inanner born," if but for a minute he with- 
drew his eyes fromii that wonderful display of human art and rested 
theni upoIn the niattural beauties of the landscape in the midst of 
which it was placed, can hardly even now fail to remember the "Lake" 
with its ever flowing geyser founitain, lying north of "M'achinery 
Hall." Escaping by a passage under the "Belmiont Road,." the over- 
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flow of this pond made its way to the Schuylkill River through the 
lovely "Lansdowne Glen," filling the little "Run" that, before and 
since that summer, has but softly murmured through it, with an un- 
familiar turmoil of waters. In its normal condition this stream is 
one a child could step over at almost any point, and all its water 
could probably be carried through a six-inch pipe. 

That portion of it just below Belmont Avenue has become some- 
what famous in our local biological annals. It was here that Prof. 
Leidy found, a year or two after the "Centennial," thousands of col- 
onies of his beautiful Bryozoan, Cristatella idae, covering every stick 
and stone. Here in 1878 the writer discovered that fragment of 
Spongilla fragilis, which, thus accidentally, directed his attention 
toward a line of study in which he has since had such great enjoy- 
ment; and here two years later was first found the subject of the 
present memoir, a sponge whose novelty was exhibited in a greater 
departure from previously known types, than had been the case with 
any before discovered. Spongilla tentasperma, S. tenosperma, Car- 
terella tenosperma and Carterius tenosperma, ring the changes in its 
name and history, till it now stands accepted, I trust, (coincident- 
ly with C. tubisperma of Mr. Mills,) as the first instance in which 
the spherical chitinous body of a sponge gemmule has attained a 
cirrous development, conspicuous in its character and evident in its 
purpose. 

The cirri in this species are very long and slender; curling and 
twisting in infinite contortions about themselves and the roots among 
which they grow;-so long, that they have been combed out to an 
actual length of half an inch, or twenty five times the diameter of 
the gemmules of which they are parts. More or less of the sponge 
was found at the same locality for several successive years, until 1885, 
when, as search was not made until December, its apparent absence 
was not to be wondered at. 

One circumstance not easily explained must be mentioned as a 
part of its history. The birotulates of those gemmulhe collected in 
1880 were peculiar in this,-there were no proper rotules, and the 
rays at the ends of each spicule stood out in every direction, like the 
bristles of a mop. On those gathered during the following, and, so 
far as I remember, during subsequent years, this habit has changed 
and the rotules in nearly all cases are perfect. The collections were 
made at precisely the same locality; and in all other respects the 
sponges appear to be identical. 
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We have now examined in detail all the genera comprised in the 
group Spougillina, that are clearly characterized by the presence of 
"seed-like reproductive organs called statoblasts" or gemmules. There 
yet remain three genera in which no suIch organs have been discovered. 
As slhowni by their geographical derivatioin, they are as certainly 
jfresh water sponges as anly of the otlhers, and the absence of the sup- 
posed distinctive features, may or may not prove to be real. They 
have wot yet been founiid; that is all. Buit ineitlher have tiie spoInges 
beeni examiined at the place of their growth, if we ex(ept the Lubo- 
mewirskima, by anry one fatmiliar with the peculiarities of the fresh water 
f)rnis, who hias torn to pieces mass after mass, as was donie in the case 
of S. lacustris, v. abortiva, S. aspinosa, H. pictovensis etc; as must be 
donie in ouir treatmenit of all the evergureeni sponges, which, probably 
for thie very reasoii that they live throughout the year, perfect but 
few gemmules. 

I know that it is in the line of my owIn arguments, already given, 
to believe it possible that fresh water sponges, living in deep, 
tropical waters, should not adopt this method of reproduction; and 
I (1o believe it, theoretically. It is necessary however that this theory 
shlouild be l)roved by a more thoroulgh and systematic examination, 
of the (genera niow to be briefly m-entioned, which are neither all 
tropical nor "deep" in their origin, when, if they maintain their 
claim, it will be in order to form a new group to comprise them. 

Between two of these genera there is a stroing family resemblance 
ait least in the forrms of their skeleton spicules. Those of the third 
geinus, Luboe mirskia, as well as the prevailing, habit of the species, seem 
to differ fromi the otlhers. I regret that I lhave not been able to find 
Eng,lish translations of Dr. Dybowski's descriptions, bult can present 
only the miieagre sketches plrepared by H. J. Ctarter froni his exam- 
itnation of the plates furnished by the author. 

(VIIa.) Prov. Gen. URUGUAYA, Carter. 

Uruguaya corallioides, Carter. Ann. and Mag. iSsi, p. 100. 

ASpongiila co)'aliioides, Bowerbank. Proc. Zool. Soc. etc. 1863, p. 
460. 

Sponige "irregularly digitate; rising into ta polyclhotoiimous and 
Intavistoinosing m11,azss of cylindric.al braniches, wlicll may attain sever- 

al1 inchlles (seveni or iilore) in all directions. Color faint wlhitish yel- 
lowI, or dark leaden. on the surface; internally white or colorless. 

Sur-faee evem-i., vitreotus in appearance, extremIiely lhard, smnooth and 

Oll).ct, i1mterl)te(l 1tby somall r.aised venlts, more or less uniformly 
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distributed at short and unequal distances from each other. Inter- 
nal structure composed of short, densely reticulated fibre, formed of 
the skeleton spicules of the sponge, in bundles firmly united together 
by colorless sarcode, which, together with the spicules, in a dried 
state, simulates, from its hardness and vitreous appearance an en- 
tirely silicified mass. Skeleton-spicule very robust, much curved, 
cylindrical, rounded at both ends, smooth or microspined, about six 
times longer than it is broad. Statoblast unknown." Carter. 

Loc. "Rapids of the River Uruguay, above the town of Salto, 
Uruguay." 

Several large specimens of this sponge have been collected by dif- 
ferent travellers, and are deposited in English museums. Mr. Car- 
ter mentions the names of Messrs. G3eorge Higgin, W. Bragge, 
R. M. Andrew, and Dr. Garland in this connection. 

(VIIb.) Gen. POTAMOLEPIS, Marshall. 

Zeit. fur Naturwissenchaft, XVI. N. F.IX. Bd. 553. Leipzig, May, 1883. 

"Monactinellid, silicious, fresh-water sponges of great brittleness, 
with curved, obtuse, smooth spicules, which, when dry, are closely 
cemented together by a small quantity of organic substance. No 
gemmules." Marshall. 

The descriptions of the following species, are abbreviated from a 
translation of the above paper, as found in the "Ann. and Mag." etc. 
1883, p. 391 etc. Th6 specimens examined and described by Dr. 
Wm. Marshall were collected by Dr. Pechuel-Loesche from the 
Congo River, Africa, about 150 miles from the sea, and above sev- 
eral "Falls" named. 

(1) Potamolepis leubnitziae, Marshall. 

"Forming crusts of 1-15 millim. thick, finely porous, of yellow- 
ish white color and silky lustre; exactly the appearance of unbaked 
wafers. The surface presents a few crateriform elevations of 0-25- 
040 mm. in height, standing in not very distinctly marked rows, 
upon faint undulations, which divide dichotomously in both direc- 
tions and frequently disappear, and in which a certain parallelism is 
unmistakeable. At the summit of each elevation there is an oscu- 
lum of irregular elongati-ovate anid sometimes elongati-triangular or 
pentagonal form, separated usually by a space of two millimeters. 
The mouths, which are usually furnished not with smooth but with 
finely notched margins, lead into shallow gastric spaces, wlhich im- 
mediately break up into several canals; in the angular mouths a ca- 
nal is frequently found at each angle." "These canals run horizoia- 
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tally, branching dichotomously and communicating with those per- 
taining to the neighboring oscular systems. Incurrent apertures nu- 
merous, circular, about 01 mm. in diameter, though some are much 
smaller." 
(2) Potamolepis chartaria, Marshall. 

"Oral cone isolated with round, entire margins 0-8-1 mmii. in diam- 
eter. Incurrent apertures not numerous, 01 mm. in breadth. Sur- 
face like blotting paper, with a dermal skeletoii com-lposed of very 
delicate, felted, straight acerates 0-08 mmn. long. Color of spoinge 
when dry, chocolate-brown." 
(3) Potamolepis pechue1ii, Marshall. 

"Sponige crust-like, with numnerous oscular cones 1) miimi. high, oval 
at base; the longer anid shorter diameters being about as 2 to 1. 
These coines are placed in rows in the directioni of their longest diam- 
eters and are generally inelined at an angle of about 45?. The spic- 
ules of the species are mnore slender an(d less bent than those of either 
of the others. The color of the sponge is ash-gray with a silky lus- 
tre, and this aind the large size of the meshes give it the appearance of 
coarsely porots putilice-storle." Marshall, abridged. 

As before remarked, the skeleton spicules throughout this genus 
closely resemnlble those of Uruguaya; both being stout, cylindrical, 
curved, witlh hemispherical terminations. I uncderstand Mr. Mar- 
shall to say tllat he would probably have attached his species to 
Mr. Carter's genus if its title hald not beein so "inconveniently local." 

The readler is referred to Dr. Marshall's paper orn these Congo 
sponges, for manay interestinig anid valtuable observations. 

(VIIe.) Gen. LUBOMIRSKIA? 

(1) Lubomirskia baicalensis, Pallas. 

Mr. C,arter remarks: "One learnis from the figure of this species, 
that it consisted of long digital processes, about 14 inches long by 
one lhalf an inch in their greatest diameter; mlore or less uiniform- 
ly iniflated at short intervals (that is, bullate), bait solid throughout. 
(Dr. Marshall remarks that specimnens hiave been found 60 centinmeters, 
nearly 24 inches, high.) Structure elastic, bhlt not crunmbling be- 
twveeni the fingers. Color dark gray or olive green. Skeleton spic- 
ule cutrved, fits;form, gradually sharp pointed, spiniferous generally, 
but especially towards the ends, wlhile in sonie cases the rest of the 
shaf't is snmooth. Parenchyma spicuile a smooth, thin acerate." 

Carter. 
Loc. Lake Baikal, Central Asia. 
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(2) Lubomirskia bacillifera, Dybowski. 

Sponge "massive, more or less lobed. Structure much the same 
as that of the foregoing species, but finer and softer. Color grass- 
green. Skeleton spicule curved, cylindrical, sometimes fusiform, 
round at the ends, and spiniferous generally, but more particularly 
over the ends; sometimes smooth over the rest or middle of the 
shaft. Parenchyma spicule a small, thin, smooth acerate." Carter. 

Loc. Lake Baikal. 

(3) Lubomirskia intermedia, Dybowski. 

Sponge "flat, spreading. Structure like that of L. baicalensis, but 
more tender. Color yellowish or olive-green. Skeleton-spicule 
curved, fusiform, gradually sharp-pointed, spiniferous generally. 
Parenchyma spicule a large, smooth acerate." Carter. 

Loc. Lake Baikal. 

(4) Lubomirskia papyracea, Dybowski. 

Sponge "papyraceous in thinness, with smooth, shining surface. 
Structure very soft. Color white. Skeleton thick, (seven times 
longer than broad), curved, cylindrical, round at the ends, thickly 
spiniferous throughout. Parenchyma spicule a very small, smooth 
acerate." Carter. 

The above species, described by Dr. W. Dybowski, were collected 
by his brother Dr. Benedict Dybowski and Herr W. Godleuski, all 
from Lake Baikal in Siberia. Very many specimens were obtained 
bv them from various depths in the Lake, and the conclusion reach- 
ed by their intelligent observations was that the spoinge was totally 
devoid of genmimules. I do not know that these observations suffi- 
ciently covered the range of the seasons, to make the result positive. 
The condition of Lake Baikal as a geologically "recent" fresh-water 
lake, still retaining in its fauna etc., traces of its former marine 
character, (such as the existence of seals in it or in a recently con- 
nected body of water), renders these observations peculiarly import- 
ant. 
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CONCLIUSION. 

In closing this (third) Monograph of the fresh-water sponges, it is 
with the consciousness that the work of classification occupies a very 
humble place among biological efforts and that all systems rmust of 
necessity be teintative and temporary, sooti to l)e superseded by otlh- 
ers, the results of a larger knowledge, gained by the contemplation 
of a wider horizoni. Even so, it has its value in helping forward 
this very result. 

Some points in the present seemingly inarrov field of scientfic la- 
bor, worthy of the thought and study of future students have already 
beeni suggeste(l, such as the necess-ity of geinllles in fresh water as 
distinguishe(d froimi miarine spongres; the process of their formatioil 
their function and the rneans bvy whicll that end( is attaiined; the law 
of variationj in the quantity and clharacter of the enveloping crust, 
and the time and(l iode of fornmatioii of' tlle enibed(led arinature;- 
all have vet to be coneluisively sttudie(l. Otlher questions of a more 
limited character occcur, in the searchl foi the line of derivation that 
Imust be suippose(d to runi thlrough all the genera and species; and in 
the association, apparently ind(lielte(d amongst ottherwise dissilillar 
species, by the presence in] them of correspondent formis, such as the 
birotliate dermnals found ini certain Spon,gillas and Meyenias and 
the more fre(lqeInt recurrerice in several genera, of acerate derinials 
with characteristic, central]ly located1, )erl)etidicular spines, etc. 

Thle trute -meatniimi of such flcts miiust yet be discovered, and I 
know of nio miore hopeful field of labor for a younig n;aturalist, seek- 
ing for "new worlds to conquer," thainI that provided by the fresh- 
water sponiges. The few active wvorkers in this field, iil North 
Amnerica, h(ave, thits far, but glaIced at a few streamns and lakes, 
mostly in the ineigimborhoois of Buffalo. Cliicago and Philadelphia, 
and in parts of Flor ida, Nova Scotia and Newfoundland. Theere can 
be little douibt thlt time rest of the Continent holds many rare prizes 
in trust for younger anld better equiipped ex)lorers. 
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EXPLANATION OP PLATES. 

The magnification used in plates V. and VI. is irregular, as 
suited the several subjects of the artist. 'the figures on plates 
VII to XII inclusive, are uniformly magnified about 200 times 
and represent the spicules as seen upon prepared slides. 

PLATE V. 

Fig. I. Spongilla lacustris. Surface of gemmule showing,-a, posi- 
tion and character of "infundibular" foraminal aperture; 
b, acerate gemmule spicules, lying upon, or imbedded in, 
a granular "crust." (See P1. VII.) The position of these 
greatly varies in the different "varieties" or "forms," gov- 
erned generally by the thickness of said "crust." 

Fig. II. Spongilla fragilis. A, upper surface of part of "pavement 
layer" of gemmules; a, foraminal tubules, mostly curved, 
located at the centre of the upper surface of each gem- 
mule; b,b, acerate spicules embedded in the "cellular paren- 
chyma" which surrounds and combines the gemmules. 
(See P1. VIII.) B, section of "group" of "errant" gem- 
mules; a, curved foraminal tubules, always outward; b, 
envelope of cellular parenchyma charged with acerate 
spicules. 

Fig. III. Spongilla igloviformis. A, "elevation" of dome-shaped 
group of gemmules, showing through the surface of the 
"cellular parenchyma" which has been made transparent, 
the several gemmules in position, surrounded by the echin- 
ating acerate "parenchyma spicules." (P1. VIII, fig. v.) 
B, the surface (transparent) of a similar group as seen 
from above. The foraminal apertures, not here visible, all 
open inward. 

Fig. IV. Meyenia leidyi. A, upper surface of portion of a layer 
of gemniules, each of which, besides its "birotulate" ar- 
mature, (P1. X, fig. i.) (not shown in this sketch) is sur- 
rounded by-c, a "lattice capsule" of spicules resembling 
those of the skeleton; at the summnit of which an open 
space occurs, around-a, the foraminal aperture; more 
than one being sometimes present. B, section of part of 
"chitinous coat" of a gemmule, showing (imperfectly)-b, 
its armature of birotulate spicules in position. 
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Fig. V. Meyeniafluviatilis. Surface of gemmule. "Crust" charged 
with "birotulate" spicules (amphidisks); one star-shaped 
"rotule" resting upon the chitinous coat, the other pre- 
sented to the observer, or more or less foreshortened. (See 
P1. IX, fig. iii, etc.) 

Fig. VI. Meyeitia craterifornis. Sectioin of chitinous coat of gem- 
inule, supporting-b, hooked "birotulates" with very long 
shafts; whose positions, normally radial, are, in this spe- 
cies, frequently twisted or confused. (P1. X, fig. v.) 

PLATE VI. 

Fig. I. Ieterom.eyenia argyrosperma. Partial section of "chitin- 
ous coat" and "crust" of gemmule, showing:-a, the 
somewhat narrowiing "foraminal aperture ;" thick "gran- 
ular crust" charged with-b, "long" and-b', "short" birot- 
utlate spicules. (P1. XI, fig. i and ii.) The outer rotules 
of the longser birotulates, when covered by the crust, form 
conical protuberances as figured. They are, perhaps, more 
frequently seen naked. 

Fig. II. Tubella pennsylvanica. Partial section of chitinous coat 
of gemniule, suirrounded with granular crust; in which 
are emibedded,-b, minute, tn equibirotulate spicules, (P1. 
XII fig. i, ii, iii.) the larger rotule always resting upon 
thie chitinous coat. The thickness of the "crust," in this 
species, varies in different localities, from barely equalling 
the height of the spicules, to the extreme of covering them 
two or more times that depth. 

Fig. III. Carterius tub'isperma. Partial section of chitinous coat 
and crust of gemmule; the latter embedding-b, birotulate- 
spicuiles. Foraminal aperture proloniged into a long tu- 
bule-a, flaring and fuinnel-shaped at its extremity and 
divi(led into several slhort tendrils or cirrous appendages,- 
d. 

Fig. IV. (arterius stepanowii. Partial section of gemmule showing 
protoplasmic contenits, crust, birotulate spicules-b, foram- 
inal tubule-a, penetrating the subquadrangular, flange- 
like extension-d, divided at the angles into numerous very 
short cirrous appendages. (after Dybowski.) 

Fig. V. Carterius latitenta. Partial section of chitinous coat, bear- 
ing crust, and birotulate spicules-b; and extended into a 
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foraminal tubule shorter than that of either of the previ- 
ous species, surrounded and terminated by one or two long 
and broad, ribbon-like cirrous appendages-d. 

Fig. VI. Carterius tenosperma. Section as before; the short tu- 
bule -a, divided into several long, slender cirrous appen- 
dages-d. 

PLATE VII. 

Fig. I. Spongilla lacustris. From an Ice Lake, on the Sierra 
Nevada Mts, alt. 7000 feet:-a, skeleton spicule; b,b,b 
bent, cylindrical, acerate genmmule spicules; c,c,c, spined 
acerate "dermal" or flesh spicules. Received from Dr. 
H. W. Harkness, through Miss. M. M. Greer. 

Fig. II. Spongilla lacustris. From Ridley Creek, near Media, 
Pennsylvania:-a,a, skeleton spicules; b,b,b, acerate gem- 
mule spicules; c,c,c, "dermnal" acerates. 

Fig. III. Spongilla lacustris. From English type, received from 
H. J. Carter:-,a,a, skeleton spicules; b,b, etc. acerate 
gemmule spicules; c,c, dermal acerates. 

Fig. IV. Spougilla lacustris, From May's Landing, New Jersey: 
-a,a,a, skeleton spicules; b,b, long, spinous, acerate gem- 
mute spicules; c,c, small dermal acerates. 

Fig. V. Spongilla lacustris, var. lehighensis. From the Lehigh 
River, at White Haven, Pennsylvania:-a,a, skeleton spic- 
ules; b, b, b, strongly spinous geinmule spicules; c,c,c, 

short dermal acerates. 

Fig. VI. Spongilla lacustris, var. montana. From Lake on Cats- 
kill Mts., New York, alt. 21500 feet; representing skeleton 
and gemnimule spicules; no dermals have been drawn. 

PLATE VIII. 

Fig. I. Spongilla fragilis. Froin type specimen "presented by 
Dr. Jos. Leidy to the Academy of Natural Sciences, Phil- 
adelphia: "-a,a,a,a, skeleton spicules; b,b,b,b, spicules from 
the "cellular parenchyma." 

Fig. II. Spongilla fragilis, var. minutissima. From Lake IHopat- 
cong, New Jersey :-a,a, skeleton spicules; b,b, spined forms 
sometimnes seen; c,c,G, long, irregular, spinous parenchymal 
spicules. 
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Fig. III. Spongilla fragilis. From Calurnet River, Illinois:-a,a, 
skeleton spicules; b, c, d, e, variable parenchymal spicules; 
f.f,f, spined, spherical forms frequently seen throughout 
the species. Collected by B. W. Thomas. 

Fig. IV. Spongilla fragilis, var. minuta. From Lehigh Gap, Penn- 
sylvania:-a,a,a, skeleton spicules; b,b,b, long, spined, 
acuminate, "'parenchymal spicules ;" c,c,c, spherical and 
amorphous forms. 

Fig. V. Spongilla igloviforrnmis. From Doughty's Pond, Absecum, 
New Jersey:-a, a, c, skeleton spicules; b,b, "parenchy- 
mal spicules" nearly equally long, but more spinous. 

Fig. VI. Spongilia aspinosa. From Doughty's Pond, Absecum, 
New Jersey:-a, or(linary skeleton spicule; b, skeleton 
spicule; acuate or rounded at one end; o, d, malformations 
of skeleton spicules; e,e,e, smooth dermal spicules; fiff, 
globular or discoidal masses of silica, frequently observed 
in this species. 

PLATE IX. 

Fig. I. Mleyentia fluviatilis. From an English type, received from 
H. J. Carter :-a anid b, spined skeleton spicules; c, smooth 
do.; d,d,d, birotulate gemmule spicules sometimes with 
acuminate urnbos; e,e,e, enid view of rotules. 

Fig. II. Mleyenia fuviatilis var. acuntinata. From Boston, Massa- 
chusetts :-a, ordinary skeleton spicule; b,b, slender forms 
of do.; c,c,d,d, acumiinate or imiisshapen birotuLlate gem- 
mule spicules. 

Fig. III. lieyeniafluviatilis, form astrosperma, syn. From Lehigh 
Gal), Pennsylvania:-a,a, skeleton spicules; b,b, birot- 
ulate gemlimule spicuiles; d,d, inalformed do.; c, group of 
rotulai; e,e, single rotules showing an ordinary distrib- 
ution of the rays. 

Fig. IV. Jieyenia fluviatilis. Fronm Chester Creek, near Lenni, Penn- 
sylvania:-a, proper skeleton spicule; b, malformed do.; 
d,d,d, short, robust birotulates; c,c,c rotules with symmet- 
rical, conical rays, sub-spined at nmargins; e,e,e,e, malform- 
ations of birotulates, frequent in this specimen. 

Fig. V. Mleyenia robusta. From Honey Lake Valley, California;- 
a, a, smooth skeleton spicules; b,b,b, coarsely spined gem- 
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mule birotulates; d,d,d, single rotules; c,e,e,e, exceeding- 
ly misshapen forms. Collected by Dr. Geo. H. Horn. 

Fig. VI. Meyenia subdi;visa. From St. John's River, near Palatka, 
Florida :-a, smooth, b, c, d, spined skeleton spicules; e,e, 
e,e, long, massive gemmule birotulates, spined and sub- 
spined; ff, rotules of do.; Collected by Henry Mills. 

PLATE X. 

Fig. I. Meyenia leidyi. From Schuylkill River, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania:-a,a,a, smooth skeleton spicules, abruptly 
pointed; b,b, do. with rounded terminations; c,c, short 
birotulates with "entire" margins; d, do. with rotule twist- 
ed or exflected; e, face of rotule; f, group of rotules as 
they appear upon the surface of the gemmules. 

Fig. II. Meyenia millsii. From Florida:-a, microspined skeleton 
spicule; b,b, mature gemmule birotulates with smooth 
shafts; c,c,c, probably immature forms; d,d,d, face of ro- 
tules, "lacinulate" or delicately notched, and without rays. 
Collected by H. Mills; 

Fig. III. Meyenia everetti. From Pictou, Nova Scotia :-a, a, a, a, 
smooth, slender skeleton spicules; b,b,b,b, long smooth, 
gemmule birotulates; c,c, d,d, miiiute dermal birotulates. 
Collected by A. H. MacKay. 

Fig. IV. Meyenia everetti. From Gilder Pond, on Mt. Everett, 
Massachusetts:-a,a,b,b, smooth skeleton spicules; c, c, c 
gemmule birotulates; d, end view of rotule formed of 
hooked rays; e,e,e, minute dermctl birotulates. Collected 
F. Wolle and H. S. Kitchell. 

Fig. V. Meyenia crateriformis. From Crowe's Mill, Brandywine 
Creek, Pennsylvanlia :-a,a, slender, microspined skeleton 
spicules; b,b,b,b, mature gemmule birotulates with short 
hooked rays; c,d,e,e, supposed immature forms. 

Fig. VI. Meyenia plumosa, var. palmeri. From the Colorado of the 
West, Mexico:-a, robust, microspined skeleton spicule; b,e,c 
spined gemmule birotulates; d,d, rotules of do., irregular- 
ly notched; e,e,e, sub-stellate dermal spicules; f. imper- 
fect form of do.; g,g, amorphous, "Scotch terrier" forms. 

PLATE XI. 

Fig. I. Ileteromeyenia argyrosperma. From Lehigh Gap, Penn- 
sylvania :-a,a, sparsely microspined skeleton spicules; b, 
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b,b, gemmule birotulates of the longer class, with one to 
three hooked rays; c,c,c,c, spined birotulates of the shorter 
class. 

Fig. II. Heteromeyenia argyrosperma, var. tenuis. From Harvey's 
Lake, Peinnsylvania :-a,a,a, slender skeleton spicules; b,b,b 
long birotulates; c,c, birotulates of the shorter class; all 
more slender than in the typical species; d, imperfect do. 

Fig. III. -Heteromeyenia repens. From Lehigh Gap, Pennsylvania:- 
a,a,a, microspined skeleton spicules; b,b, gemmule biro- 
tulates of the longer class, with recurved, hooked rays; 
c,c,c, gemmule birotulates of the shorter class; d,d,d, ro- 
tules of do., e,e, derinal spicules; f. amorphous spicule. 

Fig. IV. Ileteromeyenia ryderi, var. baleni. Froin near Plainfield, 
New Jersey:-a,a,a,a, slender, microspined, skeleton spic- 
ules; b,b,b, long, hooked, gemmule birotulates; c,c,c, short 
do; with flat rotules; d,d,d, surface of last named. Col- 
lected by A. D. Balein. 

Fig. V. Ileteromeyenia ryderi, type. Fromi Indiani Run, Philadel- 
phia, Pennsylvania :-a, skeleton spicule; b,b,b, long gem- 
mule birotulates, hooked and spined; c,c,c,c,c, short birot- 
ulates; d,d,d, surface of rotules, margins lacinulate, sur- 
face microspined or granulated; e, amorphous spicule. 

Fig. VI. Ileteromeyenia ryderi, var. pictovensis. From Pictou, Nova 
Scotia:-a,b,c, densely spinous skeleton spicules, various 
terminations; d,d,d, long gemmule birotulates; e,e,e,e, 
short do. 

PLATE XII. 

Fig. I. Tubella pennsylvanica. Lehigh Gap, Peinsylvania :-a,a, 
a,a, spined skeleton spicules; b,b,b, gemmule "inaequibi- 
rotulates," or trumpet-shaped spicules; c, group of ro- 
tules seen from above, showing the relative sizes of the ro- 
tules; d, surface of single large rotule. 

Fig. II. Tubella pennsylvanica, var. intermedia. From Indian 
Run, Philadelphia :-a,a,a, stouter skeleton spicules; b,c,c, 
"invequibirotulates;" d,e,e, end view of do. showing com- 
parative size of rotules in this variety. 

Fig. III. Tubellapennsylvanica, var. fanshawei. From Bristol Pond, 
Pennsylvania :-a,a,b,b, skeleton spicules; c,c,d,d, birot- 
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ulates more nearly equal than in either of the former cases, 
as shown again by-ff,g,g, end views. 

Fig. IV. Carterius tenosperma. From Lansdowne Run, Philadel- 
phia, Pennsylvania :-a,a, skeleton spicules; b,b,b,c, spined 
gemmule birotulates with burr-like rotules; e,e,e, ends of 
do.; d,d,d,d, long, spinous, acerate dermal spicules. 

Fig. V. Carterius latitenta. From Chester Creek, Pennsylvania:- 
a,a, skeleton spicules; b,b,b,b, gemmule birotulates, varia- 
ble in length; d,d, face of rotules; c, spined dermals. 

Fig. VI. Carterius tubisperma. From Niagara River, near Buffalo, 
New York:-a,a, skeleton spicules; b,b,b,b,b,d, gemmule 
birotulates; c, face of rotule; e,e, long, spined dermal acer- 
ates. Collected by Henry Mills. 
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